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Government Code Section 84308 Applies: No

ACTION ITEM
RECOMMENDATION:
Adopt the Final VTA Transit Service Plan.
BACKGROUND:
VTA updates its transit service plan every two years, typically making small adjustments based
on rider input and performance data. For the FY18-19 transit service plan, VTA is completely
redesigning its transit network in order to connect to BART at Milpitas and Berryessa Stations,
increase overall ridership and improve cost-effectiveness. Due to the enormity of the redesign,
VTA initiated a community-based planning process, known as Next Network, in early 2016.
Overview of Next Network Process
The Next Network process framed the redesign to balance the competing goals of ridership and
coverage that transit agencies are asked to achieve. A five-month long community engagement
process in the summer of 2016 yielded over 5,000 points of input and a general desire by the
public for VTA to place more emphasis on the ridership goal and less emphasis on the coverage
goal for the FY18-19 transit service plan.
In November 2016, the Board of Directors affirmed the community’s input and directed staff to
develop a service plan that increased the portion of operating funds spent on ridership-purposed
services from 70 to 85 percent and decreased coverage-purposed spending from 30 to 15 percent.
At the January 2017 Board Meeting, the Board approved the release of an 85/15 Draft Transit

Service Plan. VTA staff then undertook a new round of extensive community engagement in
January and February of 2017 to receive input from the community and stakeholders.
After reviewing over 3,000 public comments on the Draft Transit Service Plan, staff developed a
Final Transit Service Plan that made 34 changes to the Draft Transit Service Plan, including
retaining service to some areas where discontinuances had been proposed such as Almaden
Valley, Palo Alto, Cupertino, Saratoga and Campbell, among others. The Final Transit Service
Plan employs an 83/17 ridership/coverage balance. What follows is a more in-depth discussion
of the process staff engaged in to arrive at the 83/17 recommendation.
Next Network Foundation
To assist with the Next Network process, VTA hired Jarrett Walker and Associates (JWA), an
internationally-respected transit network design firm, to lead a community conversation about
how to improve Santa Clara County’s transit system. In February of 2016, JWA produced an
independent assessment of VTA’s transit service called the Transit Choices Report (which can
be found at nextnetwork.vta.org). The Transit Choices Report recommended changes to VTA’s
network design philosophy, service classes, branding and fare structure. The Transit Choices
Report outlined a strategy for increasing ridership: operating frequent, all-day transit service in
areas that follow patterns of density, walkability, linearity and proximity. The Transit Choices
Report also noted that increasing transit ridership requires multi-agency collaboration as the two
largest drivers of ridership-land use and the design of the street network-are within the authority
of municipal governments.
In June 2016, JWA produced a Transit Alternatives Report (which can be found at
nextnetwork.vta.org) that framed the design of VTA’s transit network in terms of the two goals
that transit agencies are asked to achieve: ridership and coverage. The ridership goal compels
transit agencies to think like a business and invest service hours in places that have high transit
demand and transit-supportive characteristics like density and walkability. Ridership-oriented
networks tend to have fewer routes, but many that are frequent while coverage-oriented networks
have many routes, but few that are frequent. The coverage goal compels transit agencies to think
like a government service and locate transit routes in as many places as possible to maximize
access to public transit. While increasing ridership and coverage are both important goals, they
compete for the same funding. Doing more of one means doing less of the other and transit
agencies must decide how much of their funding should be spent toward each.
VTA currently spends 70 percent of its transit operating funding on ridership-purposed routes
and 30 percent on coverage-purposed routes (as shown in Attachment A). Given the goal of
increasing ridership, the Transit Alternatives Report asked if VTA should change its
ridership/coverage balance and, if so, by how much? To assist with this community
conversation, the Transit Alternatives Report featured three network concepts that employed
different ridership/coverage balances, 70/30, 80/20 and 90/10. Each showed the tradeoff
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between increased frequency and decreased access. All three concepts were designed in a
budget-neutral context, where each would cost the same for VTA to operate.
Phase I Outreach and Board Direction
In the summer of 2016, VTA undertook a community engagement effort consisting of 12
community meetings, four four-hour community leader workshops, surveys and online outreach.
This effort asked the public to weigh in on the three network concepts and cast a vote for their
preferred ridership/coverage balance along a spectrum that ranged from 70/30 to 90/10. Over
2,000 votes were cast yielding an 80/20 average. At the community leader workshops, the
average result of the ridership/coverage balance survey was 85/15.
VTA also asked if the public would welcome a more-ridership oriented network if it meant
walking farther to access faster or more frequent transit and if making transfers between more
frequent buses and/or trains in order to arrive at one’s destination sooner would be preferred over
making one-seat trips. Though some members of the public preferred shorter walks and one-seat
trips, the majority favored walking farther and making transfers.
The community leader workshop attendees included elected officials, neighborhood and civic
leaders, and representatives of community groups whose constituents rely on transit to get
around. Due to these leaders’ closeness to the topic of public transit, additional consideration
was given to their input, resulting in a staff recommendation for an 85/15 ridership/coverage
balance for the Draft Transit Service Plan.
At their November 18, 2016 Board Workshop, VTA’s Board of Directors endorsed the staff
recommendation. A Draft Transit Service Plan that employed an 85/15 ridership/coverage
balance was released for public review at the January 5, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting.
DISCUSSION:
Draft Transit Service Plan
The Draft Transit Service Plan proposed several fundamental changes to the design of VTA’s
transit network, including the following:
 Reallocating transit service from low-ridership areas to high-ridership areas
 Increasing frequency
 Increasing Light Rail Service
 More Rapid Routes
 Increasing midday and weekend service levels and expanding hours of service
 Transitioning toward a grid network
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 Stronger connections to regional transportation
 Expanding potential rider base, improving service for current riders
The December 22, 2016 memorandum presented to the Board of Directors on January 5, 2017
includes a detailed discussion of these features and the Draft Transit Service Plan that was
released for public review. A copy of this memorandum can be found at nextnetwork.vta.org.
Phase II Outreach Campaign and Feedback
Following the release of the Draft Transit Service Plan, VTA staff undertook a public
engagement effort to collect input on how VTA could improve the Draft Transit Service Plan.
This effort included:
 86 staff presentations including community meetings, guest presentations, committee and
Board agendized items, and city staff and council presentations
 An information campaign including brochures, take-one cards, advertisements and an
aggressive social media campaign in multiple languages
 A print and broadcast media campaign that recorded 27 instances of local coverage
 An online video campaign that achieved 111 live viewers, over 4,300 total views and
26,000 minutes of watch-time including webinars, two live-streamed public meetings and
eight videos focused on transit changes around colleges
 A multi-lingual project microsite (nextnetwork.vta.org) that recorded 355,000 unique
visits and 1.4 million page views
 A multi-lingual street team that engaged with riders at 14 different transit centers totaling
3,287 interactions with transit riders
A full documentation of community outreach can be found in Attachment B.
The outreach effort for the Draft Transit Service Plan yielded over 3,000 comments about the
components of the Draft Transit Service Plan. These comments were often specific and detailed
and focused on several themes:
 Consensus that VTA’s ridership and farebox metrics were compelling reasons to make
changes in the design of the transit network.
 Endorsement of the idea that increasing access of residents and jobs to frequent (15minute or better, all-day) service would make transit a more viable travel option for more
Santa Clara County travelers.
 Endorsement of more Rapid routes, particularly Rapid 523 in Sunnyvale and Cupertino.
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 Support for the Core Connectivity Project, which seeks to identify new ways of providing
mobility in areas that are a poor fit for a fixed-route transit service such as contributing
funds to city-operated shuttle programs or subsidizing on-demand trips in areas without
fixed-route service.
 Concern for those who lose access to any transit service, particularly in Almaden Valley,
South San Jose, East San Jose Hills Saratoga, Cupertino, Los Gatos and Fremont. Routes
37, 45, 53, 65, 82, 88, 89, 120, and 181, which were proposed to be discontinued or have
decreased levels of service were the subject of many comments.
 Concern about the impact to paratransit users whose homes or destinations would fall
outside of the paratransit service area or into the premium fare zone if fixed-route
services along the periphery of the transit network are discontinued.
 Interest in how VTA can better meet the needs of senior citizens.
A compendium of all comments on the Draft Transit Service Plan can be downloaded at
nextnetwork.vta.org.
Final Transit Service Plan
In developing the Final Transit Service Plan, VTA staff sought to balance the direction to pursue
a more ridership-oriented network with community requests to retain coverage-purposed routes
that had been proposed to be discontinued. Ultimately, staff developed a compromise plan that
retained some coverage-purposed routes, resulting in an 83/17 ridership/coverage balance. The
Final Transit Service Plan (as shown in Attachment C) maintains all of the frequency increases
proposed in the Draft Transit Service Plan and retains transit service in some corridors where
discontinuances had been proposed. Attachment D includes by-route and by-city listings of all
Final Transit Service Plan changes compared to the current transit service plan and Draft Transit
Service Plan.
Changes from Draft Transit Service Plan to Final Transit Service Plan
Every transit service decision bears an opportunity cost as service hours that could benefit some
travelers are shifted to benefit others. In making these decisions, VTA staff attempts to achieve
the greatest good, balancing Board direction, ridership data, and community input while giving
special consideration to the transportation needs of vulnerable populations such as students,
seniors, the disabled, and low-income. The development of the Final Transit Service Plan
attempts to achieve the best balance of all these factors within VTA’s allotted budget for transit
operations. In this process, staff benefitted greatly from the extensive and detailed input received
from Santa Clara County travelers during Phase II Outreach.
The following bullets briefly discuss elements of the Draft Transit Service Plan that received a
high level of community input and the resulting staff recommendations for the Final Transit
Service Plan. A detailed discussion of each service decision can be found in Attachment E.
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 Cupertino/Saratoga - De Anza Boulevard/Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road (Current Route 53)
Recommendation: Continue service in this corridor by extending Route 51 south of De
Anza College.
 San Jose - Leigh Avenue (Route 65)
Recommendation: Retain service on Route 65 and decrease frequency from 30-minute
service level to 60-minute service level.
 Los Gatos/Campbell (Current Routes 48 and 49)
Recommendation: Operate Route 27 on Main Street in Downtown Los Gatos as well as
Hacienda Avenue and Knowles Drive to service Los Gatos El Camino Hospital and Lost
Gatos High School.
 San Jose - Downtown (Current DASH)/Rapid 500
Recommendation: Retain the Draft Transit Service Plan’s recommendation to upgrade
the DASH to the Rapid 500 and add a Rapid 500 stop at Almaden Avenue.
 Fremont/Sunnyvale (Route 120)
Recommendation: Given the extension of BART to Santa Clara County and compelling
needs for transit service inside Santa Clara County, staff does not recommend retaining
Route 120 in the Final Transit Service Plan.
 Fremont/San Jose (Route 181)
Recommendation: Given the extension of BART to Santa Clara County, alternate ways
of making the trip by transit, and compelling needs for transit service inside Santa Clara
County, staff does not recommend retaining Route 181.
 Palo Alto - Gunn High School (Current Route 88)
Recommendation: Provide a new Route 288 service during school bell times, with an
additional after school trip to accommodate students involved in extracurricular activities.
Discontinue Route 88.
 Palo Alto - Veterans Hospital (Route 89)
Recommendation: Retain Route 89 as it exists today to provide hospital access for
veterans.
 San Jose - East Hills (Current Route 45)
Recommendation: Retain the Draft Service Plan’s recommendation to discontinue Route
45. VTA will offer to provide a van for use by the patrons of the Homeless Veterans
Emergency Housing Facility.
 San Jose - Mineta San Jose Airport (Current Route 10)
Recommendation: Due to the inability to enforce whether riders who board at non-airport
stops are traveling to the airport, only provide free boardings at airport terminals. Nonairport terminal boardings require a standard fare.
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 Campbell/San Jose - Hamilton/Pine (Current Route 82)
Recommendation: Discontinue Route 82 and retain transit service along Hamilton
Avenue/Pine Avenue corridor by rerouting Route 56.
 Gilroy (Current Routes 14, 17 and 19)
Recommendation: Discontinue routes 14, 17 and 19 and replace them with a loop route,
which will be named Route 85.
 Campbell/San Jose/Saratoga (Current Route 37)
Recommendation: Retain Route 37 at a 60-minute frequency service level rather than a
30-minute service level. The portion of Route 37 that exhibits the greatest demand (from
West Valley College to the Light Rail Line between Mountain View and Winchester)
will be supplemented by Route 26, which offers 30-minute service.
 Cupertino/Los Altos - Foothill and De Anza Colleges
Recommendation: Due to insufficient demand, discontinue this service.
 San Jose - Forest Avenue (Current Route 23, new Route 59)
Recommendation: Retain the Draft Transit Service Plan’s recommendation to keep Route
23 on Stevens Creek, and extend Route 59 from its terminus at the Santa Clara Caltrain
Station to serve Forest Avenue via Lafayette.
 Sunnyvale - Civic Center (Current Route 54)
Recommendations: Discontinue service on Route 54 along Olive Avenue.
 Sunnyvale - Fair Oaks Avenue (Route 55)
Recommendation: Retain the Draft Transit Service Plan’s recommendation of removing
the Route 55 deviation that serves the Fair Oaks/Remington area. The volume and
proximity of other transit services in the area (routes 22, 55, 522 and 523) provide
adequate connectivity in all travel directions.
 San Jose - Almaden Valley (Current Routes 13, 63, 64, 328 and 330)
Recommendation: Extend Route 64, which currently terminates at Almaden Light Rail
Station, to Camden Avenue and retain Route 13 (renamed to Route 83) with
modifications to better serve the Almaden Community Center and shopping plazas at the
intersection of Blossom Hill Road and Almaden Expressway. Additionally, VTA will
explore an on-demand pilot service in Almaden Valley.
Retaining Access for Current Riders and Paratransit Clients
Of particular community concern were the proposals to discontinue routes in areas along the
periphery of the transit network. Such changes would leave about one percent of current transit
riders without any nearby transit service and would push some trips made by paratransit clients
outside of the paratransit service area. The paratransit service area mirrors the shape of the
fixed-route transit network. VTA is required by the Americans with Disabilities Act to operate
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paratransit service in areas within ¾ of a mile of a fixed route while that route is in operation.
VTA’s own paratransit policy extends the service area by an additional mile, at a higher fare. By
retaining routes that were proposed to be discontinued in the Draft Transit Service Plan, the
impact to current riders and paratransit riders is lessened considerably.
For example, while the Draft Transit Service Plan would result in about one percent of current
weekday boardings being more than half a mile from a transit stop. The Final Transit Service
Plan would reduce that to about half a percent. Similarly, the Draft Transit Service Plan would
result in the homes of 47 current paratransit clients falling outside the paratransit service area.
The Final Transit Service Plan reduces this number to two. A detailed analysis of paratransit
impacts can be found in Attachment F.
Title VI Analysis
Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act states that agencies that receive federal funding may not
discriminate on the basis of race, color or national origin.
Federal guidance encourages transit agencies to uphold Title VI in two ways: a metric-based
analysis that evaluates the impact to minority and low income communities compared to the
overall population of Santa Clara County, and by involving Title VI communities in the planning
process so that their input may inform decisions as early as possible.
The metric-based evaluation of Title VI impacts for the Final Transit Service Plan was
undertaken by an independent contractor and can be found in Attachment G. This analysis
evaluates the impacts in two ways: 1) Disproportionate Impact, which measures the impact to
minority residents and 2) Disproportionate Burden, which measures the impact to low-income
residents. VTA’s Board-adopted threshold for determining Title VI impacts is 10 percent,
meaning that a service change that decreases the provision of transit for minority or low-income
residents at a rate 10 percent greater than a decrease for overall residents is presumed to be noncompliant with the mandates of Title VI.
The independent Title VI analysis found that compared to the overall population, access to
transit for low-income and minority residents of Santa Clara County increased slightly. As such,
the metric based analysis finds that no disparate impacts or disproportionate burdens would
result from the proposed transit service changes.
VTA sought to involve Title VI communities in the Next Network planning process by working
with VTA’s Title VI Office and following the VTA’s Public Participation Plan. This included
outreach to organizations that represent minority, low-income, and immigrant communities,
hosting community meetings and workshops throughout the county, and partnering with
Working Partnerships USA to gain input from transit riders and minority and low-income
residents. Additionally, a multi-lingual advertising campaign spread awareness of the proposed
service changes and a multi-lingual website encouraged residents to provide feedback in their
preferred languages. A full list of outreach to Title VI groups can be found in Attachment B.
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Ridership Projections
Ridership projections for the Final Transit Service Plan must be viewed in the context of current
ridership trends. In Santa Clara County, ridership in FY2016 was two percent lower than
FY2015. To date, FY2017 ridership (through January 2017) is down 11.6 percent compared to
FY2016. These are significant decreases for an agency that has had relatively flat ridership for
the previous ten years. These trends are not isolated to Santa Clara County. CityLab reports that
transit ridership has been declining nationally with seven of the 30 largest metropolitan areas
losing riders over the past calendar year. Only two metropolitan areas, Seattle, WA (4.1 percent)
and Houston, TX (2.3 percent), showed increases in ridership over this time and both agencies
have recently completed transit network redesigns that allocated a greater share of operations
funding to ridership-purposed routes.
Many potential reasons for the national ridership decline have been identified including low gas
prices, rising automobile ownership, higher income levels, on-demand services, corporate
shuttles, unprecedented weather events, continued suburbanization, the suburbanization of
poverty and changing demographics. Nationwide research into these influences is emerging and
VTA is following these reports and is evaluating its own data to assess impacts at the local level.
Given the recent seismic shift in transit ridership, uncertainty about the cause, and inability to
predict whether these trends will continue, it would be impractical to project ridership totals as a
specific number. Rather, projections for the Final Transit Service Plan are presented in
comparison to a scenario where VTA retains the current transit service plan. These projections
are developed using VTA’s countywide transportation demand model and do not account for
potential changes to demand that may result from changes to VTA’s fare policy, which may
include free VTA-to-VTA transfers for Clipper Card users, changes in pricing to the base fare,
youth fares, community bus fares and EcoPass.
Our analysis projects that the Final Transit Service Plan could potentially result in an increase in
transit boardings as follows:
 A 15 to 20 percent increase in light rail ridership. This is driven by the addition of the
Orange Light Rail Line which connects Downtown Mountain View with the Milpitas
BART Station and Alum Rock Transit Center at 15-minute all day service.
 An 8 to 10 percent increase in bus ridership. This is due to the increase in frequent,
all-day services, the restructuring of VTA’s network to an interconnected grid and the
new connection to BART service.
Changes in ridership typically take up to two years to stabilize, though early trends can give an
indication as to whether ridership increases are materializing on a system-wide and individual
route basis, as shown in the table below. Depending on how ridership changes in the first 6
months, VTA will have a sense for what the eventual ridership changes may be and whether
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adjustments are necessary. Decreases in ridership immediately after big network changes are
common as transit riders adapt to the new service. These decreases can be minimized by
information and marketing campaigns.
6 Months
12 Months
18 Months
24 Months

70% of ridership change realized
80% of ridership change realized
90% of ridership change realized
100% of ridership change realized

These projections are based on BART providing two lines of service into Santa Clara County.
BART’s initial operating plan calls for one of the two lines that currently serve the Fremont
BART Station to be extended to the Berryessa BART Station. The second line is expected to be
extended in 2018 or 2019. As a result, the impact that new BART service will have on ridership
growth may be reduced in the initial 12 to 24 months after BART service begins.
Related Efforts and Issues
Core Connectivity
Fixed route transit service is not always the best mobility solution for every community. As
discussed in the Transit Choices Report, some communities will have features that are not
supportive of fixed route transit, such as lower land use densities, first/last-mile gaps, an
environment not designed for pedestrians, or a street grid not conducive to transit access. Such
areas of our county have always struggled with poor transit access and low productivity under
the one-size-fits-all model of fixed route service. As the industry evolves to acknowledge that
fixed route transit is not always the best solution, more flexible models of transit service are
emerging as potential solutions to provide better mobility for the residents of these communities.
VTA’s Core Connectivity will explore and develop solutions for these areas where fixed route
transit may not be the best approach.
The 2016 Measure B includes a funding category for “innovative first/last mile solutions.” While
a program has yet to be determined by the VTA Board, this funding category could potentially
include an on-demand transit service solution. For example, under Core Connectivity, VTA is
exploring a pilot, on-demand transportation approach in Almaden Valley. Such a pilot could
leverage VTA’s paratransit contractor’s ability to utilize on-demand software and excess
capacity on Paratransit vehicles (and potentially a multi-provider service, where VTA software
would interface with multiple transportation providers such as paratransit, taxis and on-demand
service providers to meet trip demand with the most cost-effective option) to deliver service
within this area. The pilot could further serve as a model for on-demand service that could be
replicated for other areas in the county to replace unproductive fixed route service.
VTA staff is also exploring additional options which may include a senior/municipal shuttle
operating subsidy. The Core Connectivity process will engage the VTA Board and committees
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in exploring the development of a countywide program. The scale of this program would depend
on the level of city partnership and how much funding VTA’s Board of Directors allocates for
first/last-mile solutions.
Fare Policy Review
Staff is reviewing VTA’s fare policy within the context of the service redesign objectives of
increasing transit ridership and improving farebox recovery. A specific focus is aligning VTA’s
fare policy with the design of a transit network that encourages making transfers between routes.
VTA’s present policy of charging cash-paying customers each time they board a vehicle
discourages transfers. Additionally, staff is evaluating lowering the cost of youth fares,
continuing the Transit Assistance Program (TAP) for low income riders, restructuring the Eco
pass program, and adjusting the base fare-which VTA has not done since 2009.
VTA sought input on the fare policy as part of the Draft Transit Service Plan outreach. Finance
staff engaged with the public at all nine VTA-hosted community meetings and sought input on
VTA’s fare policy through an online survey which was promoted on the nextnetwork.vta.org
microsite, at community meetings, staff presentations and on social media. Staff will present a
preliminary fare change proposal at the April 21, 2017 Board Workshop that includes a
preliminary Title VI Fare Equity Analysis and summary of revenue impacts from proposed fare
changes. Additional community outreach is planned in May and a recommended fare proposal is
scheduled for Board adoption in June of 2017.
Next Steps
Implementation
Upon adoption of the Final Transit Service Plan, VTA Operations staff will begin the large task
of turning a high-level service plan into a finely-tuned schedule that coordinates connections
with regional transit services. Drivers will undergo training on the Final Transit Service Plan to
ensure familiarity with new or changed routes. Operations staff will also develop vehicle
circulation plans for the new transit centers at Milpitas and Berryessa BART Stations.
The timing of service changes will largely be dependent upon the start of service to the Milpitas
and Berryessa BART Stations which itself is dependent upon construction and systems testing
being completed on time. Changes to special school bell-timed service would be timed for
summer or winter breaks to minimize disruption in student travel patterns.
Information and Marketing Campaign
In order to maximize awareness of the service changes, VTA will undertake a robust, multilingual information and marketing campaign to promote the new service plan. This campaign
will begin in the second half of 2017 with intense promotion in the three months prior to service
change implementation. This effort will target Santa Clara County travelers as well as East Bay
BART travelers and will consist of print, radio, broadcast TV, cable TV, billboard, and social
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media advertising. Additionally, VTA will use its own resources to promote the service
including: vehicle wraps, shelter posters, car cards, in-vehicle printed collateral, and promotion
through the WiFi splash page. A multi-lingual microsite will allow riders to explore the new
service plan and compare their trips in the current and future networks. VTA’s operators and
customer service representatives will receive training and VTA staff will serve as in-person
ambassadors at transit centers providing information in the opening days of service.
New Transit System Map and Route Timeguides
Following the adoption of the Final Transit Service Plan, VTA will redesign its transit system
map and route timeguides to make them easier to use and more useful. The redesigned system
map will focus on frequency rather than service classes, as the current map does. The redesigned
timeguides will feature more useful maps that can serve as a resource during trip planning, travel
and after disembarking the bus or train. These changes follow national design trends as well as a
recommendation from JWA regarding how to reduce information barriers to transit ridership.
Express Bus Study
Following adoption of the Final Transit Service Plan, VTA staff will undertake a study of
Express Bus routes, which are peak-period routes that are designed to take commuters long
distances at high speeds. With the exception of Express Routes 120, 140, 180 and 181 which
currently serve the Fremont BART Station, VTA has excluded changes to express routes from
the Final Transit Service Plan. The Express Bus Study will evaluate whether changes should be
made to those routes, or new ones added given the new transit network and changes in travel
demand since the last Express Bus Plan was developed in 2011.
FISCAL IMPACT:
At the November 18, 2016 Board Workshop, VTA’s Board of Directors endorsed the staff
recommendation to return with a Draft Transit Service Plan that employed an 85/15
ridership/coverage plan that was service hour neutral, meaning it would reflect the same number
of hours of service being provided.
Bus Service
Although 1,595,000 bus service hours were budgeted in FY17, the actual service hours for FY17
are projected to be 1,499,000 due to a number of planned service changes that were put on hold
pending the finalization of the Next Network process. The budgeted service hours for FY18 and
FY19 include the 102,000 service hours that were deferred in FY17, resulting in an increase in
cost of approximately $12 million per year.
Light Rail Service
For light rail service, a combination of the proposed Orange Line service (Alum Rock to
Mountain View) and the increase in mid-day frequency on the Green Line (Winchester to Old
Ironsides) is expected to increase service hours by 38,000 and operating expenses by
approximately $11 million per year.
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Approaches to accommodating these increases in costs could include revenue from projected
increases in ridership generated by the proposed service revisions, changes to fare structure,
potential increased ridership as a result of Transit Oriented Development, and use of the 2016
Measure B Transit Operations program.
The budgetary impacts of these proposed changes will be reflected in the Proposed FY18 and
FY19 Transit Fund Operating Budget.
Prepared by: Adam Burger
Memo No. 5897
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Attachment B – Phase II Outreach Summary
In January and February of 2017, VTA conducted a community engagement campaign that featured
several community meetings, presentations, marketing, media coverage and outreach through
businesses, community organizations and Title VI groups among others. The following lists summarize
the Phase II outreach campaign.

External Engagement












2,500+ incoming public comments collected via phone, e‐mail and specialized microsite
https://nextnetwork.vta.org
Nine public meetings held thus far resulted in:
o Average attendance = 46;
o Total attendance = 421
16 videos (2 live streamed meetings, 5 geographically‐focused webinars, 8 college‐focused
videos) – key metrics include:
o 4,300 views
o 111 live viewers
o 25,700 hours of watch time
o 250 comments
o 45 thumbs‐up and 75 shares
Countywide Title 6 mailing to 150 organizations
Targeted South County Title 6 mailing to 80 organizations
Community presentations include: Saratoga Senior Center, SJ District 1 Leadership Council,
SPUR, Transform, Gunn High School PTA, Cupertino Chamber of Commerce, Hope Services,
Centennial Recreation Senior Center (Morgan Hill), Traffic Safe Communities Network among
others
Outreach to Community Based Organizations, offering presentations/literature for distribution
Educational Institution Transit Fairs: San Jose State, De Anza, SCU, City College
Street Team ambassadors deployed in the field at major transit hubs for 10 days; reach was over
3,300 individuals.

Marketing Collateral









Car cards translated in 5 languages on all vehicles
Proposed discontinued route flyers distributed on affected bus lines
Bus Stop signage at proposed deleted stations
Light Rail Station and Bus Shelter Posters
Passenger Information Message Signs on light rail platforms
Bus Bench Ads
Special Take Ones (passenger newsletter translated in 5 languages with proposed service map)
on board buses and at major literature distribution points
Two rounds of print newspaper ads in 24 publications targeting community and minority
publications including: San Jose Mercury News, Silicon Valley Community Newspapers, Metro
Newspapers, Gilroy Dispatch/Morgan Hill Times, El Observador, News for Chinese, Philippine

1
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News, Korea Daily, Thoi Bao/Vietnam Daily News, Palo Alto Daily Newspaper, Santa Clara
Weekly, Evergreen/Almaden Times
Aggressive social media (Twitter, Facebook, Gov Delivery, Next Door) campaign promoting
meetings and webinars

Digital/Others







Wi Fi Splash Page directing riders to https://nextnetwork.vta.org
Spanish language radio advertisements (KRZZ)
Pandora Ads (targeted to Santa Clara County)
Digital Display Ads (targeted to Santa Clara County)
Eco Pass email blast
Targeted email blast to North San Jose employers and to employers along the Express 185 route

Media Coverage








27 stories about VTA's Next Network appeared as follows:
o 1/5/17 Jeannie Bruin's OpEd in SJ Mercury News, Palo Alto Weekly, Mountain View Voice
o 1/6/17 SJ Mercury News and Morgan Hill Times
o 1/9/17 SJ Mercury News, Biz Journal and KPIX Ch. 5 CBS
o 1/10/17 SF Bay.com
o 1/13/17 Biz Journal, SJ Mercury News and KNTV Ch. 3 NBC
o 1/14‐17/17 Milpitas Post and Saratoga Patch
o 1/25/17 Palo Alto Weekly
o 1/26/17 San Jose Mercury News and San Jose Blog
o 2/6/17 San Jose Mercury News and Gun High School Oracle Newspaper
o 2/7/17 Mountain View Voice
o 2/8/17 Los Altos Town Crier
o 2/13/17 South Comm Business Media
o 2/15/17 San Jose Mercury News
o 2/21/17 San Jose Mercury News (Roadshow) San Jose Mercury News (Herhold)
o 2/21/17 Gilroy Dispatch
o 2/27/17 San Jose Mercury News
All main broadcast outlets were contacted resulting in stories or mentions as follows:
o KNTV Ch.3, KTVU Ch.2, KPIX Ch. 5, KGO TV Ch. 7, KRON Ch. 4, Univision KDTV Ch. 14 and
Telemundo KSTS Ch.48 (no story) KCBS (interview and story)
Eight Headways featured blog articles about: Next Network Outreach effort, fare policy, status
update, public input so far, video on how the draft plan would affect services to colleges, VTA’s
Street Team, the last public meeting night and the later release of the final plan; distributed
through email, monthly newsletter and on all social media channels.
Potential Stories Pending: We held media interviews on 2/21/17 with San Jose State University
Update Television News, on 3/8/17 with San Jose News Group, and on 3/9/17 with San Jose
Spartan Daily

Outreach thru Business Development Partnerships:


Nate Donato‐Weinstein: City San Jose Economic Development
o Newsletter/first of the month
2
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Rahul Chandhok, 49ers
o Newsletter
o Emails/follow up in person meetings
Alex Sanchez: ROEM developments
John Boslet: Irvine developments
Sharon Fredlund: BOMA
o Newsletter
Derrick Seaver: Silicon Valley Chamber/Organization
Chris O’Connor/Matt Quevedo: SVLeadershipGroup
Moffett, Mountain View, Stanford TMAs
Economic Development Directors: Milpitas, Santa Clara, Sunnyvale, Mountain View
Larry Carr: Joint Venture SV

Outreach to “Neighbors” in North 1st/Tasman/Montague/Brokaw:



















Glen Hendricks/PayPal
Serena Poon/SV Bank
Ali Ahmed: Cisco
Dan Poritzky/Shawn Williams: LeEco
Paula Kutansky‐Brown: Next EV/NIO
NXP
Mike Jones: Cadence
Dave Hendrickson: Oracle
Michael Strle: Great Mall
Rawley Bushman/Karin Hughes: Samsung
Nerissa Flanderz: Infinitysolutions
Applied Materials
Fujitsu
Michael Alba/Danielle Glaser: LinkedIn
Ryan Kauffman: Apple
Terry Smith: Microsoft
Downtown Residential/Downtown Association
Westfield Valley Fair: Scot Vallee

Outreach to Title VI Organizations












Chi Am Circle Inc
Dalai Lama Foundation
Bread Of Life Evangelistic
Walls of Faith Ministries
Homeless Veterans Emergency Housing Facility
Congregation Beth Am Reform
Addison‐Penzak Jewish Community Center
San Jose/Silicon Valley NAACP
John Stott Ministries
Sri Satya Narayana Swamy Devasthanam
International New Wave Ministries
3
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Correctional Institutions Chaplaincy
ROCK of Salvation Church
Christian Worship Center
San Jose Christian Assembly
North Valley Christian Fellowship
Crosspoint Chinese Church Of Silicon Valley
Bridgeway Church
Good Shepherd Community Church
BuddhistTzu Chi Medical Foundation
Brahma Kumaris Silicon Valley
Pakistani American Culture Center
Baha'i Faith of Palo Alto
Saint Vincent De Paul
Project Victory
Grace Lutheran Church E L C A
Russian Orthodox Church Hall
Native TANF Program
Afghan Islamic Association
African American Community Services
American Indian Education Center
Arab American Congress
Asian Americans for Community Involvement: AAIC
Assyrian American Association of San Jose
California Italian‐American
Casa Do Benfica
Castellano Family Foundation
Center of Spiritual Enlightenment
Chinese American Chamber of Commerce
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Mekong Community Center
Mexican Heritage Corporation
Mexican Heritage Plaza
National Council of Negro Women
National Latino Peace Officers Association
Portuguese Athletic Club
Portuguese Community Center
Rahima Foundation
San Jose Cambodian Buddhist Society
San Jose Firefighters IAFF Local 230
Santa Clara County Black Firefighters Association
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers Silicon Valley
Somos Mayfair
South Bay Japanese Community
Taiwanese American Center
Unique Zan Foundation
Ujima Adult & Family Services
4
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Viet‐American Cultural Foundation (vietacf)
George Shirakawa Community Center
Vietnamese American Community of Northern California
Vietnamese American Council
Vietnamese Cultural Association Inc of Santa Clara County
Vietnamese Voluntary Foundation
Washoe Tribe of Nevada & California
California Israel Chamber of Commerce
VIVE CHURCH
Sanatana Dharma Kendra
Unidos De Jesucristo
SIREN (Services Immigrant Rights and Education Network)
Council on American‐Islamic Relations CAIR
California Youth Chinese Symphony
Multi‐Cultural Center MCC (Santa Clara University)
Silicon Valley Chao Chow Community Center of San Jose
Glad Tidings Christian Chinese
Rainbow Chamber Silicon Valley
South Bay Church ‐ North San Jose Campus
WestGate Church ‐ Saratoga Campus
South Bay Church ‐ Sunnyvale Campus
Full Gospel Korean Assembly
Chung Tai Zen Center Of Sunnyvale
Sunnyvale Presbyterian Church
Sacred Logos Resource Center‐Sagos
Christian Leadership Institute
Korean Peresbyterian Church San Jose
Triumphant Life Center
Catholic Academy
Resurrection Catholic Church
Intersection Teen Ministry
Oshman Family Jewish Community Center
Balaji Temple
Arab American Congress of Silicon Valley
China Silicon Valley Association
Chinese Community Center
Chinese Seniors Club of Santa Clara Valley
Chinese Software Professionals Association
Eritrean Community In Santa Clara County
Ethiopian Bay Area Muslims Assoc
Ethiopian Community Services
Fiesta Educativa Sur De La Bahia
Filipino American Chamber of Commerce
Filipino Youth Coalition
German American Club
Grupo De Carnaval Cultural Portugues De Sao Jose
5
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Hindu Temple & Community Center
Hip Sen Association
Hispanic Development Corporation
Hispanic Foundation of Silicon Valley
International Children Assistance Network (ICAN)
Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA) Bay Area
India Community Center
International Hispanic Network
Italian American Heritage Foundation
Italian Mens Club
Japantown Business Association
Jewish Family Services Silicon Valley
Jewish Family & Children's Services
Jewish Federation of Silicon Valley
Hillel of Silicon Valley
Community Child Care Council
Community Child Care Council
Khmer Kampuchean Krom Buddhist
Northside Community Center
Korean American Community Services
La Raza Roundtable de California
Latinas Contra Cancer
Little Italy San Jose
Los Bomberos of Northern California
Los Fundadores, the Founders and Friends of Santa Clara County
Macla/Movimiento De Arte Y Cultura Latino Americana
MACSA Youth Center
Pars Equality Center
Santa Clara Woman's Club Adobe
Sociedade Filarmonica Uniao Popular
Silicon Valley Black Chamber of Commerce
Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation
Evergreen Valley College
San Jose City College

6
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Draft Transit Service Plan Presentations
January 4

Tailgate at North Bus Yard
Presentation: TransForm

January 5

Tailgate at Chaboya Bus Yard
VTA Board Meeting – Release of Draft Plan

January 7

Joint Workforce Investment (VTA bus driver mentorship program)

January 9

Tailgate at Cerone Bus Yard
City of Morgan Hill Staff Briefing

January 11

Presentation: VTA Technical Advisory Committee
Presentation: VTA Citizens Advisory Committee
Presentation: VTA Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Community Meeting: Downtown San Jose

January 12

Meeting: Palo Alto/Gunn High School Parent Teacher Students Association
Presentation: VTA Committee for Transportation Mobility and Accessibility
Meeting: Amalgamated Transit Union Leadership
Presentation: VTA Policy Advisory Committee
Community Meeting: Milpitas

January 14

Presentation: San Jose District 1 Leadership Group

January 17

Presentation: SPUR San Jose Lunch Forum
Webinar: Focus on Morgan Hill and Gilroy

January 18

City of San Jose Council Office Staff Briefing
Community Meeting: Cupertino

January 19

Palo Alto/Gunn High School Parent Teacher Students Association
Silicon Valley BART Extension Coordination Meeting
Community Meeting: Palo Alto City Hall

January 23

Presentation: Grand Boulevard Initiative Working Committee
City of Sunnyvale Staff Briefing
Study Session: Palo Alto City Council
Community Meeting: Campbell

January 24

Webinar: Focus on South San Jose
Presentation: Los Gatos Senior Citizens and Community Services
Presentation: Cupertino City Council

January 25

VTA Customer Service Briefing
Presentation: VTA Administration and Finance Committee
Presentation: Saratoga Senior Center
Study Session: Morgan Hill City Council
7
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January 26

VTA Customer Service Briefing
Webinar: Focus on West Valley

January 30

City of Los Alto Staff Briefing
Homeless Veterans Emergency Housing Facility

January 31

City of Campbell Staff Briefing
Study Session: Sunnyvale City Council

February 1

Presentation: VTA Committee for Transit Mobility and Accessibility
Presentation: CalWorks
Presentation: India Community Center
Presentation: Saratoga City Council

February 2

Presentation: Mountain View Transit Center Redesign Committee
Update: VTA Board of Directors Meeting (GM Report)

February 3

Presentation: Cupertino Chamber of Commerce

February 6

Community Meeting: Mountain View
Presentation: Sunnyvale Library Trustees

February 7

Meeting: Palo Alto/Gunn High School Parent Teacher Students Association
Webinar: Focus on Palo Alto
Presentation: San Jose BART Community Working Group
Presentation: Santa Clara City Council

February 8

Presentation: VTA Land Use and Transportation Integration Working Group
City of Milpitas Staff Briefing
Presentation: VTA Technical Advisory Committee
Presentation: VTA Citizens Advisory Committee
Presentation: VTA Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee

February 9

Presentation: Hope Services
Presentation: Traffic Safe Communities Network
Presentation: VTA Employee Advisory Committee
City of Gilroy Staff Briefing
Presentation: VTA Policy Advisory Committee
Presentation: Santa Clara BART Community Working Group
Presentation: Town of Los Gatos Transportation and Parking Commission
Presentation: Santa Clara County Cities Association

February 10

San Jose State University Transit Solutions Meeting

February 13

Presentation: City of San Jose Green Commute
Community Meeting: East San Jose

February 14

Presentation: Moffett Park Traffic Management Association

8
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February 15

Presentation: O’Connor Hospital Seniors
Presentation: Morgan Hill Seniors
Webinar: Focus on Milpitas and North San Jose
Community Meeting: Gilroy

February 16

Presentation: Senior Round Table
Meeting: District 10 Council Office
Presentation: VTA Congestion Management Program and Planning Committee
Presentation: VTA Administration and Finance Committee
Presentation: VTA Safety, Security and Transit Planning and Operations Committee
Community Meeting: South San Jose

February 21

Presentation: Silicon Valley Independent Living Center
Meeting: Santa Clara University Transportation Administration

March 9

Downtown San Jose Business Association, San Jose State University, City of San Jose

March 21

Milpitas City Council Presentation

March 30

South County Cities

9
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SERVICE FREQUENCY TABLE

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE
<15
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20
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30
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Attachment C
40-45

minute

60

minute

school and express services not shown

WEEKDAY

SATURDAY

AM Peak

BART (Milpitas and Berryessa stations)
O Orange Line
G Green Line
B Blue Line
P Purple Line
500 Diridon – BART Rapid
522 El Camino – Alum Rock Rapid
523 Sunnyvale – Stevens Creek – BART Rapid
20 Sunnyvale – Milpitas
21 Middlefield
22 El Camino – Alum Rock
23 Stevens Creek – Alum Rock
25 Story – Willow
25L Williams
26 Tully
26L Curtner – Campbell
27 Blossom Hill – Los Gatos
31 Evergreen College
37 Hillsdale – Hacienda – Pollard
39 Quimby – San Felipe
40 Foothill College – North Bayshore
42 Monterey – Capitol – Evergreen
47 Calaveras
51 Grant – Moffett
51L Saratoga – West Valley College
52 Foothill College – Downtown Mtn View
53 Homestead – Sunnyvale
55 Sunnyvale – Saratoga
56 Wolfe – Hamilton
57 Bowers – Saratoga
59 Monroe – Great America – Alviso
60 Winchester – Airport – Brokaw
61 Taylor – Bascom
61L Berryessa
63 Meridian
64 McKee – Julian
64L Lincoln – Almaden
65 Leigh
66 Oakland – Monterey – Snell
66L Main – Abel
68 Monterey
68L Monterey South County
70 Jackson
70L Flickinger – Morril
71 Piedmont – White
72 McLaughlin
73 Senter
77 King – Lundy
83 Almaden
85 Gilroy
86 Gavilan College
87 Morgan Hill
89 California Ave – VA Hospital
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SERVICE PROFILE
FY18-19 Transit Service Plan

CLASSES OF SERVICE

ANNUAL SERVICE HOURS
FY16-17 APPROVED

4

SERVICE BY DAY

BUS SERVICE HOURS BY DAY OF WEEK

FINAL PLAN (FY18-19)
FY16-17 APPROVED

ROUTES
+EXPRESS

Light Rail

3

169,367

207,124

160,691
8,676

205,221
1,903

1,601,277

1,601,277

1,454,338
8,676
17,883
120,380

1,515,789
7,000
16,000
62,488

Regular Rail
Special Event Rail

ROUTES

14

Bus

ROUTES

Local Bus
Special Event Bus
School Bus
Express Bus

23

ROUTES

5,157
hours

9

VEHICLES IN SERVICE BY HOUR

RIDERSHIP–COVERAGE ALLOCATION
LOCAL BUS SERVICE RESOURCES, BY PURPOSE

FY16-17 APPROVED

FINAL PLAN (FY18-19)
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358 buses
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WEEKDAY BUSES IN SERVICE BY HOUR, ESTIMATED
400
350

381 buses
57 light rail cars

Peak Vehicles

ROUTES

4,845
hours
2,844
hours

WEEKDAY

FINAL PLAN (FY18-19)

RI D

ER

22 El Camino – Santa Clara – Alum Rock

60 Winchester – Airport – Brokaw

70 Jackson

500 Diridon – BART Rapid

23 Stevens Creek – Santa Clara – Alum Rock

61 Taylor – Bascom

72 McLaughlin

522 El Camino – Santa Clara – Alum Rock Rapid

25 Story

64 McKee – Julian

73 Senter

523 Sunnyvale – Stevens Creek – BART Rapid

26 Tully

66 Oakland – Monterey – Snell

77 King – Lundy

57 Bowers – Saratoga

68 Monterey Highway

Attachment D - Route-by-Route List of Changes
Weekday
Route

10

Proposed Change (current service vs. final plan)

Metro/Airport LRT Station - Santa Clara Transit
Center

12 Eastridge Transit Center - San Jose Civic Center

Alignment
Change

Frequency
Change

Span
Change

Class

Span

Saturday

Peak
Midday
Frequency Frequency

Combine with new Route 60, which would connect Mineta San Jose Airport to Milpitas BART Station,
Santa Clara Caltrain Station, Valley Fair, Santana Row and Downtown Campbell; improve weekend
frequency.

Span

Frequency

Frequency

Change from Draft Plan to Final Plan

Discontinue; current riders may use revised Route 61 or Route 77.

See Route 83

14 Gilroy Transit Center - St. Louise Hospital

Replace with new Route 85, which would serve Route 14 destinations and other areas of Gilroy; reduce
weekday frequency.

See Route 85

16 Morgan Hill Civic Center - Burnett Avenue

Renumber to Route 87; service retained on an interim basis until a more effective flexible transit service
can be implemented.

See Route 87

17 Gilroy Transit Center - St. Louise Hospital

Discontinue due to low ridership; some riders may use Route 85.

18 Gavilan College - Gilory Transit Center

Renumber to Route 86; increase frequency on weekdays.

See Route 86

19 Gilroy Transit Center - Wren and Mantelli

Replace with new Route 85, which would serve Route 19 destinations and other areas of Gilroy;
decrease weekday frequency.

See Route 96

21 Middlefield

Span

See Route 60

13 Ohlone/Chynoweth LRT Station - Almaden/McKean Replace with new Route 83.

20 Sunnyvale - North San Jose - Milpitas

Sunday

Create new Route 20 that would connect Milpitas BART Station, Mission College, Santa Clara Square and
Downtown Sunnyvale; new Route 20 would provide service to areas currently served during commute
periods by parts of Routes 58, 321 and 304.
Create new Route 21 that would connect Palo Alto, San Antonio Transit Center, Mountain View,
Sunnyvale and Santa Clara Transit Ctr (Sunday service would only operate between Stanford Shopping
Center and Mountain View); new Route 21 would replace current Routes 32 and 35.

New

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

15 min

30 min

—

—

—

—

The draft plan proposed the route end at Mountain View,
but in the final plan the route would end in Sunnyvale.

New

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

8:00a - 8:00p

45 min

9:00a - 8:00p

60 min

Minor alignment changes to serve San Antonio Circle in
Mountain View and Lytton/Hamilton in Palo Alto (pending
street improvements).

P

Frequent

24 hours

15 min

15 min

24 hours

15 min

24 hours

15 min

15 min

15 min

6:00a - 1:00a

15 min

6:00a - 1:00a

22 El Camino - Santa Clara - Alum Rock

Decrease weekday frequency; increase frequency on Rapid 522 (to be implemented in April 2017).

23 Stevens Creek - Alum Rock

Decrease weekday frequency; modify alignment to serve Stevens Creek Blvd instead of Forest Ave.

P

P

Frequent

5:00a - 1:00a

25 Story - Willow - Williams

Decrease weekday frequency and increase Sunday frequency; modify alignment near De Anza College.

P

P

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

12-24 min 12-24 min

6:00a - 12:00a

15-30 min

6:00a - 12:00a

P

P

P

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

15-30 min 15-30 min

6:30a - 12:00a

20-40 min

7:30a - 11:00p 20-40 min

P

P

P

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

7:00a - 9:00p

30 min

8:00a - 8:00p

60 min

Final plan would maintain service to Knowles/Hacienda
area and downtown Los Gatos; Saturday service would end
at 9:00p.

Local

6:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

7:30a - 6:30p

60 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

Route was proposed for elimination in draft plan (parts
were covered by Route 76).

26 Tully - Curtner - Campbell

27 Blossom Hill - Los Gatos

31 Evergreen Valley College

Split into two separate routes. Revised Route 26 would connect West Valley College and Eastridge
Transit Center; frequency would increase on weekdays and weekends; new Route 56 would connect
Lockheed Martin and Tamien Station.
Extend to Winchester Transit Center via Los Gatos Boulevard, downtown Los Gatos and Winchester
Boulevard; increase frequency on weekday midday and Saturdays; add extended evening hours on
weekdays and Saturdays.
Modify alignment for more direct service between Evergreen Valley College and Eastridge Transit
Center.

32

San Antonio Shopping Center - Santa Clara Transit
Center

Replace with new Route 21.

34

San Antonio Shopping Center - Downtown
Mountain View

Discontinue due to low ridership; some current riders can use Routes 21 or 40.

35

Stanford Shopping Center - Downtown Mountain
View

Replace with new Route 21.

P

Final plan would maintain Route 23's current alignment in
east San Jose; Sunday frequency would increase to every
15 minutes.
Final plan would maintain service to White Road in east
15-60 min San Jose; minor alignment changes through Valley Medical
Center.
15 min

See Route 21

See Route 21

37 West Valley College - Capitol Light Rail Station

Reduce weekday frequency.

P

Local

6:30a - 6:30p

60 min

60 min

—

—

—

—

39 Quimby - San Felipe

Decrease peak period frequency.

P

Local

6:30a - 6:30p

60 min

60 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

40 Foothill College - North Bayshore

Extend Route 40 along Shoreline Boulevard and Villa Street to connect with Mountain View Transit
Center; increase Saturday and Sunday frequency.

P

P

Local

6:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

7:00a - 7:00p

45 min

9:00a - 6:00p

45 min

42 Kaiser San Jose - Evergreen Valley College

Discontinue low ridership segments, reduce weekday frequency; discontinue Saturday service.

P

P

Local

6:30a - 6:30p

60 min

60 min

—

—

—

—

45

P

Route was proposed for elimination in draft plan.
Route was proposed to be renumbered to Route 93, but
final plan maintiains current number.

Route was proposed for elimination in draft plan.

Alum Rock Transit Center - Penitencia Creek Transit
Discontinue due to low ridership.
Center
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Attachment D - Route-by-Route List of Changes
Weekday
Route

Proposed Change (current service vs. final plan)

Alignment
Change

Frequency
Change

Span
Change

Class

Span

Saturday

Peak
Midday
Frequency Frequency

Span

Sunday

Frequency

46 Great Mall Transit Center - Milpitas High School

Scale back to school-oriented service (to be called Route 246) between Milpitas High School and
Landess/Yellowstone.

47 Calaveras

Route would become a two-way loop; increase Sunday frequency; modify alignment to serve
McCandless Drive; add extended evening hours 7 days a week.

48 Downtown Los Gatos - Winchester LRT Station

Replace with revised Route 27; increase frequency on Route 27.

See Route 27

49 Downtown Los Gatos - Winchester LRT Station

Replace some segments with revised Route 27; increase frequency on Route 27.

See Route 27

51 Grant - Moffett - Saratoga

New number for Moffett Field to De Anza College portion of current Route 81; decrease midday
frequency; extend route to West Valley College; discontinue Saturday service.

52 Foothill College - Downtown Mountain View

No changes proposed.

53 Homestead - Sunnyvale

Change alignment to serve Vallco Mall and Santa Clara Transit Ctr instead of West Valley College, which
would replace part of current Route 81 (Saturday service to operate between Vallco and Santa Clara
Transit Ctr); increase frequency on weekdays.

54 Lockheed Martin Transit Center - De Anza College

Discontinue due to low ridership; add new Rapid 523 service on Mathilda Avenue/De Anza Boulevard
corridor.

55 Sunnyvale - De Anza College

Change alignment between Downtown Sunnyvale and Remington Avenue; minor alignment changes in
Lakewood Village; decrease weekday peak period frequency and increase Sunday frequency.

56 Wolfe - Hamilton

Span

Frequency

30 min

8:00a - 8:00p

30 min

Change from Draft Plan to Final Plan

See Route 246

P

P

P

P

P

P

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

7:00a - 9:00p

Local

6:30a - 6:30p

30 min

60 min

—

—

—

—

Local

7:00a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

—

—

—

—

Modify alignment to serve McCandless Drive.

Extend 60-min segment of route to West Valley College, via
Saratoga-Sunnyvale and Saratoga town center.

P

P

Local

5:30a - 8:00p

30 min

30 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

—

—

P

P

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

7:30a - 9:00p

30 min

8:00a - 8:00p

30 min

Create new Route 56, which would connect Lockheed Martin Transit Center to Downtown Sunnyvale,
Vallco Mall, Westgate, and Tamien Station; replaces parts of Routes 26 and 82.

New

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

6:30a - 10:00p

30 min

7:30a - 9:00p

30 min

Extend route to Tamien station via Hamilton.

57 Great America - Bowers - Saratoga

Increase weekday and Saturday frequency; add extended evening hours 7 days a week.

P

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

15 min

15 min

6:30a - 11:00p

20 min

7:30a - 10:00p

30 min

Extend weekday service to midnight.

58 West Valley College - Alviso

Discontinue; some current riders may use Routes 57, 59, 20 and 26.

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

7:00a - 10:00p

30 min

7:30a - 6:30p

60 min

Extend weekday service to Valley Fair and O'Connor
Hospital.

15 min

15min

5:00a - 11:00p

20 min

5:00a - 11:30p

20 min

6:30a - 11:00p

20-40 min

7:30a - 10:00p

20-40 min

59 Monroe - Great America - Alviso

60 Winchester - Airport - BART

Create new Route 59, which would connect Valley Fair, O'Connor Hospital, Santa Clara Caltrain Station,
Mission College, Alviso and Baypointe Light Rail Station; would cover some segments of Route 58 and
Route 60.
Consolidate with Route 10 to create new Route 60, which would connect Mineta San Jose Airport to
Milpitas BART Station, Metro light rail station, Santa Clara Caltrain Station, Valley Fair, Santana Row, and
Downtown Campbell; increase weekday and weekend frequency.

P

New

P

P

P

Frequent

5:00a - 11:00p

P

P

P

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

61 Taylor - Bascom - Berryessa

Change alignment from Mabury Road to Berryessa Road between Berryessa BART Station and Capitol
Avenue; increase frequency on weekends; add extended evening hours 7 days/week.

62 Good Samaritan Hospital - Sierra/Piedmont

Replace with Route 61.

63 Meridian

Change southern end from Almaden Expressway/Camden Avenue to Meridian Avenue/Blossom Hill
Road; increase weekday midday frequency.

P

64 McKee - Lincoln - Almaden

Change downtown routing (Julian to 6th/7th and San Fernando); extend route to Camden in Almaden
Valley.

P

65 Kooser/Blossom Hill - Downtown San Jose

Discontinue segment north of downtown San Jose; reduce frequency.

P

66 Milpitas - Oakland - Monterey - Snell

Change alignment to serve Milpitas BART Station; weekday frequency changes by segment; move to
10th/11th Streets from 1st Street.

P

68 Monterey - South County

Decrease midday frequency south of Santa Teresa Light Rail Station; increase midday frequency north of
Santa Teresa light rail station.

70 Jackson - Flickinger - Morrill

Modify alignment to connect to Berryessa BART Station; decrease frequency north of Berryessa BART
station; discontinue service between Eastridge Transit Center and Capitol station, some riders in that
segment may use Routes 71 or 42.

P

P

71 Piedmont - White

Change northern end from Great Mall to Milpitas BART Station; decrease weekday peak period service
and increase Sunday service; extended to Capitol light rail station.

P

P

72 McLaughlin

Increase frequency on weekday midday and weekends; add extended evening hours 7 days/week.

15-30 min 15-30 min

Modify alignment to serve Scott and Benton in Santa Clara.

See Route 61

P

Local

6:00a - 10:00p

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

P

Local

6:00a - 6:30p

60 min

P

Frequent

5:00a - 12:00a

P

Frequent

4:30a - 12:00a

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

Local

5:30a - 10:00p

30 min

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

15 min

P

P

P

P

30 min

30 min

8:00a - 7:00p

60 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

6:30a - 12:00a

30 min

7:00a - 11:00p

30 min

60 min

—

—

—

—

15 min

15-30 min

6:00a - 12:00a

20 min

6:00a - 12:00a

20 min

15 min

15-30 min

5:00a - 12:00a

20 min

5:00a - 12:00a

20 min

15-30 min 15-30 min

6:30a - 12:00a

20-40 min

6:30a - 10:00p

20-40 min

30 min

6:30a - 10:00p

30 min

7:30a - 9:00p

30 min

The final plan moves its southern end from Eastridge to
Capitol light rail station.

15 min

6:30a - 12:00a

20 min

7:30a - 11:00p

30 min

Reduce Sunday daytime frequency from every 20 minutes
to every 30 minutes; change southern end from Capitol
light rail station to Monterey & Branham.

15-30 min 15-30 min

Extend route to Camden in Almaden Valley.

The draft plan proposed to discontinue Route 65.
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Weekday
Route

Proposed Change (current service vs. final plan)

Alignment
Change

Frequency
Change

Span
Change

Class

Span

Saturday

Peak
Midday
Frequency Frequency

Sunday

Span

Frequency

Span

Frequency

Change from Draft Plan to Final Plan

73 Senter

Change southern end from Capitol Expressway/Snell to Monterey Road/Branham Road; increase
weekday midday and weekend frequency; add extended evening hours 7 days/week.

P

P

P

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

15 min

15 min

6:30a - 12:00a

20 min

7:30a - 11:00p

30 min

Reduce Sunday daytime frequency from every 20 minutes
to every 30 minutes.

77 King - Lundy

Change northern end from Great Mall to Milpitas BART Station; change southern end of route to
Eastridge Transit Center via Tully Road rather than Rigoletto Drive; serve Berryessa BART station;
increase weekday midday and weekend frequencies; add extended evening hours 7 days/week.

P

P

P

Frequent

5:30a - 12:00a

15 min

15 min

6:30a - 12:00a

20 min

6:30a - 11:00p

30 min

Reduce Sunday daytime frequency from every 20 minutes
to every 30 minutes.

81 Moffett Field - Downtown San Jose

Replace Moffett Field to De Anza College segment with new Route 51; replace De Anza College to Santa
Clara Caltrain Station segment with revised Route 53.

82 Westgate - Downtown San Jose

Discontinue; some segments of route replaced with Routes 56, 66, and 68.

83 Almaden

New route based on current Route 13, provided on an interim basis prior to implementation of ondemand service for Almaden Valley; revised alignment would serve Blossom Hill (Oakridge Mall),
McAbee, and Camden.

85 Gilroy

New two-way loop route in Gilroy; replaces Routes 14, 17, and 19.

86 Gavilan College

Replaces Route 18; increase frequency.

87 Morgan Hill

Renumber Route 16 to Route 87, provided on an interim basis until a more effective flexible transit
solution can be implemented; no other changes proposed.

88 Palo Alto VA Hospital - Middlefield/Colorado

Scale back to school trips (to be called Route 288) for Gunn High School.

89 California Avenue Caltrain - Palo Alto VA Hospital

No changes proposed.

Local

101 Camden/Highway 85 - Palo Alto

No changes proposed.

Express

102 South San Jose - Palo Alto

No changes proposed.

103 Eastridge Transit Center - Palo Alto

No changes proposed.

104 Penitencia Creek Transit Center - Palo Alto

Change alignment to serve Milpitas BART Station rather than Great Mall Transit Center.

See Routes 51 and 53

See Route 56

P

Local

6:30a - 6:30p

60 min

60 min

—

—

—

—

New

Local

6:30a - 6:30p

60 min

60 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

9:00a - 6:00p

60 min

P

Local

7:00a - 10:00p

30 min

30 min

—

—

—

—

Was called Route 97 in draft plan.

Local

peak only

60 min

—

—

—

—

—

Draft plan proposed a reduction in service to schooloriented trips only. Final plan would maintain current
service until flexible solution can be implemented.

—

—

—

—

The draft plan proposed to discontinue Route 89.

2 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

Express

7 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

Express

4 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

Express

2 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

Was called Route 96 in draft plan; also minor alignment
changes to facilitate connections with Route 68.

See Route 288

P

6:30a - 6:30p

30 min

60 min

120

Fremont BART - Lockheed Martin Transit
Center/Shoreline

Discontinue due to extension of BART to Santa Clara County; explore options for inter-county
partnership service with AC Transit.

121

Gilroy Transit Center - Lockheed Martin Transit
Center

No changes proposed.

Express

9 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

No changes proposed.

Express

1 trip each peak period

—

—

—

—

Express

7 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

122 South San Jose - Lockheed Martin Transit Center

The draft plan proposed to discontinue Route 13.

140 Fremont BART Station - Mission College/Montague Discontinue due to extension of BART to Santa Clara County.

168 Gilroy Transit Center - San Jose Diridon Station

No changes proposed.

180 Fremont BART Station - Great Mall - Eastridge

Discontinue due to extension of BART to Santa Clara County.

181 Fremont BART - San Jose Diridon Station

Discontinue due to extension of BART to Santa Clara County.

182 Palo Alto - Bailey Road/IBM

No changes proposed.

Express

1 trip each peak period

—

—

—

—

185 Gilroy Caltrain Station - Shoreline - San Antonio

No changes proposed.

Express

3 trips each peak period

—

—

—

—

201

DASH Shuttle: Diridon Station - Downtown San Jose Replace with Rapid 500; change alignment to Santa Clara Street.
San Jose State University

See Route 500
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Weekday
Route

Proposed Change (current service vs. final plan)

Alignment
Change

Frequency
Change

Span
Change

Class

Saturday

Peak
Midday
Frequency Frequency

Span

Sunday

Span

Frequency

Span

Frequency

246 Milpitas High School - Yellowstone/Landess

School-oriented service (formerly Route 46), based on school bell schedules.

Special

1 trip before and 1 trip after school

—

—

—

—

247 Milpitas High School - Park Victoria

School-oriented service (formerly Route 46/47), based on school bell schedules.

Special

1 trip before and 1 trip after school

—

—

—

—

251 St. Francis High School - Downtown Mountain View School-oriented service, based on school bell schedules; afternoon service only.

Special

1 trip after school

—

—

—

—

255 Fremont High School - Lakewood Village

School-oriented service (formerly Route 55X), based on school bell schedules.

Special

# of trips varies by school schedule

—

—

—

—

School-oriented service (formerly Route 82), based on school bell schedules.

Special

# of trips varies by school schedule

—

—

—

—

266 Santa Teresa High School - Bernal Road

School-oriented service, based on school bell schedules; afternoon service only.

Special

1 trip after school

—

—

—

—

287 Live Oak High School - Monterey & San Martin

School-oriented service, based on school bell schedules; afternoon service only.

Special

1 trip after school

—

—

—

—

288 Gunn High School - North Palo Alto

School-oriented service (formerly Route 88), based on school bell schedules, plus one afterschool
extracurricular trip; to follow former 88, 88L, 88M alignments.

Special

3 trips before and 4 trips after school

—

—

—

—

304 South San Jose - Sunnyvale Transit Center

Discontinue due to low ridership; some current riders may use Routes 66, 68 or 20.

256

321

Willow Glen High School - Tamien Station Monterey/Alma

Almaden/Via Valiente - Lockheed Martin Transit
Center

Upgrade to Rapid 523 and extend western end to Lockheed Martin Transit Center and eastern end to
Berryessa BART Station; increase Sunday frequency.

Add one additional trip an hour or two after the afternoon
bell time to accommodate afterschool activities; modify
alignment to follow existing route.

See Route 523

Discontinue due to low ridership.

330 Almaden/Via Valiente - Tasman Drive

Discontinue due to low ridership.

500 Diridon - Berryessa BART Rapid

Replaces DASH shuttle; 7-day a week service; connects Diridon Station to downtown San Jose, San Jose
State University, and Berryessa BART Station.

New

522 Palo Alto Transit Center - Eastridge Transit Center

Increase weekday frequency (to be implemented in April 2017); add extended evening hours 7
days/week; start earlier AM service on weekends.

P

Create new Route 523 which would connect Lockheed Martin Transit Center, Downtown Sunnyvale, De
Anza College, Vallco, Valley Fair, Santana Row, Downtown San Jose, Mexican Heritage Plaza and
Berryessa BART Station.

523

Was called Route 282 in draft plan.

Great Mall Transit Center - Lockheed Martin Transit
Discontinue due to low ridership; some current riders may use Routes 20, 59, or Orange line.
Center

323 De Anza College - Downtown San Jose

328

Change from Draft Plan to Final Plan

Lockheed Martin Transit Center - Berryessa BART
Station

Green Old Ironsides Station - Winchester Station

Blue Alum Rock Transit Center - Santa Teresa Station

Purple Almaden Station - Ohlone/Chynoweth Station

Rapid

4:00a - 1:30a

10 min

15 min

6:00a - 1:30a

20 min

8:00a - 1:30a

20 min

Add additional stop at Almaden Boulevard.

Rapid

5:00a - 11:00p

12 min

12 min

6:00a - 11:00p

15 min

6:00a - 10:00p

15 min

Reduce frequency of some weekend early morning and
evening service from every 15 minutes to every 20 minutes;
extend Sunday service to 10 pm.

New

Rapid

5:00a - 10:30p

15 min

15 min

6:00a - 10:30p

15 min

7:00a - 10:00p

15 min

Extend Sunday service to 10 pm.

P

Light Rail

5:00a - 12:00a

15 min

15 min

6:30a - 12:00a

30 min

6:30a - 12:00a

30 min

Change name to Blue Line.

Light Rail

4:30a - 1:00a

15 min

15 min

5:00a - 1:00a

15 min

5:00a - 12:00a

15 min

Change name to Purple Line.

Light Rail

5:30a - 10:30p

15 min

15 min

8:00a - 10:00p

15 min

8:00a - 10:00p

15 min

Light Rail

5:00a - 11:30p

15 min

15 min

6:30a - 11:30p

30 min

7:00a - 11:30p

30 min

—

—

—

—

Change name to Green Line. Change northern end to Old Ironsides Light Rail Station; increase weekday
frequency to 15 minutes all day.

Orange

Mountain View Transit Center - Alum Rock Transit
Center

Create new Orange Line to connect Downtown Mountain View with Alum Rock Transit Center; operate
at 15-minute frequency all day on weekdays.

Yellow

Downtown San Jose - Santa Teresa Station Express
Service

Change name to Yellow Line. Change northern end from Baypointe Light Rail Station to St. James Light
Rail Station; increase peak period span of service.

P

P

New

P

P

Light Rail

5 trips each peak period
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Routes Currently Serving City

Routes to Serve City in Proposed Plan

Campbell

26, 27, 37, 48, 49, 60, 61, 62, 65, 82, 101, 328, 330, Green

26, 27, 37, 56, 60, 61, 65, 101, Green

Cupertino

23, 25, 26, 53, 54, 55, 81, 101, 182, 323

23, 25, 26, 51, 53, 55, 56, 101, 182, 523

Gilroy

14, 17, 18, 19, 68, 121, 168, 185

68, 85, 86, 121, 168, 185

Los Altos

22, 40, 52, 81, 522

22, 40, 51, 52, 522

Los Altos Hills

40, 52

40, 52

Los Gatos

27, 48, 49

27

Milpitas

46, 47, 66, 70, 71, 77, 104, 140, 180, 181, 321, 330, Blue

20, 47, 60, 66, 70, 71, 77, 104, 246, 247, Blue, Orange

Monte Sereno

48

27

Morgan Hill

16, 68, 121, 168, 185

68, 87, 121, 168, 185

Mountain View

22, 32, 34, 35, 40, 52, 81, 120, 185, 522, Green

20, 21, 22, 40, 51, 52, 185, 251, 522, Orange

Palo Alto

22, 35, 88, 89, 102, 103, 104, 182, 522

21, 22, 89, 102, 103, 104, 182, 288, 522

San Jose

10, 12, 13, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 37, 39, 42, 45, 49, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 77, 81, 82, 101, 102, 103, 104, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 37, 39, 42, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 77, 83, 101, 102, 103, 104, 122, 168, 182,
122, 140, 168, 180, 181, 182, 185, 201 DASH, 304, 321, 323, 328, 330, 522, Blue, Green, Purple, Yellow
185, 201 DASH, 266, 282, 500, 522, 523, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, Yellow

Santa Clara

10, 22, 23, 32, 55, 57, 58, 60, 81, 121, 140, 304, 321, 323, 328, 330, 522, Green

20, 21, 22, 23, 53, 55, 57, 59, 60, 121, 522, 523, Green, Orange

Saratoga

26, 37, 53, 57, 58

26, 37, 51, 53, 56, 57

Sunnyvale

22, 26, 32, 53, 54, 55, 120, 121, 122, 304, 321, 328, 522, Green

20, 21, 22, 26, 53, 55, 56, 255, 522, 523, Green, Orange
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Attachment E – Changes from Draft Plan to Final Plan

DISCUSSION OF MAJOR THEMES FROM DRAFT PLAN FEEDBACK
This attachment describes the major changes in the transit service plan between the draft and final versions.
Following the release of the draft transit service plan VTA staff collected over 5,000 points of feedback during
January and February 2017. Feedback came from community members, city/town staff, elected officials, city/town
councils, community organizations, business associations, and other institutions. Without exception, every change
proposed by the draft plan generated some feedback. However, the quantity of feedback overwhelmingly concerned
a small subset of topics, and this attachment discusses each of these major topics. As such, this section discusses the
major themes of feedback in no particular order, and is not meant to represent the entirety of feedback received,
which is more fully discussed in the public outreach attachment.

DOWNTOWN SARATOGA (ROUTE 53)
The draft plan proposed to discontinue service along Saratoga-Sunnyvale, to Saratoga’s downtown, and to West
Valley College as Route 53’s coverage resources were reallocated to more productive service. Staff received
comments from staff at the City of Saratoga, a letter from the Saratoga mayor and council, and several community
members expressing concern over the loss of service, including for senior to access social services near De Anza.
The City requested service at a 30-minute frequency along the Sunnyvale-Saratoga corridor.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff gathered ridership data for the segment of Route 53
between De Anza and West Valley College. This segment
has approximately 195 weekday boardings as shown in the
map at right. While the street grid and land use densities
along this segment are not ideal for transit, the area does
exhibit some demand for service that justifies some fixed
route service. Staff studied two options to continue service
in the final plan: by extending one of either Route 51 or
Route 55 (both proposed to end at De Anza College under
the draft plan) south to West Valley College via downtown.
The length of this segment could be served at a 60-minute
frequency with one bus; allocating more resources along
this area would not be justified based on ridership demand.
Due to the its proposed turnaround at the large block of
Stelling, Stevens Creek, De Anza, and McClellan, it would
not be operationally feasible to extend Route 55. Route 51,
however, could be extended without operational issues.
Based on the demand for service and the desire to provide
service to downtown Saratoga and West Valley College,
the final plan includes an extension of Route 51 to West
Valley College via downtown Saratoga, at a 60-minute
frequency on weekdays.
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SAN JOSE LEIGH AVENUE (ROUTE 65)
Staff received many comments from community members and San Jose State University, concerned about the loss
of Route 65 service, primarily the core segment along Leigh Avenue, Camden Avenue, and Parkmoor/Moorpark
Avenues in San Jose (see map below). San Jose State University expressed concern about the loss of service
between this area and their campus. Route 65 was proposed for elimination in the draft plan as its coverage-oriented
resources were reallocated to more ridership-oriented service. A smaller number of community members also
expressed a concern over the loss of service to a community center at Empire and 6th/7th streets in San Jose and also
access to San Jose City College.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff categorized all the feedback on Route 65; the area of most
concern is between Lincoln/Parkmoor in the north and
Camden/Blossom Hill in the south (see map at right). VTA
currently provides service along three parallel north-south
corridors in the area as listed below. These corridors are ½-mile
apart for much of their length, then increasing to over a mile
apart at their southern end. The draft plan proposed
consolidating routes and discontinuing the least productive of
them, Route 65.


Route 61 (Bascom): 19 boardings per service hour



Route 62 (Bascom): 18 boardings per service hour



Route 63 (Meridian): 18 boardings per service hour



Route 65 (Leigh): 16 boardings per service hour.

Staff gathered ridership data on Route 65, which indicates that
78% of the route’s ridership activity occurs on the segment
between downtown and the southern end at Blossom Hill Road.
This is the segment that provides connections to SJSU and San
Jose City College, expressed as a concern from the community.
Staff analyzed various options to restore service for this market.
The final plan includes the addition of Route 65 service at a
60-minute frequency (less service than today’s 45-minute
frequency), which would operate between South San Jose and
downtown San Jose.
The community center on Empire at 6th/7th Streets would no
longer have front-door service. However, Frequent Route 66
would provide new service on 10th/11th Streets, (½ to ⅓-mile to
the east of the community center), and Frequent Route 64 would
provide service on Julian Street at 6th & 7th streets (⅓-mile
south of the community center). Staff analyzed options to
modify the alignment of other routes in the area to provide
service closer to the community center, but could not develop an
option that would meet VTA’s board-adopted productivity
standards.
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LOS GATOS TOWN CENTER AND HACIENDA/KNOWLES AREA (ROUTES 48, 49, 27)
Staff received comments and letters from community members, the Town of Los Gatos, the City of Campbell, and
El Camino Hospital Los Gatos, all concerned about the alignment of the proposed Route 27; specifically, the lack of
service to downtown Los Gatos (including Los Gatos High) and the lack of service to the neighborhood near
Knowles Drive, Hacienda Avenue, and Burrows Road in Los Gatos and Campbell (including El Camino Hospital
Los Gatos, see map below).
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff gathered ridership data on Route 48, which currently
provides service to the Hacienda/Knowles area, and on
Route 49, which currently provides service to downtown
Los Gatos. In addition, staff conducted on-site field visits
to assess the area’s suitability for transit service.


The segment of Winchester Boulevard between
Knowles Drive and Hacienda Avenue is adjacent
to a rail corridor and it would not be possible to
place bus stops on the east side of the street. As
such, this segment is not ideal for transit service as
proposed by the draft plan’s Route 27.



The Knowles/Hacienda/Burrows deviation on
today’s Route 48 has 43 weekday boardings
(about 10 of which are at the hospital itself).



Los Gatos downtown has 36 weekday boardings
on Route 49 and 50 weekday boardings on Route
48. Of these boardings, 25 are in front of Los
Gatos High School, which suggests some demand
for school service.

Based on the ridership demand in both areas, the
alignment of the Route 27 has been modified in the final plan to serve both downtown Los Gatos and the
Hacienda/Knowles neighborhood (including El Camino Hospital Los Gatos), as shown in the map at right.

RAPID 500 BETWEEN DIRIDON, DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE, BERRYESSA BART
Staff received many comments from community members and organizations concerned about the proposal to
eliminate the DASH shuttle and introduce a new Rapid 500 route. DASH offers free-fare service timed to meet
trains at Diridon Station on weekdays, operating in a one-way loop through downtown San Jose. The route carries
about 1,000 boardings per day, and VTA received an operating subsidy from both SJSU ($55,000) and from MTC’s
Transportation Fund for Clean Air (TFCA, $400,000 to $800,000). Interested groups included riders of today’s
DASH, the City of San Jose, the Downtown Association, and SJSU, who expressed concerns regarding:
 The proposed alignment and stops of the Rapid 500. The proposed Rapid 500 would travel along Santa
Clara in both directions between Diridon Station and 10th/11th Streets, and would no longer travel along
San Fernando or San Carlos (see map below). Commenters requested Rapid 500 travel along San Fernando
to provide front-door service to SJSU and employers such as Adobe.
 The loss of a free-fare downtown route. The Rapid 500 would incur a standard fare, therefore downtown
San Jose would lose its free-fare route.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
The DASH’s primary market is connections between Diridon and SJSU/City Hall. As shown in the map above, 78%
of the route’s boardings occur at Diridon Station or at the stops on 4th Street adjacent to SJSU.
 Alignment. The Rapid 500 would provide an improved first/last-mile connection for Diridon Station and Berryessa
BART Station, integrating downtown San Jose into the regional transit network with frequent and rapid service
(buses scheduled to meet trains at both stations). An industry best practice in downtown transit service is for routes
to converge onto a single downtown street to provide a consolidated corridor where riders can walk to for all transit
services. In San Jose, Santa Clara Street would be the transit corridor for east-west routes (1st/2nd streets for northsouth routes), providing a single place to catch three Rapid routes and six Frequent routes going east-west. A
downtown rider could walk to Santa Clara to catch one of the many routes heading to Diridon or Berryessa BART
and benefit from a bus coming at least every two minutes. If the Rapid 500 were on another street, downtown users
would have to consult a schedule to decide where to walk and the benefit of combined frequency would be lost,
which would make transit more difficult to use, particularly for visitors and those unfamiliar with our transit system.
In addition, there will be an abundance of frequent services to provide circulation throughout downtown, including
light rail service between Diridon and downtown stations every 15 minutes and bus routes on San Fernando in front
of SJSU (Route 63 every 30 minutes and Route 65 every 60 minutes). Finally, the alignment is the recommended
alignment from two planning consultants who independently conducted a study of downtown transit service and
made recommendations for the future of DASH (Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates and Jarrett Walker +
Associates). Other significant improvements of the Rapid 500 over the current DASH service include:


Additional regional connections at Berryessa BART station (DASH serves Diridon only)



Expanded service span (4:00 am – 1:30 am, compared to 6:30 am – 9:30 pm on DASH)



Addition of weekend service on both Saturday and Sunday (no weekend service on DASH)

For these reasons, no changes are proposed to the alignment of the Rapid 500 in the final transit service plan.
4
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Stop distance. The Rapid 500 proposal includes stops on Santa Clara Street at 1st/2nd Street and 6th Street. The
community’s concerns are also related to the increased distance of service to major destinations/employers such as
Adobe and SJSU, which currently have closer service because the DASH operates in a one-way loop along San
Fernando and San Carlos. The Rapid 500 stop closest to the University would be at Santa Clara/6th, one block from
campus. Staff met with student representatives and staff at SJSU and learned that safety of the walk (mostly at night)
was the primary concern, not the extra block of walking distance. Many students currently make this walk now to
get to buses on Santa Clara Street (Route 22, 522, etc.); others walk 2-3 blocks to 1st/2nd Streets to access light rail.
Staff investigated the potential to add stops to better serve important destinations and employers, such as Adobe.
The final plan includes the addition of a Rapid 500 stop at Santa Clara/Almaden Boulevard to provide direct
service to downtown destinations and important employers such as Adobe.
 Free fare. The conversion of the DASH to the Rapid 500 represents a loss of downtown’s free-fare route, as the
Rapid 500 as proposed would be integrated into the overall transit network and riders would pay a standard fare.
However, most Rapid 500 riders would still not incur a fare at boarding:


SJSU students and staff ride VTA free as EcoPass participants



Adobe and many other downtown employees ride VTA free as EcoPass participants



Caltrain riders with a 2-zone or higher pass ride VTA free



ACE riders with a monthly pass ride VTA free

Staff are also studying the potential to offer free VTA-to-VTA transfers as part of the comprehensive fare study. As
such, no changes are proposed to the Rapid 500’s standard fare.
Ridership projection and impact on operating subsidies. VTA’s travel demand model confirms the importance of
Rapid 500’s key connections to Diridon, downtown, and BART, projecting that the route will attract well over 5,000
additional daily riders. Staff will continue to seek a TFCA operating subsidy from MTC, and believe the additional
regional rail connections at Berryessa BART station will improve the route’s eligibility for the grant resources.

FREMONT EXPRESS ROUTES 120 AND 181
VTA operates four Express routes between locations in Santa Clara County and the end-of-line BART station in
Fremont to provide connections to the regional transit network. By bringing regional BART service to our county
with the BART extension project, it would no longer be necessary to operate Express service into Alameda County
to provide regional connections, as these regional connections would be made here at the new BART stations. As
such, the draft plan follows the established assumptions from the BART extension project that VTA’s transit
network would no longer include Express service into Alameda County. However, staff received a large volume of
comments from the community (including a letter from employers in the Lockheed Martin area) and Alameda
County residents (a petition from Express 120 riders) concerned about the impacts of losing two of these routes,
VTA Express 181 and 120. VTA Express 181 currently provides all-day frequent service in both directions between
Fremont BART and downtown San Jose, largely used by San Jose State University students and by some downtown
employees. VTA Express 120 provides six AM and six PM one-way trips between Fremont BART and Lockheed
Martin for area employees.
STAFF ANALYSIS
The BART extension and VTA planning studies (including the Berryessa Connector Study, the BART Silicon
Valley Berryessa Extension FTA New Starts submittal, the BRT Strategic Plan, and the BART Transit Integration
Plan) all assumed that once BART service opens at Milpitas and Berryessa, the four Alameda County Express routes
would be discontinued and the resources used for regional connections at the two new BART stations. The draft plan
accordingly used these resources to provide bus service to the two new BART stations. While there has been a
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longstanding service precedent set by these routes (Express 120 and 181 have been operating since 1981), they exist
solely for providing connections to the regional transit network. Many of these riders will have better service with
BART coming all the way into Milpitas and San Jose; these riders would remain on BART into the county and then
make their last-mile connections via timed and frequent light rail and bus connections to job centers.
Express 181 riders going to downtown San Jose would benefit from a BART ride into the county and a fast and
direct connection into downtown (including a stop one block away from SJSU) that would reduce their travel time
by 25% (see travel time comparison below). These riders would pay a higher BART fare.
Travel Time Comparison from Fremont to Downtown San Jose (2nd & Santa Clara)
Today

Final Plan
19 min on BART

48 min on VTA Express 181

4 min average transfer time
13 min on Rapid 500

48 min total trip time

36 min total trip time

Express 120 riders will have the option of a BART ride to Milpitas station and a direct connection to Lockheed
Martin on the new Orange light rail line. However, many of today’s Express 120 riders are Alameda County
residents who aren’t using BART at all, and either live near (or drive to) an Express 120 stop in Fremont; these
riders would have to use BART for service to Milpitas where they can make the Orange line connection. Some
riders may not find the new BART + Orange line trip attractive, as the new trip would not be as fast as today’s
Express 120. While VTA’s mission (and funding structure) does not include the objective of providing service for
Alameda County residents, there may be a potential to introduce a new inter-county partnership service between
Alameda County and Lockheed Martin. VTA has begun discussions with AC Transit to explore options to partner
(such as a limited-stop extension of AC Transit Route 217 from Milpitas BART to Lockheed Martin, or an intercounty premium service like the Highway 17 Express) that may serve such a market while respecting each agency’s
mission and service area. AC Transit is beginning a comprehensive study of their transit network in Fremont, which
presents an excellent opportunity to study the Fremont-Lockheed Martin demand and explore options to maintain
this service. VTA staff will coordinate with AC Transit staff during the study and present partnership service
strategies that are developed to the VTA Board for consideration.
No changes are proposed to the plan to discontinue VTA Express routes into Alameda County, though VTA is
exploring the potential for an inter-county partnership service.

PALO ALTO ROUTE 88
Staff received many comments from the community, Palo Alto city staff, the Gunn High School PTSA, the school
district, and the Palo Alto City Council, expressing concern regarding Route 88 service. Route 88 currently provides
service between the Veteran’s Hospital and midtown Palo Alto, via Gunn High School, Arastradero, Charleston,
Fabian, and Louis (see map at right). The route was designed in collaboration with the Gunn High School PTSA
during VTA’s service redesign project in 2008. The route was primarily designed to serve Gunn High School
students, and has three service patterns to serve the various neighborhoods where students live (alternate alignments
88, 88L, and 88M). The draft plan proposed scaling back the route to focus exclusively on school service renamed
as Routes 288, 288L, and 288M.
To better understand community concerns, staff met with the Gunn High School PTSA, discussed the proposal at the
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Palo Alto City Council, conducted several meetings with city staff, hosted a public meeting in Palo Alto, and
conferred with community leaders on several occasions. The community’s primary concerns regarding the draft
plan’s proposal for Route 288 are:
 The loss of service during the weekday midday period for student trips.
 The loss of service during the several
hours following Gunn’s afternoon bell
times for student trips, to accommodate
students’ extracurricular activities in
the afternoon.
 The loss of all-day service (outside of
school bell times) for non-student
(community) trips.
 A general desire to increase transit
service along the
Arastradero/Charleston corridor for all
types of trips, particularly given the
forthcoming complete streets
improvements along the corridor.
STAFF ANALYSIS
 Midday student trips. Staff gathered ridership
data for Route 88 trips throughout the day to
assess the demand for midday trips at Gunn
High School. The chart below shows each trip’s
average number of boardings on a typical weekday at the two stops used by Gunn High School students, illustrating
the demand from Gunn High School throughout the day. As shown, the midday trips (highlighted in the red box)
have very little activity, averaging less than one boarding per trip. Despite the desire for students to have a transit
option for midday trips to and from the school, ridership data demonstrates that demand for such trips is very low.
The insufficient demand for midday school trips does not justify adding midday service to the proposed Route
288.
Route 88 Northbound Average Daily Boardings at Gunn High School Stops
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 Afternoon school trips for extracurricular activities. Staff consulted ridership data to assess the demand for
afternoon school trips. On a typical school day, VTA provides three northbound school trips timed to the afternoon
bell schedule, departing just a few minutes apart from each other (trips in the green box in the chart above). Each of
the trips follows a unique alignment to take students to different areas of Palo Alto. These trips are productive and
carry about 30 students each. However, there is very low demand for each of the subsequent afternoon trips (at
hourly intervals after the bell time), with each trip carrying an average of four riders. Despite the desire for multiple
afterschool trips to serve students’ extracurricular activity needs, ridership data demonstrates that demand for these
trips is very low and would not justify more than one extra trip. In order to support afterschool activities, the final
plan includes the addition of one afternoon school trip (subject to productivity minimums) scheduled to meet
extracurricular activity needs of some students. Schedule and alignment to be determined in coordination with
the community. This added trip will be in addition to the 3 AM and 3 PM school trips timed to the bell schedule.
 All-day service for (non-school) community trips. Although designed primarily to serve school trips, Route 88
does provide transit service for the general community, including Stevenson House, Abilities United, and the
Mitchell Park Library. Staff consulted ridership data to determine the level of demand for non-school trips. As
shown by the graph below, activity on non-school trips is quite low, averaging less than six riders per trip. The low
demand for service is due to route’s design to focus on school trips, as the route doesn’t offer many connections to
places people want to go. Route 35, for example, is considerably more popular for residents of Stevenson House
because it offers a connection to downtown Palo Alto, San Antonio Center, and Midtown Shopping Center, in
addition to many transit connections. The low demand for non-school community trips does not justify adding allday service to the proposed Route 288.
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 Community desire to increase transit service in this market. While the low demand for transit service exhibited
by the Route 88 market doesn’t meet VTA’s regional minimum standard for VTA fixed route service at this time,
there is a community need and desire to provide additional transit service to the areas currently served by the route.
In fact, the Charleston/Arastradero corridor is slated to receive complete streets improvements soon to improve
bicycle/pedestrian safety, give a corridor a sense of place, and provide sustainable transportation options. These
improvements to the corridor’s pedestrian environment, coupled with increases in land use densities, could increase
the demand for transit service in the future to a level that would warrant VTA fixed route service. In the meantime,
staff have been in discussions with City of Palo Alto staff to discuss alternative mobility solutions for this market,
including the potential for community service provided by the city’s municipal shuttle program. VTA staff will
continue to support the coordination of community-focused municipal shuttle programs throughout the county with
VTA’s regionally-focused fixed route service. By coordinating services, residents can enjoy the benefits of VTA’s
regional service along productive transit corridors as well as greater mobility coverage that only local services can
provide. While the low demand for service exhibited by Route 88’s market doesn’t justify VTA fixed route service
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at this time, VTA staff are in discussions with the local community and city staff to explore the potential for city
shuttles to serve this market.

PALO ALTO ROUTE 89
Staff received many comments from the community (including a letter from Stanford Research Park) concerning the
draft plan proposal to discontinue Route 89 service in Palo Alto. Route 89 currently provides service between the
California Avenue Caltrain station and the Palo Alto Veteran’s Hospital, via the Stanford Research Park
employment center. Route 89 was proposed for elimination in the draft plan as its coverage-oriented resources were
reallocated to more ridership-oriented services. The feedback received expressed concern over the loss of transit
service to the jobs at Stanford Research Park and the services at the Veteran’s Hospital, two regionally-important
destinations that warrant VTA service.
STAFF ANALYSIS
The Stanford Research Park and the Veteran’s Hospital are important regional destinations. In addition, Caltrain is
planning to increase the level of Caltrain service to California Avenue Caltrain station in April 2017, which would
increase the number of transit connections at the station. Staff gathered service performance data to assess the area’s
demand for service and the route’s comparative performance amongst the routes in the area. Both Route 88 and
Route 89 serve the VA hospital, though Route 89 has much higher productivity, particularly during the peak period.
Route 89 would be the better candidate to add service to this market in the final plan, given its better productivity
and service to the Stanford Research Park. Given the regional importance of the Veteran’s Hospital and Stanford
Research Park, along with comparatively high productivity of existing service, service for this market is justified
and Route 89 has been added back into the final plan.
Route Performance Measures (Weekday FY16)

Boardings per Revenue Hour
Rank Among VTA Local Routes

Route 89

Route 88

Route 35

Route 22

Route 522

19.9

15.0

15.8

32.1

24.8

28th of 56

48th of 56

43rd of 56

2nd of 56

13th of 56

SAN JOSE EAST HILLS ROUTE 45
Staff received many comments from the community concerning the draft plan proposal to discontinue Route 45
service in San Jose’s East Hills. Route 45 currently provides hourly weekday-only service between the Penitencia
light rail station and the Alum Rock transit center as shown in the map below. Route 45 was proposed for
elimination in the draft plan as its coverage-oriented resources were reallocated to more ridership-oriented services.
The feedback received primarily expressed concern over the loss of transit service to the Homeless Veterans
Emergency Housing Facility on Kirk Avenue at Alum Rock Avenue, served exclusively by Route 45. A smaller
number of comments concerned the loss of service for the greater areas east of White Road.
STAFF ANALYSIS
After discussing service in the area with community members at the VTA-hosted draft plan feedback meeting in
East San Jose in February, staff gathered ridership data to assess the demand for transit service along Route 45.
Ridership activity is very low at stops along Route 45, particularly the segment east of White Road (the segment that
would lose service with the elimination of Route 45), as shown on the map at right. On an average weekday, only 69
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boardings occur in this area (about 2
boardings per service hour), which
explains why Route 45 is not productive.
Based on the low demand for service in
the area, no changes are proposed to the
draft plan’s proposal to discontinue
Route 45.
Staff also met with leadership at the
veterans housing facility to discuss the
patrons’ transportation needs. While
Route 45 service meets some of their
transportation needs, the facility may be
better served with a more flexible
mobility solution. Due to low ridership
demand, no changes are proposed to the
draft plan proposal to discontinue Route
45. However, staff is proposing, and is
in discussion with the facility’s director
to discuss, providing a van or other vehicle to the facility so they may provide their own transportation.

SAN JOSE ROUTE 10 AIRPORT FLYER
Staff received many comments and letters expressing concern regarding the changes proposed to Route 10 Airport
Flyer. VTA and the San Jose International Airport partner to offer the Route 10 Airport Flyer, between Santa Clara
Caltrain, the airport, and light rail on North First Street (Metro/Airport station). The draft plan proposed to maintain
the route’s current alignment as it is today, with the following additions (see map below):


Extend west end to serve Winchester corridor, end at Winchester light rail station



Extend east end to serve Brokaw and Lundy corridors, end at Milpitas BART



Renumber to Frequent Route 60



Convert to a regular fare, except boardings at the airport terminals would be fare-free

While the community expressed overwhelming support for the concept to extend the route for new connections, they
expressed concern regarding the transition to a regular-fare route.
STAFF ANALYSIS
VTA operates Route 10 through an agreement with the City of San Jose, with free service to riders. San Jose pays
VTA approximately $700,000 annually as part of this agreement. The amount used to be as much as $1.2 million but
was reduced due to city financial difficulties in 2012. The agreement between VTA and San Jose has been in place
since 1998, when as part of mitigation for airport expansion, an option for free transit was required. VTA will
continue to provide free service to passengers boarding the new Route 60 at the airport as part of service plan and no
changes to the financial terms of the cooperative agreement between San Jose and VTA are proposed. The
agreement will need to be revised to address the new Route 60 service.
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VTA will also continue to equip buses serving the airport
with interior luggage racks. We will work with the airport
on marketing the new Route 60 to passengers as an
airport connector with improved connections and the bus
headsign will inform passengers that Line 60 provides
airport service.
VTA staff met with airport staff to discuss the proposed
service change. We believe the new connections provided
by the route, including a direct connection to BART, will
lead to increased ridership at the airport. We received
comments requesting that free fares also be maintained
for passengers boarding at the LRT Metro Station stop
and the Santa Clara Caltrain Station. The current fare
policy proposal also under review would allow free
transfers for Clipper card holders. Also, airport
employees would ride free with their EcoPass. Thus, the
only group of Route 10 riders that would be required to
pay an additional fare under the new Route 60 are cash
riders transferring to Route 60 from light rail or Caltrain.
These are mostly one-time riders. No changes are
proposed to the draft plan’s proposal to upgrade Route
10 to Frequent Route 60 with fare-free boardings at the
airport terminals. VTA will continue to equip airport
buses with luggage racks, will work with airport staff on
branding and marketing the new route, and the
headsign on Route 60 vehicles will advertise service to
the airport.

CAMPBELL/SAN JOSE HAMILTON CORRIDOR (ROUTES 82 AND 56)
The draft plan proposed to discontinue service along the Hamilton corridor east of Winchester due to low ridership,
proposing instead to turn the route (Route 56 in the draft plan) south at Winchester to provide a new connection to
the Winchester light rail station. Staff received many comments from community members expressing concern over
the loss of service along the eastern end of the Hamilton corridor and suggesting the new connection to Winchester
station would not be valuable.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff gathered ridership data to assess the demand for service along the Hamilton corridor east of Winchester and
found there is fair ridership demand, with 154 boardings per weekday among the stops. Given the demonstrated
demand for service, staff explored several alternatives to retain service along the entire Hamilton corridor. The
alternative with the highest potential ridership among the feasible options is similar to today’s Route 82 service
along Hamilton, Pine, Newport, and Minnesota to Tamien station. The final plan includes an extension of Route
56 to provide service along the Hamilton corridor and a connection at Tamien station.
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GILROY
Staff received many comments and letters from community members, Gilroy city staff, the county executive, county
staff, and other organizations expressing concern over the draft plan’s proposed service in Gilroy. The primary
concerns were:
 Loss of service to a low income community in the San Ysidro Park area, currently served by Route 17.
 Loss of service to the county’s Social Services office at Tomkins Court, also currently served by Route 17.
 Increased reliance on transfers and the fare (transfer penalty) impact throughout the county.
 Reduction of Route 68 midday service.
 Poor pedestrian environment, particularly for connections to/from and along Route 68.
The draft plan proposed consolidating three of Gilroy’s four community routes into one two-way loop route that
would serve the highest ridership parts of Gilroy (see map at right). As such, the proposed two-way route would
maintain service for nearly all riders on the existing routes, plus offer new direct east-west connections across
Gilroy. The areas that would lose service under the draft plan’s proposed route are the San Ysidro Park area () and
the Tomkins Court deviation (), both served by Route 17 today.
STAFF ANALYSIS
 San Ysidro Park. Staff gathered ridership data to assess the demand for service in the area. As shown along the San
Ysidro Park area of Route 17 (in red on the map), ridership is very low. The total number of boardings across the
stops in the area is 8 per weekday (4 daily riders making a roundtrip). While the area may be a community of
concern, almost none of the residents are riding Route 17 today. Route 17 has the lowest productivity among all
VTA’s routes, with just 8.1 boardings per weekday, 3.3 per Saturday, and 2.9 per Sunday. Contrast the low demand
with Route 68 on Monterey Road (orange dots), where the stops in the area have 195 daily boardings (98 daily riders
making a round trip). The high ridership on Monterey suggests that perhaps many of the residents of the San Ysidro
Park area are walking to Monterey Road (¼ to ½-mile walk) because Route 68 is more useful for their needs (better
frequency and it goes more places). Recognizing the desire to provide some coverage service to the area, staff
attempted to come up with a modified alignment for Gilroy service that would serve San Ysidro Park. However,
none of the options were feasible because they would either add resources beyond justifiable levels, compromise the
rest of the route’s design, and/or eliminate service to more productive areas of Gilroy. Due to very low ridership, no
changes are proposed to the draft plan’s proposal to discontinue service to the San Ysidro Park area.
 Social Services at Tomkins Court. Route 17 currently provides service to the Santa Clara County Social Services
offices on Tomkins Court; the draft plan proposed to discontinue service to this location, as the office’s isolated
location makes it nearly impossible to serve well and ridership is very low. Staff assessed ridership data confirmed
ridership at this location is very low; the stop has just 10 weekday boardings (5 riders making a roundtrip). The stop
has always had very low ridership, and VTA staff have collaborated with Social Services staff since the facility
opened at the location to try and boost ridership. Strategies included redesigning the alignment of the route to go
different places and offer a direct connection with Route 68, direct marketing and promotions, and even offering free
transit rides for a month. None of the strategies resulted in any increased transit usage at the stop. Unfortunately, this
important office is in an area that is not transit-supportive and is not possible to serve well with fixed route transit.
Also, as was the case for the residents of the San Ysidro Park area, there is evidence that many patrons of the Social
Services office are walking to/from Monterey Road to ride Route 68 (better frequency and it goes more places). Due
to its location in an area that is not transit-supportive and therefore demonstrates very low demand for service, no
changes are proposed to the draft plan’s proposal to discontinue service to the area.
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 Increased transfers and fare impacts. Although the
proposed network for Gilroy would not impact
transfers, the proposed network design elsewhere
relies on transfers in order to expand transit access
and mobility. As such, staff is studying VTA’s fare
structure and will develop a revised fare structure to
complement the new transit network. Being studied is
a revision to VTA’s transfer policy that allows riders
free transfers for 90-minutes with a Clipper card. Staff
is studying the potential to revise VTA’s fare
structure to offer free transfers with a Clipper card.
 Reduction in Route 68 midday service. The draft
plan included a reduction in midday service frequency
on Route 68, from every 20 minutes to every 30
minutes. Due to operational constraints of operating
the inner segment of Route 68 (between downtown
San Jose and Santa Teresa station) at a 15-minute
midday frequency, the only feasible options for the
outer portion of the route (between Santa Teresa
Station to Gilroy) would be the same frequency (every
15 minutes) or half the frequency (every 30 minutes).
While it is not possible to propose service every 15
minutes on the outer segment due to limited resources
in the service hours-neutral final plan, the corridor
does demonstrate potential to support 15-minute
midday service if new resources become available. No
changes are proposed to the proposal to reduce
midday service on Route 68 to every 30 minutes;
however, an option to improve frequency to every 15
minutes is a potential improvement for future consideration.
 Poor pedestrian environment to/from and along Monterey Road. Recognizing that walkability critical for transit
success, several community members and organizations expressed concern regarding the poor pedestrian
environment getting to and walking along parts of Monterey Road, which is Gilroy’s primary transit corridor. For
example, the Social Services office is only ¼-mile from Monterey Road and Route 68 stops, though the lack of
connectivity of the street grid in this area means the actual walking distance between the facility and the transit stops
is over ½-mile. The need to consider the pedestrian environment for transit areas is discussed in VTA’s draft
Pedestrian Access to Transit Plan, including specific discussion about the pedestrian environment in Gilroy. VTA
will continue to work with cities to improve the pedestrian environment in transit areas.

SAN JOSE/CAMPBELL/SARATOGA ROUTE 37
Staff received many comments and letters expressing concern regarding the proposal to discontinue Route 37 in
South San Jose, Campbell, and Saratoga. The community and the administration of West Valley College expressed
concern over the loss of the route. The route has two primary markets:
 Service to the communities along the Hillsdale, Camden, Hacienda, Pollard, Allendale corridors, and
 Connections between West Valley College and the Winchester and Capitol light rail stations.
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Route 37 offers weekday-only service every 30 minutes, though the segment between Winchester station and
Capitol station is every 60 minutes midday. Route 37 has relatively low productivity (it has 14.0 boardings per
service hour, placing it 50th out of VTA’s 56 local routes) and the route was proposed for elimination in the draft
plan as its coverage-oriented resources were reallocated to more ridership-oriented service.

STAFF ANALYSIS
 Staff gathered ridership data to assess the demand for service to the communities along the route (see map above).
Ridership not at the light rail stations is fairly substantial with 866 boardings on an average weekday (433 people
making a roundtrip). Given the fair ridership along the route, Route 37’s low productivity is likely due to a
mismatch in service level and service demand (too much service), suggesting that service every 60 minutes all day
may be a more appropriate level of service for the area.
 Ridership data suggests that many West Valley College students use Route 37 to make a connection between the
college and light rail, at both Winchester and Capitol stations. The connection is important for both the Winchester
(Green) light rail line and the Guadalupe (Blue) light rail line. The draft plan’s Route 26 would maintain the
connection to the Winchester line (every 30 minutes) at the Downtown Campbell station and the Guadalupe line
(also every 30 minutes) at the Curtner station.
Due to significant ridership demand along Route 37 and the desire to provide multiple connections between West
Valley College and light rail, the final plan includes Route 37 service along its current alignment, but at a
reduced 60-minute frequency.

NEW DIRECT ROUTE BETWEEN FOOTHILL COLLEGE — DE ANZA COLLEGE
At the project’s community meetings, staff received many comments from students at De Anza and Foothill colleges
expressing a request for a new direct route between campuses. Both campuses are in the same college district, and
the demand for student travel between campuses continues to grow as the campuses specialize and students often
have to take classes at both campuses during an academic period. Students developed and submitted a petition to
staff requesting a new direct route between campuses with frequent service all day.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff assessed the request to determine if there is a ridership justification for the new route. There are surely some
students that would benefit from service between campuses, however there is no evidence that suggests demand
would be sufficient to justify a dedicated VTA fixed route:
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There is insufficient demand for service
between campuses. VTA previously
(until 2009) offered such a connection
between campuses on Route 23, which
continued west past De Anza to Foothill
College via Grant, Foothill, and El
Monte every 30 minutes all day (see map
above). While 55 students boarded at
Foothill per day (about 20 of which were
going to De Anza), overall ridership
activity was very low and the segment
west of De Anza was discontinued in the
2009 Comprehensive Operational
Analysis due to low productivity. Demand for travel between campuses has certainly grown since the
service was discontinued, as the college district has significantly expanded the number of classes offered at
only one of the campuses. However, there is no evidence to suggest that demand is now high enough to
justify the level of service that would be useful for students, probably every 30 minutes all day. (A 10x
increase in inter-campus travel demand from 2009 levels would still equal just 8 boardings per trip.)



There is also insufficient demand to justify additional service for the areas along the route. The areas in
between campuses have very low ridership demand, and Route 51 would already serve the segment east of
Grant Road to De Anza. The unserved segment west of Grant Road to Foothill is a residential area with
limited access to bus stops and demonstrated very low demand when service was provided prior to 2009.

The low demand for such a route is another example of the difficulty in providing useful transit service to locations
that are not supportive of transit. Foothill College’s location on the periphery of the county’s urban area makes it
nearly impossible to integrate the campus into the overall transit network and provide connections such as the
petitioners have requested. While there is not sufficient demand to justify providing such a new route under
VTA’s regional mission, the college district may wish to explore options to provide a dedicated shuttle.

SAN JOSE ROUTE 23 SERVICE TO O’CONNOR HOSPITAL
Route 23 currently deviates from Stevens Creek to Forest Avenue (behind Valley Fair) between Bellerose and
Winchester in order to provide front-door service to O’Connor Hospital and make connections at the transit center
behind Valley Fair. The draft plan proposed to discontinue the deviation so that Route 23 would stay on Stevens
Creek. Staff received several comments from community members expressing concern about the loss of front-door
service to O’Connor Hospital.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff gathered ridership data for stops in front of
O’Connor Hospital, which have 86 boardings per
day. While these riders could walk to Stevens
Creek to ride Route 23, the distance may be a
challenge for some. The hospital is on Forest
Avenue, which is ¼-mile north of Stevens Creek
(see hospital symbol on map), however due to the
street network in the area, actual walking distance
to the closest bus stops (Stevens Creek at Bradley)
is ½-mile. Staff will explore the potential for new
bus stops on Stevens Creek that would be closer
to the hospital.
Given the relatively significant ridership demand
to an important community destination, staff also
explored options to maintain its front-door
service. The option with the highest ridership potential would be an extension of Route 59, proposed to end at Santa
Clara station. The extension (shown by the purple dotted line) would provide service along Benton, Lafayette,
Washington, Bascom, and Forest to turn around at the Valley Fair transit center. This extension would provide frontdoor service to the hospital on weekdays and integrate the hospital into the transit network (including connections to
Caltrain, ACE, BART, and light rail). The final plan includes an extended Route 59 to provide front-door service
to O’Connor Hospital on weekdays.

SUNNYVALE CIVIC CENTER/LIBRARY AND FAIR OAKS (ROUTES 54 AND 55)
Staff received several comments from the community regarding Sunnyvale details of the draft plan, specifically:
 The loss of service along Olive Avenue in front of the library and civic center. Route 54 currently provides
service along Olive Avenue, but draft plan proposed to consolidate Route 54 with Route 55 and Rapid 523
to provide better north-south service in Sunnyvale.
 The loss of service along Fair Oaks/Remington between Old San Francisco and Sunnyvale-Saratoga. Route
55 currently deviates to Fair Oaks/Remington, though the draft plan proposed to eliminate the deviation
and keep Route 55 on Sunnyvale-Saratoga to make the route faster and more direct.
STAFF ANALYSIS
 The library and civic center (marked by an X on the map)
are served by Route 54 at three stops on Olive Avenue, with
59 daily boardings. While no route would directly serve
these stops, they are within walking distance to two transit
routes:


800 ft. (3-minute walk) to Route 22 on El Camino
at Hollenbeck/Pastoria. Route 22 will provide 15minute service all day, seven days a week.



½-mi. (9-minute walk) to Route 55 on Sunnyvale
Avenue at Olive. Route 55 will provide 30-minute
service all day, seven days a week.
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Patrons of the library and civic center would benefit from significantly better service on Routes 22 and 55, compared
to Route 54 today. While the library and civic center would be well-served by both routes, staff explored options to
maintain service directly along Olive Avenue, though none were feasible because none of the routes in the area
could be diverted without significant impact to its design. (Route 22 and Rapid 522 could not be diverted from El
Camino because as core routes they should remain on their primary corridor without deviation; Route 55 and Rapid
523 could not be diverted from Sunnyvale Avenue because they are also core routes; Route 53 is too far north and a
deviation to Olive would leave areas of Washington Street without transit service.) Given the high level of service
offered by nearby routes, no changes are proposed to the plan to discontinue Route 54 and its service directly on
Olive Avenue.
 The area of Fair Oaks/Remington between Sunnyvale-Saratoga and Old San Francisco is currently served by a
deviation of Route 55 from the Sunnyvale-Saratoga corridor (see dotted purple line on map). Ridership along Fair
Oaks/Remington is significant, with 409 total daily boardings among these stops. While ridership in the area is
relatively high, the deviation adds significant travel time and impacts the majority of riders who are traveling
through the area. The community along the deviation will be well-served by several routes within walking distance:


Route 22 on El Camino at Fair Oaks/Remington. Route 22 will provide 15-minute service all day, seven
days a week.



Route 55 on Sunnyvale-Saratoga at Remington. Route 55 will provide 30-minute service all day, seven
days a week.



Route 56 at Fair Oaks and Old San Francisco. Route 56 will provide 30-minute service all day, seven days
a week.

There are no other routes in the area that could be diverted to this Fair Oaks/Remington corridor. Given the high
level of service offered by nearby routes, no changes are proposed to the plan to eliminate the deviation of Route
55 to Fair Oaks/Remington.
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ALMADEN VALLEY
Staff received many comments, letters, and petitions from the community and elected officials regarding the loss of
service in Almaden Valley as proposed. The draft proposal included a reduction of all service into Almaden Valley
as its coverage-oriented resources were reallocated to more ridership-oriented service. VTA currently provides four
routes into Almaden Valley (areas south of Blossom Hill, excluding Route 64 which ends at the edge of Almaden):
Almaden Valley Routes
Limited Route 328

Limited Route 330

Route 63

Route 13

Limited-stop service between
Almaden and Moffett Park via
Lawrence Expressway.
2 northbound AM peak trips and
2 southbound PM peak trips.

Limited-stop service between
Almaden and Tasman Drive
(North San Jose/Milpitas).
4 northbound AM peak trips and
4 southbound PM peak trips.

Local service between Almaden
and downtown San Jose.
7 days/week.
30-min peak, 45-min midday,
60-min weekend.

Local service between Almaden
and Ohlone-Chynoweth station.
Weekdays only.
60-min peak, 60-min midday.

Daily ridership in Almaden
(entire route):
9 (73) boardings

Daily ridership in Almaden
(entire route):
14 (168) boardings

Daily ridership in Almaden
(entire route):
96 (833) boardings

Daily ridership
(entire route):
185 boardings

Route cost per passenger:
$8.94

Route cost per passenger:
$8.27

Route cost per passenger:
$6.37

Route cost per passenger:
$7.89

(VTA average: $4.50)
(52nd of 56 routes)

(VTA average: $4.50)
(49th of 56 routes)

(VTA average: $4.50)
(34th of 56 routes)

(VTA average: $4.50)
(45th of 56 routes)

Draft plan proposal. Limited Routes 328 and 330 were proposed to be discontinued, as these routes have very low
ridership and productivity and serve a very limited market. Route 63 was proposed to be shortened to discontinue its
unproductive segment in Almaden (the route would turn around at Blossom Hill). Route 13 was proposed for
elimination, given its low ridership and productivity.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Following feedback from the community, staff developed three alternatives to restore some service to Almaden
Valley. Staff then conducted a focused community meeting to discuss the options, attended by over 100 community
members and Councilmember Khamis. While the community generally rejected all three options as not enough
service, the community generated some good ideas for consideration. Staff used the additional feedback to develop
the proposal as seen in the final plan (map below).
Limited 328 and 330. The four Limited class routes in VTA’s current system, including 328 and 330, are all
unproductive. Limited routes serve longer-distance markets with limited stops and travel along expressways (which
are not transit-supportive in design and pedestrian environment), which limits the ridership potential of these routes.
The final plan maintains the elimination of all Limited routes.
Route 63. The segment of Route 63 south of Blossom Hill has just 96 daily boardings, which is the lowest
productivity segment of the route. Of the 96 boardings, 64 are east of McAbee, which would be served by the
proposed Route 83 (discussion below). Therefore, the area left unserved by shortening Route 63 at Blossom Hill
currently has only 32 daily boardings, which is too low to justify fixed route service. No changes are proposed to
the plan to shorten Route 63 to turn around at Blossom Hill.
Route 64. Route 64 could be extended to provide 7-day service for the core of Almaden Valley, turning around at
Camden (its current endpoint is Almaden light rail station). Route 64 would provide Almaden Valley with service
every 30 minutes all day, every day of the week, a significant increase in service for the core of Almaden Valley.
This concept was presented to the community during the public meeting and was very well-received.
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Route 13. Fixed route transit service is not the ideal mobility solution for Almaden Valley, evidenced by Route 13’s
very low ridership and numerous iterations of fixed route services in Almaden Valley that have all failed to meet
minimum productivity standards. Given its low land use densities and lack of a transit-supportive street grid and
pedestrian environment, a more useful and attractive mobility solution for area residents (and more effective use of
VTA’s regional operating resources) may be a flexible model of transit service that provides service throughout an
established zone, instead of along a fixed route. VTA does not currently offer such a model of service, though a
number of other transit agencies across the country have implemented these transit solutions of various designs,
offering VTA several models to consider. There would be many issues to consider and resolve in order to implement
such a service, including driver training, fares, service animals, software, and operator policies. Staff will explore
the potential for a pilot service, though implementation will take
time, and the solution may not be ready to begin along with the
rest of the service plan.
While fixed route service would not “make the cut” on its own
merits for inclusion, the final plan includes a revised Route 13,
provided on an interim basis until a more effective flexible
transit solution can be designed and implemented for Almaden
Valley. In the interim, Route 83 would provide transit coverage
throughout Almaden Valley that would incorporate two
community suggestions on routing details. First, the route would
turn to serve Blossom Hill Road between Winfield Boulevard
and Almaden Expressway, in order to serve the businesses and
destinations in the area. Second, the route would deviate from
Almaden Expressway (where the extension of Route 64 would
already serve) to serve McAbee Road and Camden Avenue. This
deviation would cover areas currently served by Route 63 and
provide front-door service to the Almaden Community Center,
Almaden Library, and the senior center, in addition to preserving
service to Castillero Middle School. The route would continue to
serve Bret Harte Middle and Leland High schools as today.
Route 83 would provide service every 60 minutes all day,
weekdays only.
The final plan includes interim Route 83 (a revised Route 13)
to provide some transit coverage in Almaden Valley while the
potential for a more appropriate flexible transit solution can be
explored and developed for Almaden Valley. VTA has begun
preparations to explore a pilot flexible transit solution for
Almaden Valley, with details to be determined in the coming
months. If a feasible pilot service can be developed, staff will
return to the VTA Board with a proposal.
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Attachment F ‐ Paratransit Service Impacts
Background
The Americans with Disabilities Act requires transit agencies to provide paratransit service to areas
within ¾ of a mile of a fixed‐route service while that service is in operation. VTA’s Paratransit Policy
expands on the federal requirement, extending the paratransit service area an additional mile.
Travelers heading to or from this extended service area pay a premium fare, $16 per ride, while those in
the standard, ¾‐mile service area pay $4 per ride. Since paratransit service operates only when fixed‐
route service operates, the shape of the paratransit service area changes throughout the day which
effects when some clients are able to make trips.
There are three potential ways that paratransit clients could be impacted by changes to the transit
network:




Their home or destination falls outside paratransit service area
Their home or destination changes from the standard service area to the extended service area,
resulting in an increased fare
The hours of service in which paratransit operates in their area changes

Alameda County Impacts
VTA’s paratransit service area includes portions of Fremont as VTA Routes 120, 140, 180 and 181
currently serve the Fremont BART Station. When BART service to Santa Clara County begins, VTA will no
longer operate fixed‐route bus service in Alameda County. The Warm Springs‐to‐Santa Clara County
portion of the BART alignment will be considered a VTA fixed‐route service and will affect the shape of
the paratransit service area. As a result, VTA will still provide some paratransit service in Alameda
County, but to a lesser extent than it does today.
Travelers in Fremont are currently double‐covered by paratransit service as BART and AC Transit
currently fund an East Bay Paratransit service that overlaps with VTA paratransit service. Trips that cross
the county line that were previously served entirely by VTA paratransit will now require a coordinated
transfer to/from East Bay Paratransit at the Milpitas BART Station or Warm Springs BART Station.
Travelers making this trip would pay two fares—one for each leg of the trip.

Impacts to Current Paratransit Trips
VTA analyzed 142,471 paratransit trips taken between November 4 of 2016 and February 28 of 2017 as
a representative sample to assess the impact of the transit network change on active paratransit clients.
This analysis included the location of origins, destinations and the time of day of travel. Top line findings
include:


The homes of two active paratransit clients would move from being within the paratransit
service area to outside the paratransit service area. This is due to the proposed discontinuance
of Route 45 in the East San Jose Hills. These two clients accounted for two trips in the four‐
month sample period.
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The homes of 20 active paratransit clients would move from the standard service area to the
extended service area. This is due to the proposed discontinuance of Route 45 and reduced
hours of service on Route 88/288. These clients accounted for 586 trips during the four‐month
sample period which is 0.4 percent of all paratransit trips taken in this period.
499 of 124,750 weekday trips would change from being entirely within the standard service area
to having an origin or destination within the extended service area. This represents 0.4 percent
of all weekday paratransit trips.
87 of 17,721 weekend trips would change from being entirely within the standard service area
to having an origin or destination within the extended service area. This represents 0.1 percent
of all weekend paratransit trips.

Change in client home access to paratransit service area
Home in
Standard Service
Area

Home in
Extended Service
Area

Home Outside of
Service Area

Total

Current Service Area

6,673

134

0

6,807

Final Plan Service Area

6,651

154

2

6,807

Change to client home access to paratransit service area as percent
Home in
Standard Service
Area

Home in
Extended Service
Area

Home Outside of
Extended Service
Area

Total

Current Service Area

98.0%

2.0%

0%

100%

Final Plan Service Area

97.7%

2.2%

0.02%

100%

The two clients whose homes would fall outside the service area accounted for two trips during the
four‐month sample period. A client whose home is outside of the paratransit service area may still use
paratransit service, provided that they travel into the service area.

Change in weekday trip pattern
Applied to 124,705 weekday trips taken between November 4, 2016 and February 28, 2017
Impact to Client

Number of Trips

Percentage of
Trips

Standard to Standard

No change

122,870

98.5%

Extended to Extended

No change

897

0.6%

Standard to Extended

Increased fare

499

0.4%

Home outside of
service area

2

0.0%

EB Paratransit transfer

482

0.3%

Service Area to Service Area

Extended to Outside of Area
Fremont to Santa Clara County
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99.1 percent of weekday trips would not be affected by the transit network redesign. About half of the
affected trips are due to the discontinuance of Route 45 in the East San Jose hills. The other half is due
to the reduced hours of service on Route 42 (service ends at 6:30PM rather than 7:00PM) and Route 88
(midday service discontinued) that would push some trips from the standard area to the extended area
for certain hours of the day. It is probable that many of these trips could be rescheduled for other times
of the day or could serve a different but comparable destination (i.e. different shopping center) that is
within the standard service area in order to avoid incurring the extended area fare.

Change in weekday trip pattern by time of day
Applied to 124,705 weekday trips taken between November 4, 2016 and February 28, 2017
Service Area to Service Area
Standard to Extended
Extended to Outside of Area
Fremont to Santa Clara County

Impact to Client

Number of Midday
Trips

Number of Non‐
Midday Trips

Increased fare

223

276

Home outside of
service area

0

2

EB Paratransit transfer

212

282

Change in weekend trip pattern
Applied to 17,766 weekend trips taken between November 4, 2016 and February 28, 2017
Impact to Client

Number of Trips

Percentage of
Trips

Standard to Standard

No change

17,198

96.8%

Extended to Extended

No change

327

1.8%

Standard to Extended

Increased fare

87

0.5%

Extended to Standard

Decreased fare

2

0.0%

EB Paratransit transfer

152

0.8%

Service Area to Service Area

Fremont to Santa Clara County

98.6 percent of weekend trips would not be affected by the transit network redesign. It is probable that
the 0.5 percent of trips that would incur a higher fare could be rescheduled to other times of the day or
could serve a different but comparable destination in order to avoid paying the extended area fare.

Change in weekend trip pattern by day
Applied to 17,766 weekend trips taken between November 4, 2016 and February 28, 2017
Service Area to Service Area
Standard to Extended

Impact to Client

Number of
Saturday Trips

Number of
Sunday Trips

Increased fare

78

9
3
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Extended to Standard
Fremont to Santa Clara County

Decreased fare

1

1

EB Paratransit transfer

85

67

Increase in Paratransit Service Hours
The extension of service hours on many fixed routes as well as the increase in weekend service levels
will increase the hours of the day and days of the week in which paratransit clients will be able to use
the service. As a result, VTA is projecting an increase of 21,110 annual paratransit trips which is about
four percent more than are currently served. These additional trips are projected to increase VTA’s
Operations budget by about $865,000 annually.
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Overview
In 2016, Santa Clara Valley Transportation (VTA) undertook ways to redesign their transit network to
make public transit faster, more frequent and more useful for Santa Clara County travelers. Called the
“Next Network,” this transit service redesign is aimed at accomplishing three main goals:
1. Increase overall system ridership
2. Improve VTA’s farebox recovery rate
3. Better connect VTA’s transit network with future BART stations at Milpitas and Berryessa
Throughout the summer of 2016, VTA sought community input on three network design concepts, along
with transit network design priorities. After analyzing community input on the three plans, a draft
network was released in January 2017 for public review which is based on the service plan recommended
by the Board of Directors at their November 18, 2016 meeting. During an extensive six-week public
outreach period, VTA held nine public meetings, five webinars and made public presentations to over 50
community based organizations and government agencies. Additionally, a website was developed
specifically to aid riders in understanding the planning process and potential outcomes.
Over 2,500 comments on the draft plan were also gathered by e-mail, social media and phone calls.
Using this input, a final plan will be presented to VTA’s Board of Directors in May 2017. The changes are
scheduled to take place when the two Santa Clara County BART stations open in late 2017.
Key to the adoption and implementation of the Next Network is a Title VI Service Equity Analysis that is
aimed at assessing whether the service restructuring plan will result in negative impacts to minority
and/or low-income communities. Using VTA Title VI policies, the Service Equity Analysis is the subject of
this memo.

Title VI Requirements
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 601 states:
“No persons in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”
It is VTA’s objective to avoid, minimize or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse impacts on
minority and low-income populations. As a recipient of financial assistance from the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), VTA is required to comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by evaluating
service and fare changes at the planning and programming stages to determine whether those changes
VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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have discriminatory impacts, including Disparate Impacts on minority populations and/or
Disproportionate Burdens on low-income populations.
According to the Federal Department of Transportation, equity in the provision of transit service is
described as "providing equal levels of service to minority and non-minority residents of the urbanized
area. Levels of service, in turn, are defined in terms of capital allocation and accessibility." 1 The metrics
of discrimination that could be monitored for disparate treatment include service design that could
consistently cause minority-group riders to experience less service than the overall riding public. Despite
being an FTA requirement, a Title VI Equity Analysis should not replace good program planning, which
should be an on-going process that considers equity among other factors when designing fare changes,
service changes, or discretionary policies and programs.

VTA Title VI Policies
In 2012, FTA issued guidance under FTA Circular 4702.1B (Title VI Requirements and Guidelines for
Federal Transit Administration Recipients), and Circular 4703.1 (Environmental Justice Policy Guidance
for Federal Transit Administration Recipients) that requires large transit agencies to develop policies for
when they are contemplating either service or fare changes.
In order to comply with the guidance, on November 7, 2013, the VTA Board adopted the VTA Major
Service Change, Disparate Impact, and Disproportionate Burden policies for the evaluation of service
and fare changes. The Policies established a statistical threshold to determine whether minority and
low-income riders are disproportionately impacted by the adverse effects of service changes. Prior to
adoption, these Policies were the subject of extensive public outreach and engagement. The VTA policies
are included as Attachment A, including a description of the public outreach efforts related to the
establishment of the policies.
These policies state that for service and fare equity analyses, a disparate impact (and disproportionate
burden) threshold of 10 percent shall be used to determine if minority and/or low income riders are
more negatively affected by the proposed change, when compared to VTA riders as a whole. The 10
percent threshold applies to the difference in the aggregate impacts of the proposed change on minority
and low income riders compared to the aggregate impacts on the overall VTA ridership. While the
policies state that the analyses shall be based on VTA passenger data, the analyses can also be based on
census data if survey data is inadequate or unavailable for the analysis.

1

Transit Cooperative Research Program, Legal Research Digest: “The Impact of Civil Rights Litigation Under Title VI and Related Laws on
Transit Decision Making”, TCRP Project J-5, Washington, D.C. June 1997
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Prior to adopting a service change, VTA must conduct a service equity analysis and analyze specific
elements of the proposed plan to determine whether the changes would result in impacts that exceed
the threshold established by the policies. The analysis contained within this report uses the VTA adopted
thresholds for determining Disproportionate Burden and Disparate Impacts.
Should the service equity analysis show that the proposed service change results in a disparate impact
or disproportionate burden, alternatives should be considered to avoid, minimize, and mitigate the
discriminatory results of the service change. However, if the mitigations do not minimize adverse
effects, the equity analysis must demonstrate a substantial legitimate justification and it must be
demonstrated that there were no comparably effective alternatives that would result in fewer adverse
impacts.

Service Equity Analysis Methodology Overview
Using the guidance provided in VTA’s Title VI Policies to quantitatively assess the impacts associated with
the proposed service restructuring on minority and low-income populations, it is necessary to use data
that would capture the system-wide change that the Next Network presents. This allows an analysis that
can better isolate minority and low income rider populations that may be affected by the transition and
compare them to the overall affected population.
Typically, VTA uses passenger data to assess the impacts of service changes. However, because the
network redesign envisions a large number of service changes (route alignments, frequency changes,
route additions and deletions), using passenger data for the analysis would not sufficiently quantify the
impacts. As a result, this Service Equity Analysis is based on a service planning tool called Remix to help
assess impacts associated with the draft service plan on a system wide basis. Remix is a proprietary
geospatial data analysis tool that uses Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping software that is
customized specifically for VTA.
Both the existing network and the proposed network were imported into Remix (including service
frequencies, spans of service, and days of the week) along with census data depicting minority and low
income populations as a way of calculating the population’s access to transit under the existing network
and the proposed network. This spatial data analysis tool produces “people trips” (total population
served by a route X annual scheduled trips on that route) that present a surrogate for how individuals
can benefit from a route.
“People trips” are a measurement of the number of residents that are served by transit and the amount
of service that is available to them. For each route, People Trips are calculated by multiplying the number
of residents who live within ¼ mile of a stop by the total number of annual vehicle trips provided on that
VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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route based on its frequency and span of service. A route that runs frequently through densely
populated areas would show a high number of People Trips. A route that runs infrequently through low
density areas would reflect a much lower number of People Trips. Minority and low income People Trips
may also be calculated by using minority or low income population figures in place of total population.
Using the Remix outputs, the Service Equity Analysis compares the change in Total People Trips to the
change in Minority People Trips and to Low Income People Trips. This way, the aggregate impacts on
the total population can be compared to the impacts experienced by both minority and low income
populations to determine if a Disparate Impact or Disproportionate Burden exists.
If the percentage change between All People Trips and Minority People Trips is greater than 10%, that
would suggest that the service change would result in Disparate Impacts on minority populations.
Further, if the percentage change between All People Trips and Low Income People Trips is greater than
10%, that would suggest that the service change would result in a Disproportionate Burden to low
income populations.
Data Used
Remix is based on Census data provided by the US American Community Survey, 2009-2013. The Service
Area consists of a set of Census block groups (and its underlying data) determined by the route design
provided by VTA staff.
The following data definitions were used:
 Minority status of the block groups is determined by subtracting the white, non-Hispanic
population from the total population.
 Low income status is set at 200% the US poverty level, based on VTA’s definition of “low income”
as referenced in the adopted VTA Title VI program.

Service Area Demographics Overview
The following provides an overview of the VTA Service Area population based on the 2009-2013
American Community Survey 5-Year Sample, which corresponds to the data set used for the Remix
analysis.
These demographic statistics were considered early and often in the development of the service
recommendations in order to minimize or avoid the potential for changes to result in a Disproportionate
Burden on low-income populations or Disparate Impacts on minority populations.

VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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Ethnicity and Income
Ethnicity and Income are the primary considerations within the Service Equity Analysis. To determine
the Service Area population’s ethnicity and income profile, data from the American Community Survey
was used for the block groups used in the Remix equity Analysis. The following Figures 1 and 2 provide
a service area overview on ethnicity and income.

Figure 1: Service Area Income Status
Low
Income
24%

Figure 3: Service Area Race/Ethnicity
NonMinority
35%

Non Low
Income
76%

Minority
65%

Source: 2009-2013 American Community Survey 5-year Sample

Next Network Overview
The Transit Ridership Improvement Program is a two-year study of Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) services designed to identify ways to improve ridership. A key output of this study, the
2017 Next Network Plan, has reviewed the structure of the VTA transit network and proposed
improvements for implementation in 2017. The planned changes will occur in time for the opening of
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) to Berryessa, including those changes required to integrate BART into the
VTA network. The need for this study arose from two converging factors—falling ridership and
population growth—that pose important new questions for transportation in Santa Clara County.
Identifying the appropriate service allocation between services geared toward increasing ridership and
those geared toward ensuring geographic coverage was the essential first step in the design of the new
transit network. Currently, 70 percent of VTA’s operating budget is spent on ridership-purposed routes;
that is, those that travel through dense, walkable, transit-supportive places. 30 percent is spent on
coverage-purposed routes that provide transit access to parts of the county with little regard for
ridership demand.
Three scenarios were studied during the last year:
 70/30—70% of the service would be allocated to areas that would generate ridership, while 30%
would be allocated for the purpose of geographic coverage.
 80/20—80% of the service allocated to ridership-purposed service and 20% allocated to coverage
purposed service
VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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90/10—90% of the service allocated to ridership-purposed service and 10% allocated to coverage
purposed service.

Throughout the last year, VTA staff and consultants have sought input on concepts and plans studied
under the Next Network in order to develop a service plan that addresses the concerns of the Authority
and meets the needs of the riders.
On November 18th, 2016 the VTA Board directed staff to design a draft transit network employing an
85/15 balance between ridership purposed and coverage-purposed services. Following a second
outreach phase collecting input on this “85/15” draft service plan, staff made changes to produce a final
plan. This final plan is the subject of this Service Equity Analysis.

Next Network Characteristics
The Next Network has proposed both service eliminations as well as service and frequency increases on
the VTA proposed network. Due to the comprehensive nature of the changes that are included the
proposed 85/15 Next Network, a large number of existing VTA riders may be impacted in both positive
and negative ways. Some of the general benefits and adverse effects that may result are included below.
Potential Benefits
 Shorter Travel Times—Riders with access to the high frequency network may see reductions in
their travel times due to increased service frequency, shorter wait times, and more direct routes.
 Increased Service Reliability—As a result of the frequency improvements on VTA’s more
productive transit corridors, buses will be more frequent, which means that recovery time will
be easier to schedule. If a passenger misses a bus, they know that another one will be arriving
shortly.
 Better Connections—As a result of the frequency improvements on VTA’s more productive
transit corridors, buses will be coming more often, which means that transfers will be much easier
to complete and riders will have more freedom to move throughout the network.
 Increased Off-Peak Service—In order to increase overall ridership, the network recognizes the
importance of improving service during mid-day, evening and weekend periods. By adding offpeak service, riders will have more options for trips during these periods than what is available
with the existing network.
 Better Regional Mobility—The extension of BART to Milpitas and Berryessa will greatly
strengthen the regional transportation network and provide additional mobility alternatives for
individuals travelling between Santa Clara County and the rest of the San Francisco Bay Area. The
overall increase in mobility will allow passengers to access employment, education, and
commercial opportunities that were not previously available.

VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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Potential Adverse Effects
 Reduced Access to Transit Service in Low-Density Areas—Some of the outlying, low-density areas
that are currently served by low frequency routes would no longer have access to transit service.
As additional resources are invested in the more productive core routes that make up the high
frequency network, many of the less productive routes would be reduced or eliminated and the
individuals in those areas would no longer have access to transit service.
 Longer Walk Times—As a result of eliminating some routes, some existing riders may need to
travel further distances to get to the nearest bus route. In some cases, the bus route that is
further away will be running with more frequent service so the overall travel time may be
comparable.
Conducting a Service Equity Analysis is a necessary and useful component of this implementation, as it
identifies equity concerns early in the planning process so that potential negative impacts can be
mitigated.
Specific Route Considerations
While the Next Network proposes significant service increases on some routes, there are also service
eliminations and consolidations that have been included in the network for areas with low population
density and/or absent a tendency to use public transit. In some cases, productive portions of routes
have been assigned to other routes to render useful service.
VTA’s twelve Express routes were not studied as part of this project, except for the routes that currently
service Fremont BART. As the only VTA routes that provide service outside of Santa Clara County, the
four Express routes that currently serve Fremont BART will be discontinued with the BART Phase 1
(Milpitas and Berryessa) extension.
Attachment B provides a chart with route by route changes associated with the Next Network as well as
maps portraying the changes.

Next Network Public Outreach Phase 1
Due to the potential scale of changes to the transit network that could be considered as part of the Next
Network Plan, VTA started the process of reimagining the transit network by seeking public input on how
transit could be improved. A five month long community engagement process was conducted from May
2016 through September 2016 and consisted of a dozen community meetings, four community leader
workshops, over 50 guest presentations, surveys, blog posts and social media posts designed to collect
feedback on how VTA could make its transit service better. Further extensive outreach has been
conducted on the Next Network plan (85/15) that was furthered for study by the VTA Board.

VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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VTA held 12 Community Meetings (VTA staff-led) and four intensive Community Leader Workshops (led
by Jarrett Walker and Associates) for the Next Network Plan. Additionally, VTA staff made 15
presentations to community and neighborhood groups. For online outreach, 104,000 unique visits were
recorded to the project website. VTA collected 2,236 votes in online surveys, 1,139 social media
interactions and 860 email list subscribers. Staff posted 12 blog posts that each generated dozens of
public comments and staff responses. 150 Next Network-related comments were received through
VTA’s customer service line. In all, over 5,000 points of public input were received during the first
outreach phase-more than halfway to staff’s goal of receiving 10,000 points of input throughout the
entire project. Extensive communication to Limited English Proficient populations was also undertaken,
which corresponded to VTA’s Language Assistance Plan.
The comments received followed many common themes:
 Concerns over personal impacts of service changes on mobility—How will those who might see
their transit service decreased or discontinued get around?
 Desires for more frequent and reliable transit service—With many routes operating at 30minutes frequencies or less, transit is not a viable option for many who live within the core service
area.
 Desires to lower the average rider subsidy by decreasing or discontinuing transit service to lowridership areas.
 Desires to see public transit as a traffic congestion solution
 Desires to improve connections with regional services like Caltrain and future BART service
 A sense that transit did not go where riders wanted to go or that making one’s trip would be
indirect or require lengthy transfers
 Recognition of the challenge of operating transit in low-density, suburban areas
 Concerns for the mobility of an aging population

Next Network Public Outreach Phase 2
Public outreach has continued following the Board’s recommendation to study the Next Network 85/15
plan. The following is a summary of the second outreach phase on the Next Network, conducted during
January and February 2017.
External Engagement
 2,500+ incoming public comments collected via phone, e-mail and specialized microsite
https://nextnetwork.vta.org, with information on the site mirrored in English, Spanish, Chinese and
Vietnamese.
 Nine public meetings held thus far resulted in:
o Average attendance = 46;
o Total attendance = 421
VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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16 videos (2 live streamed meetings, 5 geographically-focused webinars, 8 college-focused
videos) – key metrics include:
4,300 views
111 live viewers
25,700 hours of watch time
250 comments
45 thumbs-up and 75 shares
Countywide Title VI mailing to 150 organizations
Targeted South County Title VI mailing to 80 organizations
Community presentations include: Saratoga Senior Center, SJ District 1 Leadership Council, SPUR,
Transform, Gunn High School PTA, Cupertino Chamber of Commerce, Hope Services, Centennial
Recreation Senior Center (Morgan Hill), Traffic Safe Communities Network among others
Outreach to Community Based Organizations, offering presentations/literature for distribution
Educational Institution Transit Fairs: San Jose State, De Anza, SCU, City College
Multilingual Street Team ambassadors deployed in the field at major transit hubs for 10 days;
reach was over 3,300 individuals.

Marketing Collateral
 Car cards translated in 5 languages on all vehicles
 Proposed discontinued route flyers distributed on affected bus lines
 Bus Stop signage at proposed deleted stations
 Light Rail Station and Bus Shelter Posters
 Passenger Information Message Signs on light rail platforms
 Bus Bench Ads
 Special Take Ones (passenger newsletter translated in 5 languages with a proposed service map)
on board buses and at major literature distribution points
 Two rounds of print newspaper ads in 24 publications targeting community and minority
publications including: San Jose Mercury News, Silicon Valley Community Newspapers, Metro
Newspapers, Gilroy Dispatch/Morgan Hill Times, El Observador, News for Chinese, Philippine
News, Korea Daily, Thoi Bao/Vietnam Daily News, Palo Alto Daily Newspaper, Santa Clara Weekly,
Evergreen/Almaden Times
 Aggressive social media (Twitter, Facebook, Gov Delivery, Next Door) campaign promoting
meetings and webinars

Service Equity Analysis Findings
An Equity Analysis should not take the place of thoughtful planning at the earliest stages of project
development. Understanding the impacts that plans, programs or projects have on minority and lowVTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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income communities has been part of the early planning and development process for the Next Network.
Equity “check-in” analyses also occurred at various stages in the process. While a Service Equity Analysis
may uncover impacts to protected populations, if the needs of the agency have been matched with the
needs of the low income and minority communities, an Equity Analysis can also demonstrate that the
agency has listened to the community and addressed their major concerns.

Summary Findings
Using the impact thresholds established under the VTA Title VI and Environmental policies and based on
a Service Equity Analysis performed on the proposed final Next Network service plan, the network
changes would not impose a disparate impact on minority populations or a disproportionate burden on
low income populations.

Analysis Results
Based on the Remix data, the final Next Network service plan will result in a reduction of approximately
519 million People Trips annually. This represents a little less than a 2% reduction (-1.70%). It should be
noted that this magnitude of change falls well below the margin of error. Additionally, though the BART
extension will increase access to jobs and residents, the analysis methodology shows a decrease in
people trips because of two factors:
1) the increase in service to the areas surrounding the two BART stations means few new people
trips because the station areas were sparsely-populated per the 2009-2013 Census data, and
2) the service provided by the BART extension itself, including connections throughout the entire
BART system, are not reflected because the extension will not be operated directly by VTA.
Minority populations will fare slightly better under the service plan than the overall population, and
experience only 1.44% reduction in People Trips. The Difference between Minority Impacts to All
Impacts is negligible at 0.26%. This does not represent a Disparate Impact using the 10% threshold
established in the VTA policies. Table 1 presents the impacts experienced by the total population and
the minority population expressed in People Trips.
Table 1: Disparate Impact Analysis
People Trips (Total)
People Trips
Existing Network
Proposed Network

31,126,194,325
30,606,506,800

People Trips (Minority)

Net change to
%
Existing
Change

-519,687,525

-1.70%

People Trips
22,335,385,235
22,019,054,671

Net change
to Existing

-316,330,564

% Change

-1.44%

Difference of
Minority
Exceed 10%
Impacts to DI Threshold
Total Impacts
0.26%

NO

Additionally, low income populations will also experience fewer impacts when compared to the overall
population under the final Next Network service plan, with a net reduction to Low Income People Trips
of 0.67%. This also does not represent a Disproportionate Burden using the 10% threshold established
VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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by the VTA policies. Table 2, below, presents the impacts experienced by the total population and the
low income population expressed in People Trips.
Table 2: Disproportionate Burden Analysis
People Trips (Total)
People Trips
Existing Network
Proposed Network

31,126,194,325
30,606,506,800

People Trip (Low Income)

Net change to
%
Existing
Change

-519,687,525

-1.70%

People Trips
9,597,124,302
9,533,081,271

Net change
to Existing

% Change

-64,043,031

-0.67%

Difference of
Low Income Exceed 10%
Impacts to DB Threshold
Total Impacts
1.03%

NO

As an additional support to this analysis, we also viewed the difference between the impacts borne by
minority and low income populations compared to the overall percentage of minority and low income
populations within the service area. While this does not take into consideration the difference between
the aggregate change between the total population impacts and the minority or low income population
impacts that is required for the Service Equity Analysis, it does provide a touchstone to determine how
well the impacts borne by the two populations compare to the overall minority and low income
populations in the Service Area. As a result of this analysis, it appears that both low income and minority
populations that experience the impacts are less than the overall population within the service area. For
the low income populations, the impacts are a little more than half of the low income population in the
area. Table 3 provides this analysis.
Table 3: Impacts “Borne” by Low Income and Minority Populations

Impact Borne By:
Service Area Average:
Difference:

Low Income

Minority

12.3%
23.5%
-11.2%

60.9%
65.3%
-4.5%

As previously stated, a Service Equity Analysis should not take the place of thoughtful planning in the
development stage. However, because the impacts to minority and low-income communities were
considered early in the planning and development process for the Next Network, VTA was able to bridge
the needs of the agency with the needs of the low income and minority populations, and develop a
service plan that has minimal system-wide impacts to both populations.

VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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Appendix A: VTA Title VI and Environmental Justice Policies
Public Outreach for Title VI and Environmental Justice Policies

In the development of the Major Service Change, Disparate Impact, and Disproportionate Burden
policies, VTA solicited input from the community, including low-income, minority, and limited English
proficient populations which are traditionally underrepresented in the transit decision-making process.
A community outreach plan was implemented to provide the public with multiple opportunities to learn
about the proposed policies and provide feedback.
The proposed policies below were emailed to more than 30 community-based organizations, transit
advocates, and other grassroots organizations to obtain feedback. Additionally, VTA presented the
policies at the Refugee and Immigrant Forum and held a meeting at its River Oaks administrative office.
Comments could be made by calling or sending emails to VTA Customer Service. VTA also informed the
public of free language assistance available to persons who are limited English proficient.

VTA Next Network Service Equity Analysis
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Major Service Change,
Disparate Impact, &
Disproportionate Burden
Policies

VTA Title VI Program (2011-2014)
October 24, 2013
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Appendix B: Next Network Changes from Draft to Final Plan

20

 Remove segment between Mountain View and Sunnyvale.

21

 Reroute to serve San Antonio Circle.

23

 Increase Sunday frequency from 20 to 15-minute.
 Maintain eastern end of alignment as it is today.

25

 Modify routing through Valley Medical Center.
 Maintain eastern end of alignment as it is today.

27

 Restore loop along Knowles/Hacienda to serve neighborhood and El Camino Hospital.
 Restore service to downtown Los Gatos.
 Reduce Saturday span of service from 10pm to 9pm.

31

 New service between Eastridge and Evergreen College. (Package with 71, 72, 76.)

37

 Add Route 37 back at 60-min all day.

42

 Add optimized Route 42 back at 60-min all day.

47

 Reroute to serve McCandless Drive.

51

 Extend long segment of route to West Valley College, via Saratoga-Sunnyvale and Saratoga town center.

53

 Modify alignment from Lincoln to Scott.

56

 Extend route to Tamien light rail station via Hamilton.

57

 Extend weekday evening service to midnight (+1 hour).

59

 Extend route to Valley Fair via O’Connor Hospital.

64

 Reroute from Santa Clara to serve San Fernando (to 6th/7th Streets).
 Reduce Sunday daytime span of service from 9pm to 8pm.
 Extend Route into Almaden Valley (to Camden).

65

 Add optimized Route 65 back (Leigh–downtown SJ only) at 60-min.

71

 Change southern terminus from Eastridge to Capitol light rail station.

72

 Change southern terminus from Capitol light rail station to Monterey & Branham.
 Reduce Sunday daytime frequency from every 20 minutes to every 30 minutes.

73

 Reduce Sunday daytime frequency from every 20 minutes to every 30 minutes

76

 Delete route.

77

 Reduce Sunday daytime frequency from every 20 minutes to every 30 minutes.

83

 Add Almaden Valley route at 60-min all day.

89

 Add route between California Avenue Caltrain station, Stanford Research Park, and VA Medical Center.

93

 Change route number to 39 (keep today’s route number).
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96

 Change route number to 85.
 Minor route alignment changes to facilitate connections with Route 68.

97

 Change route number to 86.

200

 Modify alignment to start at Milpitas BART instead of Baypointe (2 late night trips).

216

 Abandon proposal to scale back Route 16 to school-oriented service (leave it as is today).

288

 Modify alignment of three school trips to serve existing 88, 88L, and 88M.
 Add after-school trip.

522

 Reduce frequency of some service in early morning and evening from every 15 minutes to every 20 minutes
(weekdays and Saturdays).
 Extend Sunday service span to 10 pm.

523

 Extend Sunday service span to 10 pm.

500

 Add stop at Almaden Boulevard (to serve Adobe and other businesses).

* Changes to 31, 71, 72, and 76 made as a package.
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Appendix C: Public Comment on Next Network
The following provides individual summaries of the public outreach meetings during January and February 2017,
conducted to solicit feedback on the draft Next Network service plan.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
Length of event:

Transform’s Chris Lepe

Meeting
attendees:

18

Demographic
estimate:

Regional transit advocates, including students at community colleges and Stanford.

Special
accommodation:

Unknown (not sure what this category means)

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Unknown

Presentation
format:

PowerPoint presentation by A. Burger; Q&A; small group breakouts with transit maps displayed and
written on with public comments; report back/share out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

none

Elected officials
present:

Liang Chao, Cupertino Union School District Board

Key attendees:

People I knew were Adina Levin, Friends of Caltrain; progressive advocates Lucas Ramirez and Emily
Ramos; Chris Lepe

VTA staff
present:

Adam Burger; Alex Shoor

January 5, 2017
January 4, 2017
4:30 pm to nearly 7 pm
Transform community offices at the Peace and Justice Center, 48 7th Street, San Jose

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Chris Lepe promoted the meeting himself via email to community advocates under the banner of Santa
Clara County Transportation Advocates
2.5 hours
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Printed PowerPoint presentation in 3 languages, Story-Keyes flyers, VTA facts cards, bus/rail maps,
Materials
provided at event: bikeways maps in English and Spanish, pencils. 6 display boards

Questions/Comm
ents: (Questions
answered by
staff)

- would like the paratransit app that Outreach had unveiled to return ...
- Adina likes beta app that Marshall has been working on
- this group hasn’t met in a few months and Chris wanted to reconvene
- Chris Lepe focusing more on San Mateo County in 2017
- Adina thinks a Sunnyvale org might be interested in a presentation
- C. Fitzgerald thinks SVIC (Silicon Valley Independent Center?) might want a presentation
- heard Adam mentioned grandfathering, but what about future paratransit riders? $15-16 fare is too
much.
- Lucas asks if VTA knows of 1% who lose transit under proposal, how many are low income or transit
dependent?
- Lucas asks how VTA decided which areas should get more frequent service. Was it a political decision?
- does VTA need funding for Next Network? How much funding would be needed to prevent 1% loss?
Adam thinks Measure B funds could cover that yet thinks Board’s current direction want more emphasis
on riders.
- C. Fitzgerald doesn’t understand the school tripper routes. Adam explains that the routes are packed
with students during school times but empty thereafter.
- C. Fitzgerald asks about national landscape impact on VTA. Wonders about how much VTA funding is
from feds. Adam answers most of federal money goes into light rail as opposed to bus. VTA mostly
funded by local taxes. C. Lepe says fed funds go to capital projects.
- does this plan account for future growth? Tons of development in some places and it’s creating lots of
new traffic. Adam answers that this is a two-year plan, not a ten-year one, we will do this again in 2 years.
- Adina asks about estimated travel times for new routes. Is that available? Adam answers that specific
measurements haven’t been made yet estimates have been used based on current traffic conditions.
- Adina asks if transit routes along Santa Clara St will compete with cars in San Jose on this street.
- Adina mentions subsidy that Uber receives. Wonders what VTA is thinking in terms of relying on these
services. Adam says VTA is thinking a lot about it. Would want to minimize VTA’s exposure. Trying to
figure out right balance.
- bus ridership for her is not just about frequency but also about expectancy of when it will arrive. Should
have higher tax on gas to get people to ride transit. Has VTA looked at polling people who aren’t riding?
- could you clarify 85/15 breakdown? – You can’t get ridership without coverage.
- I can’t transition my kids to the system because I can’t get my kids to transfer from 23 to DASH on
weekends.
- VTA should explain more on how the phase 1 feedback influenced the current proposed map.
- how can coverage be solved by secondary means like by individual city transit programs?
- Lori Parks thinks the more we concentrate resources in low income places, the harder we make it for
them to leave there.
Maps
- John looking at how to get people moving south to north including through Campbell and up to Mission
College
- connections going east-west through Cambrian
- maps don’t show difference between 70/30 and 85/15
- two students from local community college mention having better connections between De Anna
College and Foothill College because they have dual enrollment.
- connectivity between north and south (near Lawrence Expressway) important because a lot of places
along this corridor getting more housing and existing shopping centers. Need more up to Mission College
from West Valley College. They are also sister community colleges.
- maybe have a express bus along 280 highway.
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- Adam mentioned that on Tuesday, new express bus started on highway 85.
- a lot of money being spent on transit studies.
- good to have transit buses along Lawrence Expressway. Great to go from West Valley College to Mission
College.
- a lot going on at Stevens Creek and Lawrence.
- SJC growing. Very difficult to get to the airport from anywhere. Oakland and SF both have transit to
airport. Can you add bus from Stevens Creek to SJC?
- we don’t need to worry about Apple and Google employees because they already have their company’s
private transit options. VTA should focus on seniors, students, low income folks.
- VA is moving services within south San Jose and there is no bus service there.
- Street of Evelyn (Mt. View) may need bus service because it’s getting more housing.
- Emily Ramos said it would be nice to have discounted rides between BART and VTA.

How can we
improve the
meeting?
Service
Providers:



Not that we had much control over the meeting that was run by C. Lepe, or that we actually fit
within the time constraints of the meeting, yet if the meeting structure is more rigid in the
future, it seems like we should urge the group to spend less time on Q&A and comments to the
group and more time on feedback on the map.
Sacred Heart Community Services; Silicon Valley Independent Living Center

News articles
after the event:

None so far

Meeting Pictures:

None, my apologies.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
Length of event:

VTA

Meeting
attendees:

33

Demographic
estimate:

Mostly San Jose residents, many of whom live in Downtown San Jose; primarily Caucasian; a few Asian
American attendees.

Special
accommodation:

Interpreters available in Spanish (x2), Tagalog, Korean, Vietnamese and Cantonese; livestreamed meeting
for those who couldn’t be there in person

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages; comment cards available in Korean, Mandarin, Spanish and Vietnamese; VTA
micro-site translated into Spanish

Presentation
format:

Introduction and facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by J. Tyree; Q&A; small group
breakout topic-specific stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report
back/share out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

Silicon Valley Business Journal intern reporter

Elected officials
present:

SJ Councilmember Raul Peralez and one of his staffers; Office of SJ Councilmember Dev Davis

January 11, 2017
January 11, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
San Jose Silicon Valley Chamber of Commerce, 101 W. Santa Clara St, San Jose

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
2 hours

Key attendees:
VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Media; Fare; Paratransit; Gov Affairs
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VTA fact cards; VTA language assistance cards; 2016 bikeways maps; transit map of proposed changes;
Materials
provided at event: multiple display boards; PowerPoint Presentation; comment cards

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Question: will community buses continue? Answer: Not really, replacing small buses.
- Comment: Wants double track along Winchester light rail. J. Unites: VTA is studying this right now.
- Question: If we just passed Measure B tax, why isn’t there an expansion of service? J. Unites: The VTA
Board is just beginning to consider how to spend this money. They may decide to add service before the
transit service redesign is implemented.
- Comment: Self-fulfilling prophecy in Almaden Valley if you cut the bus service. Buses won’t run
frequently enough so no one will ride. Almaden Expressway is the only route into this area.
- Comment: Late-night connections are important.
- Comment: likes rapid service.
- Question: There is a bus bunching problem on the 22 route now. Going to 15 minute service there is
going to not help the bus bunching problem. Don’t see how that’s going to be resolved. J. Tyree: We’re
like every other car on the road, travel times vary. It’s difficult. 22 and 522 sometimes pass each other yet
we think that frequency is good. Long routes make it difficult to prevent bunching. We’ve eliminated
some longer routes that don’t make sense anymore.
- Question: On the note of bus bunching, are the rapid buses because they are fewer stops? I’m missing
dedicated lanes. What makes them rapid? J. Unites: When VTA describes rapid, it’s because it skips stops.
It gets traffic signal priority. VTA has studied dedicated lanes on El Camino and have proposed it but cities
didn’t support it. You may want to take this up with your individual cities. We’re looking at Stevens Creek
corridor. In the current BRT project, 3 miles of dedicates lanes through Alum Rock.
- Comment: wants timed connections to Caltrain stops, especially Diridon. You showed how VTA’s
farebox recovery is really low. On this new plan, how much will that improve? J. Tyree: We’re not being
as efficient with our dollars as we should be. At this point, we’re not projecting the increase. But money
that does increase, we’ll come back to community for input. J. Unites: we have a model for projecting
fare increases but it’s not ready yet and will be eventually.
- Comment: thanks for your efforts to improve service. Question: how many buses/routes are completely
eliminated? I live in Almaden Valley where buses don’t come but every hour. I do notice a lot of students
riding it in my neighborhood. I want you to address this area. I don’t think we want to sacrifice those in
need, such as minors and seniors. J. Tyree: Don’t know how to answer that question. We don’t count the
number this way because some routes get folded into others. We’ll walk you through all the places that
will lose service in the break out sessions. That’s why we want to hear your feedback. K. Cuff: What will
be really helpful is telling us what you think is best. Specifics at the table really will help.
- Question: if my neighborhood is looking at a proposed closure because of riders, what is the best way
for my community to get a hold of the right people at VTA? J. Unites: Through our website, or telephone
information center, we’ll collect all that. J. Tyree: There is a specific place on the website. Points people
back to the microsite.
- Question: we need bus service from Washington neighborhood to Willow Glen High School for students.
We need better connections between Caltrain at Diridon and bus service there.
- Question: VTA needs a bus app like NextBus that informs people when buses will arrive. J. Unites: We
are working on that.
- Question from H. Sickler with Raul Peralez’s office: timeline for the bus app? J. Unites will get back to
her.
- Comment: you can’t fault cities not wanting dedicated bus lanes because Alum Rock bus lane
construction has been a nightmare. If I were living in the El Camino area, I wouldn’t trust the process.
- Question: I know you have metrics regarding planning, do you have metrics on how long rides will be
based on today’s proposed changes? Does VTA measure the hardship of these potential changes? J.
Unites: we look at this based on ridership, not in any other way.
- Comment: Outreach is based on federal funds and where the bus stops are. If federal funds disappear,
bus stop disappear. As part of this process, we need to look at Outreach system to see if we can fill in
these gaps with Outreach, not just for handicapped people but people who almost qualify but not quite.
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This could be a real serious problem for people in our Valley as it ages. A. Vogel: one thing VTA is
responsible for paratransit services for people who can’t ride fixed route. We’re coming up with
recommendations to ensure existing clientele isn’t hurt. We’ll have some recommendations to VTA’s
Board soon.
- Comment: We need more resources from VTA. We need to get out of our cars. VTA needs to be even
cheaper.
- Comment: I live in Almaden Valley and am concerned about the loss of service. Almaden Valley pays a
lot in taxes and it has an aging population. I’m worried about the length of my boss route increasing.
- Comment: elimination of my route could lead to me having to walk 3-5 miles to catch a bus. I might as
well just go buy a car.
- Share back on fares: paper and online far survey; support from group on free transfers
- Share back on service tables: a lot of comments about Almaden Valley. Some comments want less
service in West Valley or other areas with low ridership. Some comments supporting more service in low
ridership areas. Support for using Measure B money for Almaden Valley. Perhaps an extension of 63 to
Almaden Valley.
- Share back on First mile/last mile: use of shared rides is promising as a supplement. VTA needs more
multilingual signage, especially in Spanish. New apps like Scoop and Uber are promising. Also heard
comments about Almaden Valley.
-Share back on paratransit: thanks to VTA for taking this over. Should think about taking on more of this
type of service. Should think of integrating paratransit services for Uber-like service for more riders in
coverage areas.
- Share back on Light Rail: People like the orange line. Can VTA make Vasona line have double track.

How can we
improve the
meeting?




Manolo suggested that for Alum Rock meeting, have PPt translated into Spanish to hand out to
people.
Jim Unites suggested that we inform staff who members of the media are because he started
talking to folks he didn’t realize were members of the media.

Service
Providers:

None

News articles
after the event:

None so far
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Karen Gauss

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
Length of event:

VTA

Meeting
attendees:

12

Demographic
estimate:

Asian 4; Indian/MiddleEast 4; White 2; Hispanic 2

Special
accommodation:

Building and restrooms are ADA compliant. Pre-recorded presentation and online comment forum for
those who couldn’t be there in person.

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Interpreters available in Spanish, Tagalog, Vietnamese and Cantonese; Sent physical letters to over 150
community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps) translated into 5 languages; comment
cards available in Korean, Chinese, Spanish and Vietnamese; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish.

Presentation
format:

Introduction and facilitation by Eileen Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by Jim Unites; Q&A; small
group breakout topic-specific stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments;
report back/share out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

None

Elected officials
present:

Representative from Supervisor Cortese’s office.

Key attendees:

Krystal Caidoy VTA BPAC, Noel Tebo

VTA staff
present:

Jim Unites, Kermit Cuff, Jason Kim, Benson Kwon, Alvin Lucas, Rael Manlapas, Linh, Hoang, Ethan
Winston, Karen Gauss

January 12, 2017
January 12, 2017
6:00 pm
Milpitas Public Library, 160 N Main St Milpitas, CA 95035

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Nextdoor; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
2 hours
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VTA fact cards; VTA language assistance cards; transit map of proposed changes; multiple display boards;
Materials
provided at event: PowerPoint Presentation; comment cards, fare survey, list of upcoming meetings.

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

-

How can we
improve the
meeting?




I want you to keep all day and weekend service on line 46. Please don’t cut it down to schoolonly service. It takes over 40 minutes to walk to the next nearest bus.
Will community buses continue?
Can you provide transit training to families across multiple counties?
I go to SJSU and I ride bus 323 on Steven’s Creek/San Carlos. I get stuck at Valley Fair. I hope you
can improve this route.
I want to know more about transit connections for the new BART station.
How many passengers is BART expected to have when the new station opens in Milpitas: Answer
is 23,000 per day.
Will there still be a bus from the new BART stations to downtown San Jose/Diridon?
The proposed orange light rail line is great!
I want wifi on every bus
Making the youth fare free is great!
How do I get a Clipper card? I need more info on how transfers work from BART to VTA, and
from one bus to another.
The adult fares are too high. I have 5 kids and the youth fare is too high. Do you have a reduced
fare program for low-income families?
We should have a way to get the table cloths laundered between meetings. Staff have been
washing them at home, and most PCSs have coin-op laundry.
We need to bring the pre-printed table tent signs for the Registration table, and print signs for
the different stations, like “Paratransit”.

Service
Providers:

None

News articles
after the event:

None so far

Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Ethan Winston

Organizer:
Sponsoring Group:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?

The office of San Jose City Council Member Chappie Jones

January 26, 2017
January 14, 2017
9:40 a.m. to 10 a.m.
West Valley Library, 1243 San Thomas Aquino Road,San Jose
District 1 Leadership Council
Review of Next Network Draft Plan and Community Outreach efforts
This was the monthly meeting of the Leadership Council
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Length of event:

VTA’s portion of the meeting was 20 minutes

Meeting
attendees:

46

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: primarily Caucasian, with Asian and Latino individuals also present.

Special
accommodation:

n/a

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

n/a

Presentation
format:

A brief PowerPoint was presented, with an emphasis on outreach efforts

Media present:

n/a

Elected officials
present:

San Jose Council Member Chappie Jones

Key attendees:

n/a

VTA staff
present:

Ethan Winston, VTA Community Outreach

The Special Next Network Take Ones were provided to participants.
Materials
provided at event:

Questions
/Comments:

Attendees asked about the extension of Line 60 to the Berryessa BART Station, including the loss of free
service to the airport. The loss of Line 58 was also mentioned, as was the issue of first mile/last mile.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
Length of event:

VTA’s COPE Team

Meeting
attendees:

46 (including one child)

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: at least 13 people of color, most of whom appeared to be Asian (Chinese) or
Southeast Asian (Indian)

Special
accommodation:

Interpreters available in Spanish and Tagalog; meeting taped by City of Cupertino, available on Channel
26 in Cupertino via Comcast and will be on Cupertino’s website tomorrow. It was also live streamed.

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish

Presentation
format:

Introduction and facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by J. Tyree; Q&A; small group
breakout topic-specific stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report
back/share out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

Kristi Myllenbeck, Reporter, Sunnyvale, Bay Area News Group

Elected officials
present:

Cupertino Councilmember Rod Sinks

Key attendees:

Cupertino Director of Public Works Timm Borden; Sunnyvale Senior Transportation Engineer Ralph Garcia

VTA staff
present:

Ethan Winston; Kermit Cuff; Paul Nguyen; Alvin Lucas; Jay Tyree; Alex Shoor; Steve Fisher

January 18, 2017
January 18, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Quinlan Community Center, Cupertino

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
2 hours
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transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards
Materials
provided at event:

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Question: Proposing to change paratransit? J. Unites: Not at this time.
- Comment: representing developers at New Oak shopping center. Very glad you are doing this. We want
more rapid bikes. We want BRT along Stevens Creek. This is great.
- Comment: Drivers need to be trained to not stop earlier than scheduled. System needs to stay on time.
Question about time stops. Request for visual displays on when next bus is arriving like other cities do. J.
Unites: We do have a project to put out more signs. We’re also pushing privately developed apps that use
VTA’s information, TransitApp, Swiftly, Moovit. VTA has also released a trip planner.
- Comment: Tools that you are describing are like Uber? I would walk a lot further if I know the bus is on
its way and when its going to arrive at each stop. Right now it’s a sign with nothing on it. J Unites: They
work very similar. Apps pick up your location and sends when the next bus is arriving.
- Comment: Route 54 is going away yet 55 is improving service. Will the stops be changing? 522 has a lot
of stops. K Cuff: Yes they would. We’ll be putting new stops on Sunnyvale Avenue. A lot of changes.
What’s proposed for 522 would stop at Bernardo like today use Sunnyvale Avenue now, and Fair Oaks.
- Comment: So you’re taking away access to Sunnyvale library and City Hall/City Center because buses are
not stopping there. And express bus is 6-8 blocks away. How getting people to walk 6-8 blocks to these
important Sunnyvale centers? K. Cuff: We’re going to be making a lot of changes to the plan. We’lll pay
more attention to what we hear a lot about. Make sure to mark it down tonight.
- Comment: Lives in South San Jose in Almaden neighborhood. Concerned that his entire region will be
cut off with this plan. We have 2 cars for enviro reasons yet like to use public transit. Have a daughter
who uses bus to San Jose State, another who uses different bus. We pay taxes and we just passed
Measure B and I’m upset. K. Cuff: VTA staff is aware about this, there are big holes on the map, taking it
away is hard. Staff is already working on service to Almaden Valley. Yet we have to be service hour
neutral. Hoping there is something in Measure B to allow that. J. Unites: have an upcoming meeting in
South San Jose, intent there is to describe alternatives.
- Comment: We’re students from De Anza College. Thank you for having this. I look forward to 523. I take
323 now. We’re letting students at De Anza know about these changes. Biggest issue we have is getting
to sister college - Foothill. Takes too long to get there from De Anza, around 90 minutes via public transit.
Students are supportive of this. How receptive is VTA to extending current routes or having a new one to
Foothill? What should are next steps be? K Cuff: Not too many people on the bus, around 20 people,
between Foothill and De Anza. Makes it challenging to justify putting in a fixed route bus. Maybe an intercampus shuttle would work instead of a VTA bus. I’ll give you my biz card. E. Goodwin: Show up to
meetings, get folks to email VTA.
- Councilmember Sinks: I support the idea generally of fast, frequent service. That part of VTA needs to be
functional. Given the Measure B passage and its inclusion of service to Caltrain, why not put all our eggs
on making Caltrain faster? Also, through our negotiations, West Valley won millions for transit on
Highway 85. Yet there is so service proposed here to have service from Evergreen to Cupertino for jobs?
Do you have plans for this? It seems all service runs through Downtown San Jose. Concerned that we’re
ignoring this issue. J. Unites: We look at all services in this area as complimentary. People that ride 522 is
usually 6 mile trip. Caltrain average is 20 mile trip. Looking at our express bus service in our County.
That’s how we’d do that. That’s a study we’re asking our Board to fund this summer. We also have money
to study for Highway 85 route, procuring engineering and design consultant, that should start in the next
couple of months.
- Comment: I live in Rainbow Drive / Stelling. Upset you cut Route 53. My neighbors used to take bus to
senior center. My students who I rent a room to ask if there is a bus nearby and not as many are
answering the ad anymore because of no bus service. How am I going to get down to Stevens Creek to
get on the bus? What’s going to happen when the Apple spaceship opens up? J. Unites: We understand
the big demand during school times but not outside that. We’re trying to study this more.
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- Comment: Density is very important. Something is missing. Does staff look at population changes? Does
VTA look at quality and utility of service? Could VTA make demographic information open to the public? J.
Unites: VTA did a transit choices report. It’s on the VTA website, a 50-page report.
- Comment: De Anza College has 22 to 24,000 students. Many live in East, North San Jose. How many
students use bus routes? Are you doing anything to stimulate bike riding among students? J. Unites: De
Anza is part of our Eco Pass. Beefing up service in this area as a response to that. We’d love to talk to you
about your ideas.
- Comment: I’m from Los Gatos and my city is losing service to its Downtown area. If you could have the
bus go every 45 minutes at least there, that would be good. Don’t cut service where people like to go. J.
Unites: We’ll be taking a harder look at Los Gatos.
- Comment: The 82 bus could use more frequent service. K. Cuff: Both of those are high on our staff wish
list if we get more money for the plan.
- Question: Will 523 buses be the usual size? VTA has old buses with a diesel smell that can be off-putting
to some. K. Cuff: Originally started with 45 foot buses, intending to put bigger buses for 523, soon
articulated buses. J. Unites: We have an order in for 55 new buses for later this year. We keep our buses
around 14 years. We have a fleet of around 400 buses. Buying hybrid buses like Prius. Buying 10 electric
buses in 2018.
- Question: I’m a student from De Anza. Are you going to keep the Eco Pass since thousands of students
benefit from it? J. Unites: The Eco Pass is something we’re looking as part of our VTA study. In general,
we’re trying to keep the same kind of programs for our colleges. Feel free to fill out the survey
- Question: I’ve been to the transit center around Downtown San Jose, these small buses. Can we hit the
areas where people have to go too far to get to the bus? Can we get that first mile to the bus on
demand? J. Unites: We do have shorter buses in our fleet, they’re successful in some places. Most of the
cost of our service is the labor.
- Comment: I used to work in San Francisco. I used to drive to Mt. View Caltrain where parking was hard,
then Muni in SF. I know people who come from Cupertino to SF. Overall, what we’re seeing from
Cupertino is that people have a hard time getting to SF without a car. Not easy to get on the Caltrain. I
want to bring this issue out and make it visible. Other people doing it longer than the year I did it before I
couldn’t take it anymore. J. Unites: We’re working with City of Mt. View to look at parking at transit
center in Mt. View. Long-term plans to push Caltrain to Transbay Terminal.
- Comment: Los Gatos resident. Why no direct light rail bus service to SJC airport? With Los Gatos, at least
go through part of Downtown, such as near library, civic center and high school. There’s no bus along
Camden and Hillsdale with no bus service, seems like a big blind spot. I’m getting excited about some of
the changes you are proposing. J. Unites: You’re right on about Camden and Hillsdale. We had service
there but it hasn’t done well. We do have a free route from Santa Clara Caltrain to SJC. We’re proposing
to extend that route to Milpitas BART station, we have a lot of airport workers. On the other side, we’ll
continue out down Winchester, the Valley Fair area, down to Winchester light rail station.
- Comment: I’m concerned that there don’t seem to be alternatives in place before the changes take
place and routes are lost.
- Share Out from Alvin: most comments are that everyone supports decreased youth fare at this meeting
and prior ones. Survey is in the back if you like.
- Share Out from Jim re: Paratransit, light rail and Core Capacity: improve connections to Caltrain from
this area; took some questions on paratransit, we’re hiring a new vendor coming on this summer to those
who asked, some specific route questions on Cupertino routes; really make sure customer service and ontime performance is improved.
- Share Out from Jay/Kermit/Steve: Talked a lot about areas that will lose serve, particularly in Cupertino.
Hard with this plan when we don’t have more money, have to take money from one place to another.
Talked about 85 corridor; lot of people like 523 rapid; BART service and safety on BART; establish a
hierarchy of service based on how often a route comes. VTA is collecting feedback through February 20.
Can do so via our website. Please do engage.
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.

How can we
improve the
meeting?
Service
Providers:
News articles
after the event:



Hard to take pictures, do sign-in sheet and take superb notes on comments, especially since so
many attendees arrived late.
 Really like sign ups to be done on computer, yet need second laptop or tablet to fully implement.
 A lot of route-specific questions were asked during the large group Q&A. I wonder if we should
route more of those to the break out tables.
None that I could tell
None so far.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
Length of event:

VTA’s COPE Team

Meeting
attendees:

55

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: primarily Caucasian, with approximately 10 Asian and Southeast Asian attendees.

Special
accommodation:

Interpreters available in Spanish, Vietnamese and Tagalog; comment cards available in 6 languages

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish

Presentation
format:

Introduction and facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by A. Burger; Q&A; small group
breakout topic-specific stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report
back/share out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

Jacqueline Lee, Palo Alto Post

Elected officials
present:

Palo Alto Councilmember Eric Filseth; Los Altos Councilmember and VTA Board Chair Jeannie Bruins

Key attendees:

Representative from Office of State Senator Jerry Hill; Adina Levin, Friends of Caltrain

VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Media; Fare; Paratransit. Ethan Winston; Kermit
Cuff; Rael Manlapas; Alvin Lucas; Jay Tyree; Alex Shoor; Adam Burger; Brandi Childress; Linh Hoang;
Robert Gebo; Tricia Pontau; Chris Augenstein; Ying Smith; Tamiko Percell

January 19, 2017
January 19, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Palo Alto City Hall, Palo Alto

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
2 hours
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Materials
provided at
event:

transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards; VTA Bikeway maps;
VTA Language Assistance cards; Far Review Public Input Survey; Comment Cards in 6 languages

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Missed 2-3 comments and questions at the beginning because I was still signing in people.
- Comment: Will Route 35 go to Middlefield light rail? K. Cuff: Yes.
- Comment: Frustrated with light rail and Caltrain connections are tight. Highly stressful when light rail
train is sounding the speaker on the train. K. Cuff: After recent changes to Caltrain, VTA moved light rail
schedule to match Caltrain. Lined up well with Mt. View. Leading to missing some connections at Diridon.
- Comment: I don’t experience good customer service, friendliness from VTA bus drivers. VTA drivers
need to be more pleasant to increase ridership.
- Comment: Eliminate a few stops that aren’t as busy as others.
- Comment: I don’t feel my time is appreciated on VTA, it’s not no-nonsense enough.
- Comment: The Marguerite doesn’t run all year.
- Comment: the stop in front of my house at San Antonio Place, for disabled and seniors, is being
removed. People in my building are very upset.
- Comment: Are Route 88 trips three trips north and 3 trips south? K. Cuff: Proposal is to keep school
trips. 3 buses coming down in the morning and 3 buses coming back in the afternoon. Trips are only oneway. If you do one direction, it only benefits high school students.
- Comment: I run 522 very day and use bike for first mile and last mile. I think changing 22 is a downgrade
for Palo Alto. Good to look at the whole stretch of 22 to make sure there aren’t too many gaps close to or
greater than one mile. Put a stop on Barren Ave. What are you thinking about stops for 22 and 522? K.
Cuff: proposal is to keep them where there are. We’re looking at making changes in Sunnyvale.
- Comment: Half a mile is reasonable for a bus stop. 1.5 miles is not. Need to put bus stops closer. May be
a reason Palo Alto isn’t riding enough.
- Comment: I hope VTA is actively reaching out to hundreds of units of affordable and senior housing and
Veteran’s Hospital. Please include Palo Alto in your Title VI study.
- Comment: Coverage should be based on need. VTA talks about that in your earlier presentation. What
we’re hearing is seniors may be paying more for public transit. A. Burger: VTA Board proposes no new
changes to paratransit service, should be considered by Board in April.
- Comment: Gunn is doing a survey. Gunn very concerned with changes proposed. Will lead to another
cut to Palo Alto service after ridership decreases.
- Comment: Thanks to Kermit for accommodating Gunn HS. Heard tonight that current proposal is
revenue-neutral. However, previous round of NN community network said draft plan would incorporate
Measure B election, that’s why plan didn’t come out sooner.
- Comment: Paratransit fares shouldn’t increase.
- Comment: With community bus fare going away, cost for Gunn HS students will go up. A. Burger: VTA
has a side deal with Gunn HS. This deal is outside the scope of this project.
- Comment: I recall surveys recommended 80/20 split. A. Burger: Overall, yes, 80/20. Community orgs
wanted 85/15. That’s what Board went with. That ratio could change.
- Comment: You might consider extending 35/21 bus to Stanford Medical Center. 86 bus used to go there
back in the day.
- Comment: Here to advocate for 88 bus drivers. I’d like to know how you made sure bar charts are
accurate. What efforts have you made to reach out to other orgs in the community regarding changes to
88 route? How will this impact safety with more students driving or biking, including at night? A. Burger:
automatic passenger counters on our buses. That funnels into our data. We have annual totals. K. Cuff:
We look at month such as April or October when ridership is the maximum.
- Comment: Appreciate the routes for the 30 and 45 kept as they are. So many services/businesses in
these areas.
- Comment: Is there a mistake about information on the 40 on your website? There is service on
Saturdays but website says there is not. Check your website.
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- Comment: When you surveyed people on how far they were willing to walk, did you break it down by
age groups, such as for elderly people? I wouldn’t be willing to walk much farther. A. Burger: Among the
thousands of responses, some willing to walk more, some not. We saw a tidal shift toward willing to walk
farther. We try to design a transit system for the most people.
- Comment: Are you going to be reducing number of stops?
- A. Burger: We’ve reached out to many Title VI groups. You can ask Ethan Winston in the bacl about
which community groups we’ve reached out to.
- Comment: Would smaller buses help with coverage? A. Burger responds that the cost is more about the
driver than the size of the bus. Don’t want to leave people off bus on smaller buses.
- Comment: I saw Jarrett Walker speak in previous round. He talked about importance of 30-minute
frequencies. Why don’t you increase headways to 30 minutes on Saturday and Sunday on 21 route? A lot
of service workers are along this route to Stanford Shopping Center. A. Burger: We have a limited budget.
- Question: When frequency for a route goes down, and bus fails to show up, you wonder where the bus
actually is? The only way to found that out is customer service, which isn’t available outside business
hours. You could consider Caltrain’s Twitter account, which pushes out updates in real time. A Burger: My
favorite app is TransitApp. This is where routes go. We will take feedback and inquire with our tech
department on how to do that.
- Comment: BART service may not start on time. How does this impact 180/181 routes? A. Burger: These
changes won’t go into effect until BART services starts.
- Comment: Issues about process tonight. I know you have agenda. Community speakers are being
rushed. Can we have a second community meeting in South Palo Alto where many riders are located so
people have a chance to weigh in? E. Goodwin: We’re directing people with route-specific information to
next part of night.
- Comment: What is VTA doing to increase ridership? How is VTA marketing bus service as a local
program? Not promoted in Mt. View and Palo Alto as local services. Better integration between ridership
and marketing needed. A. Burger: I’m personally interested in this.
- Comment: Is this program acknowledging and integrating what we’re doing in Palo Alto to drive
ridership? K. Cuff: Constantly reminded about Stanford ridership numbers.
- Comment: As a result of Eco Pass, what trends are you seeing around bus ridership in Palo Alto? Are you
thinking of expanding that for Downtown PA and El Camino workers? J. Unites: Happy talk to Downtown
TMA to make service better in Downtown. We do track our Eco Pass usage. Gentlemen in the back look at
that. We collect ridership on a stop-level basis.
- Comment: We are in the midst of some significant investment in Palo Alto in Eco Passes. Is this part of
your planning process? J. Unites. Yes. We would love for the City TMA to reach out to us.
- Comment: VTA doesn’t have zone-based pricing. Has VTA looked at how that would impact ridership?
Would you charge full-fare going south and the other direction pay half-fare? J. Unites: We have not
looked at zone-based pricing. We are aware about it. It works well on heavy rail and is a mess on buses or
light-rail.
- Comment from A. Levin: This is an add-on to previous comment. Relationship to Palo Alto shuttle, which
city is updating. Mt. View also has a city shuttle. Anything you can share with us re: ways for those
systems to work better in terms of schedule? I would urge the 35 and C shuttle both travel Middlefield,
both end up here at Palo Alto City Hall. If they were to coordinate, you could have 15 minute headways. J.
Unites: We’re starting those conversations with the City of Palo Alto. It would be great to coordinate the
35 and C shuttle. K. Cuff: We’re having great, productive conversations with City.
- Comment: Thank you for VTA for providing this important service. I live in household with three seniors
and adult, disabled child who needs paratransit. We’re passionate about Route 35. Will stops be
changed? What if one part of route is busier than the other part? K. Cuff: routing is the exact same. Just a
number change. Frequency doesn’t change in this proposal. It’s all based on demand. A. Berger: We’re
continuing to watch travel demand, we look at everything every two years. Some routes have higher
frequency on part of route than other.
- Comment: My experience is with paratransit, if you stop isn’t covered, VTA charges you extra. Changing
coverage would impact people. A. Burger: VTA’s GM doesn’t want to change that.
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- Comment: What entities specifically fund VTA? Who makes decisions on VTA? J. Unites: Our main
source of funding is sales tax measure that covers nearly 75% of our expenses from 1976 measure. We
have a VTA Board, one of whom is here today.
-

-

-

How can we
improve the
meeting?
Service
Providers:
News articles
after the event:

Share out from Robert on Paratransit: Overview on what paratransit is. Talked about how
Measure B money will be spent on paratransit. Question about the cost of it referred to Fares.
Share out from Rael on Fares: People asked about transfers, positive about better transfers. Also
positive about free transfers. Concerned about where one can buy Clipper Cards. Last time
people increased fare increase was 2009.
Share out from Jay on Buses: A lot of discussion on the 88 bus. Please make sure we get all of us.
A lot of discussion of 22 needing to be more frequent, keep at 12 minutes. A lot of talk about 21
and 35 and clarification around switch of name and people like new names. Talked about VA
Hospital and Stevenson House, VTA needs to provide service to them. Talked about 522.
Touched on paratransit.
Share out from Jim on Misc. subjects: How could we speed up buses and light rail by using signal
priority or other means. Talked about improving access to Clipper add machines at VTA and
Caltrain. More discussions with coordinating shuttle and VTA service with local staff.



Need to have a second person on hand for the sign-in sheets when there is a rush of people
arriving, usually from 15 minutes before the meeting begins to 10 minutes afterward.
 Not sure what is the best way of doing it, yet in last night’s case, the Q&A session went on much
longer than usual, until around 7:30 pm, leaving less time for stakeholders to talk directly to VTA
transit planners and other staff.
Palo Alto Unified School District; Stanford Research Park
None so far.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
How did attendees
learn of the
meeting?

VTA’s COPE Team

Length of event:

2 hours

Meeting
attendees:

32 (+ 2 children)

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: primarily Caucasian, with approximately 6 Asian/Southeast Asian attendees, 3
Latinos and 1 Filipino

Special
accommodation:

Interpreters available in Spanish and Tagalog; comment cards available in 6 languages

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish

Presentation
format:

PowerPoint presentation by J. Unites; Q&A; small group breakout topic-specific stations with transit maps
displayed and written on with public comments; report back/share out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

None

Elected officials
present:

VTA Board Chair Jeannie Bruins

Key attendees:

Representative from Office of Supervisor Ken Yeager; City of Campbell Public Works Director Todd
Capurso

January 23, 2017
January 23, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Campbell Library, Campbell

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
6 from bus driver/bus service; 2 attended last meeting; 1 from Next Door; 1 from newspaper; 2 email list
serve; 2 from website; 1 from neighbor; 1 from library staff; 1 from Twitter; 1 from Facebook (this is not
an exact, complete tally)
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VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Transit Operations; Fare; Paratransit. Ethan
Winston; Kermit Cuff; Rael Manlapas; Alex Shoor; Adam Burger; Brandi Childress; Steve Fisher; Jason Kim;
Jim Unites; Chad Steck

transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards; VTA Bikeway maps;
Materials
provided at event: Far Review Public Input Survey; Comment Cards in 6 languages

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Question: How often are you going to do modifications of the plan? J. Unites: We’re taking public input
in January and February. We’ll take all that and put it together. In early March, we’ll send out the final
plan.
- Comment: Proposed fare change for the disabled going up from $25 to $30 is excessive. That’s unfair to
me. Rael: That’s a valid comment. We have fare surveys present if you’d like to fill out one.
- Question: When are you going to fix the isochrome map? It doesn’t work right now. It has been down
for a week. E. Winston: We’re having some server problems. Give your name to us and we’ll get in touch
on that.
- Question: Will you have paper transfers? When my mom comes to town, there’s no need for her to buy
a Clipper Card. J. Unites: We don’t want to return to old days when driver has to hand out a piece of
paper. Proposal is only for Clipper Card right now. We think 40% of Clipper Card usage will increase after
BART comes to SCC. Rael: Safety involved in the paper transfers, as well as cost.
- Comment: the bus my daughter takes will be cancelled. The bus is 65. Our neighborhood has no bus if
you get rid of it. 20 minutes to walk to the bus under the new bus. J. Unites: We’ve been hearing about
route 65. She takes it right to Dartmouth Middle School. K. Cuff: Be specific about what part of the 65 you
want to keep and what hours you want it to run.
- Question: Bus 523. I go to De Anza every day. We already have 323 every few minutes. Don’t think 523
will help students get there faster. Traffic on Lawrence at Saratoga is really bad. J. Unites: 323 is a
replacement for the 523. We are implementing traffic signal priority on that route.
- Comment: I tried to find out about meetings in Phase 1 and they had already ended. I tried to find out
about Phase 2 meetings and the meetings downtown are over with already. And seniors can’t go to the
meetings. Seniors will be impacted by 65 bus going away. We ride route 65 to Senior Nutrition Center. Or
the people who go to San Jose City College. K. Cuff: I marked your comments on DASH and 65 down on
the map.
- Comment: Seniors want a day pass. You need to bring those back. You need to bring back tokens.
- Comment: Clipper have to pay $3 for piece of plastic. Clipper Card readers often broken. Fare inspector
then writes me a ticket. I contested of it and didn’t pay the fine but had to take a photo.
- Comment: We need a day pass to return.
- Comment: We need clean bus stops and shelters and garbage cans. They need to be cleaner. Every
single stop in Cupertino, Saratoga, Los Gatos. They remove our garbage cans. They don’t let you bring a
coffee cup into the bus. J. Unites: Specifics help.
- Comments: Stevens Creek and Stelling Road is a stop filled with trash.
- Comment: Glad to hear you are going to be making some changes. Taking away bus service from so
many areas is pretty draconian. AC Transit introduced more buses. We pay more taxes for transit than
other places. We just passed Measure B. Last measure and this measure promised more bus service. VTA
Board needs to include bus service now, not later. J. Unites: As we design the network, there are routes
that are impacted. We do these meetings to develop the final plan.
- Comment: With discontinuation of 181 express, this will impact SJSU students. Will there be service in
the evenings? K. Cuff: We have talked to AC Transit. They’re looking at routing changes just like we are.
- Question: Does this plan incorporate the expansion of the Apple spaceship in Cupertino? They’ve made
changes to 280, widenings. I’ve read there will be 14,000 additional employees. E. Winston: We are in
early stages of starting interchange project at Wolfe. There will be a more significant rebuild of that
interchange. Will take 5-7 years for that project. J. Unites: 523 bus will serve Apple campus. We’ve had
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some conversation with Apple. They run a series of commuter buses. They will probably run more. It’s
going to be a challenge for us.
- Comment: SF having a hard time with commuter buses. I’ve seen these buses taking our park-and-ride
spaces. I know there is some VTA policy about these buses. J. Unites: We know it’s a problem too. We’ll
be attacking that issue this year, we’ll be bringing some policies to VTA’s Board.
- Question: Do you have an app? I once downloaded it but it never worked. J. Unites: We don’t have our
own app but we do have private companies that took our data and use it. Suggest TransitApp, MoveIt and
Swiftly. People seem to like it.
- Comment: I’m trying to live without a car with two kids. I come from Europe. I appreciate that you’re
trying to make it better. I wonder how much input you will take from community. I take the 82 and 26
buses and they make my life easier and I will have to buy a car if you eliminate them. J. Unites: We need
this feedback, we made 50 changes on our last plan based on public feedback.
- Comment: Clipper Card idea is good if it is done well. In London, the fares are cheaper if you have a card
in London versus a paper, single ride. You can give Clipper Cards away free. It’s refundable if you return it.
They also have a day pass. J. Unites: Our Clipper Card works that way too in terms of day pass. It’s a
regional program. We’re working to buy a replacement card to do Clipper Cards better.
- Comment: With the new redesign, there is a significant hole in Saratoga and West Campbell. I read that
it is because of low ridership. I sometimes ride the 37 and 48 buses, there are significant number of
students taking bus from West Valley College to Campbell Transit Center, as well as disabled people and
workers commuting. The issue is more Pollard Road and Hacienda. What’s the story behind the story? K.
Cuff: What would be very helpful is to get specifics from you. There are other ways to get to the College
so it would be helpful to know at the tables. If we could put some things back, one of our ideas is to put
back Hacienda.
- Question: Right now when you go to Clipper fare website, it takes 5 business days to get into Clipper
Card. That’s a long time. I discover I don’t have enough money. Could you shorten that time?
- Comment: I have a regional disabled card. I don’t think that card works on Caltrain. It works on the
buses. I can’t use that card everywhere. J. Unites: It’s a regional card so it should work everywhere.
- Comment: I am concerned about the discontinuation of line 65. There is no other bus in this area. It
gives you access to stores in Camden, it also takes me downtown, to Caltrain, to the DASH, access to my
office before I became disabled. There isn’t an alternative. Route 63 is a 20-25 minute alternative and
that’s not very safe for me as a blind person. The problem is that people like us don’t have cars, we don’t
have other options. I live in Willow Glen. I have been a good ambassador for VTA. My neighbors don’t
know about route 65. I would lose the ability to tell people positive things. J. Unites: We’re hearing
consistent themes.
- Comment: I need to talk about the route 37. I don’t have a car anymore. I changed my life because of
this route. If you get rid of that and route 26, I’ll have to walk 30 minutes. How are people from Capitol
Light Rail going to get to West Valley? I’m willing to not have every half hour. I ride the bus on Sundays. I
ride it every single day this month because I can’t ride in the rain. I had to walk in the rain the other day. I
go from Hacienda, I walk 5 minutes and it drops me at Hillsdale Target. The 26 is not an alternative. I
looked at your map and there’s nothing. I’m freaking out. I don’t know how to get my job of 12 years
without VTA. If only 2 people ride it, those two people need it. West Valley College wasn’t aware of it but
now they are. Students starting to freak out.
- Comment: I have a big complaint about your proposed changes to route 60. You will have a lot of people
angry with you. Folks going to Great America will be angry with you. I guarantee there are enough people
on that bus route to justify keeping it.
- Comment: The 81 and 32 are being discontinued in City of Santa Clara. Those are being riden by high
school and junior high school students. They say the 51 is replacing it but she doesn’t see it on the map. I
used to visit people in North Santa Clara using route 58 but won’t be able to anymore if it is eliminated. I
don’t mind waiting 30 minutes. Keep the routes but run them less frequently.
- Comment: I’m glad VTA is keeping bus that goes to the airport. I think it should begin earlier. A lot of
planes begin at 6:30 am. These buses need to start earlier.
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How can we
improve the
meeting?



Leave more time for set up because of traffic worse than expected.

Service
Providers:

None

News articles
after the event:

None so far.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Ethan Winston

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
Length of event:

VTA’s COPE Team

Meeting
attendees:

37

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: primarily Caucasian, with approximately 14 Asian and Southeast Asian attendees.

Special
accommodation:

n/a

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

n/a

Presentation
format:

Presentation by Ethan Winston, with technical support from Robert Gebo. Presentation was localized by
inclusion of informational slides relating to this area.

Media present:

n/a

Elected officials
present:

n/a

Key attendees:

n/a

VTA staff
present:

Ethan Winston, VTA Community Outreach and Public Engagement and Robert Gebo, VTA Regional
Transportation Services Manager.

January 26, 2017
January 25, 2017
I:15 pm to 2:30 pm
Saratoga Senior Center, Saratoga
Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
The Senior Center promoted the event through its customary publicity channels.
1 hour, 15 minutes

The Special Next Network Take Ones were provided to participants.
Materials
provided at event:
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Questions
/Comments:

Attendees mostly commented on the loss of Line 53 service, from West Valley College to the Saratoga
Village and then back up Saratoga/Sunnyvale Road. A number of comments also dealt with connectivity
issues in general.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
How did attendees
learn of the
meeting?
Length of event:

VTA’s COPE Team

Meeting
attendees:

53

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: primarily Caucasian, with approximately 5 Asian/Southeast Asian attendees

Special
accommodation:

Interpreters available in Spanish, Korean and Tagalog; comment cards available in 6 languages

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish, Vietnamese and Mandarin (Chinese)

Presentation
format:

Facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by J. Tyree; Q&A; small group breakout topic-specific
stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report back/share out/wrap
up small groups

Media present:

None

Elected officials
present:

VTA Board Chair Jeannie Bruins; City of Mountain View Councilmembers John McAlister and Leonard
Siegel; Sunnyvale Councilmember Larry Klein

Key attendees:

Sunnyvale Senior Transportation Engineer Ralph Garcia

February 7, 2017
February 6, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Historic Adobe Building, Mt. View.

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
The most common ways people heard about this meeting were from email, VTA’s website, word of
mouth from friends/neighbors, the Mt. View Voice and bus drivers (this is not an exact, complete tally)
2 hours
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VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Transit Operations; Fare. Ethan Winston; Kermit
Cuff; Rael Manlapas; Alex Shoor; Jay Tyree; Tricia Pontau; Jason Kim; Jim Unites; Esther Jung; Tamiko
Percell

transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards; VTA Bikeway maps;
Materials
provided at event: Far Review Public Input Survey; Comment Cards in 5 languages

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Question: Will you make any changes to this plan? J. Tyree and E. Goodwin explain that changes will
come out of meetings such as this one. We made 50 changes in 2008 to the plan after feedback.
- Question: How long will the duration between light rail frequency when it arrives/departs? It sounds like
you’re saying trips will only take 15 minutes. J. Tyree: I’m only saying that the trains will depart every 15
minutes.
- Question: There’s no feedback that your comment was received on the microsite. My calls giving
feedback weren’t returned. J. Tyree: Yes, we are receiving your comments. Thanks for your feedback on
our feedback.
- Question: Are there plans for message boards than explain when next bus/train is arriving? J. Tyree:
We’re working on that. We need to make sure we have the information on the back end of the system.
- Question: Are people along a route going to continue to have service if they need paratransit, does the
proposal includes anyone who moves into an existing area or just individuals? J. Unites: We’re looking at
both of those options.
- Comment: We live on San Antonio Circle. All I care about is bus route 35. Our apartment is set up for
elderly and disabled residents. We use the 35. If you take it from us, we don’t have anywhere to go. You’ll
make us walk real far. A lot of us have walkers and wheelchairs. Without that stop, I’d have to walk over a
half mile. We have a lot of ridership on that stop. You are passing our stop. K. Cuff: I’m aware of the
ridership. The thinking is to speed up the route based on feedback VTA has received. We’re looking at
addressing your concerns in the revised plan. It would cost some time to put your stop back in. It’s likely
will put it back in. Thank you.
- Comment from A. Ward: My compliments to VTA, you have been very responsive, thank you to Kermit. I
represent 100 people on VTA 120 ride. They’re counting on me. We want improvement in this plan. If the
120, then J. Unites said all of those people would be pushed on BART. But in our survey, we found less
than 1% would take BART to Moffett Business Park. SO not effective to replace 120. Only 8% would
choose that. All those people would instead take their cars to work. It’s been brought up to us that a lot
of 120 riders are from Alameda County. But this route is key to our businesses such as Lockheed Martin
and Juniper Networks. They are key to our economy, our nation’s security and to tax revenue. With the
importance and centrality of the riders on this route, how much would it cost to keep this route going?
What could be done to get funding to make this route viable, even with BART and light rail? J. Unites:
Thanks for the survey you gave us tonight. I don’t have a firm number for you tonight. Let’s talk in the
small group discussion. Statement I made at Board meeting was about all express buses.
- Comment: In general, new line 121 looks good. I appreciate people on San Antonio Circle’s concerns
though. I’m not thrilled with route to SJC or Downtown San Jose. I don’t know how long will it take. Light
rail is so long long. It drives me crazy in whole Bay Area there is no direct connection to any airport. It’s
nuts.
- Comment: I’m here to talk about new route proposed for 55. You want it for ridership. You are removing
Revington and Fair Oaks part from it, removing County health center and Sunnyvale community center
and other destinations for seniors. All these people will no longer be able to talk it. I bought my house
because it’s near 3 bus stations. K. Cuff: I’ve heard that loud and clear. I get summary of comments every
day. We’ve gotten a lot on route 55. It’s not very zig zaggy. Challenge is cost of extra bus and vehicle. It is
on our list of things.
- Question: Change in direction of light rail from Mt. View to San Jose. Apparently you want to make it
easier between Alum Rock and Mt. View travel. I wonder if you could improve the map, I can’t tell where
the light rail stops. Is the new route causing new stops? Will there be longer trip to San Jose? K. Cuff:
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proposal on light rail is new orange line to BART and Alum Rock. Another line starting at Ironsides going
down to Winchester. If you are going across to Great Mall, it’s a direct shot. Two choices of transfer if you
want to go to Downtown San Jose. Schedule will show which option is better. Talk to Jason in the small
group discussion.
- Comment: When I’m looking at the study and how to get more customers, there is no discussion of how
VTA staff interact with customers. That could be an aspect. E. Goodwin: I know VTA taking that seriously.
- Question: I also take 120 bus. With new plan, you’d still have 99% of coverage. Will there be any
replacement? You should only be looking at viable options, some people don’t consider this BART option
viable. E. Goodwin: May be a misunderstanding about 1%. J. Tyree: 99% means that wherever people
board, there will still be a bus there. Fremont buses will be part of the 1% losing bus service. J. Tyree:
150,000 more jobs will be accessible through this new plan. We can’t do that everywhere. There’s a
tradeoff. We understand some will lose some service.
- Comment: We 120 riders would like some service that is direct, even if it is only 1-2 buses per day that
are spread out. Frequency isn’t as important as basic presence of service. Some service is better than no
service.
- Comment: two routes I’ve been taking for years have been slated to stop because of low ridership. The
bus driver sometimes skips us, and only comes twice an hour. That makes one want to look to get where
you want to go. This is routes 54 and 89. People would ride more maybe if the driver actually stops. I got
a polite response from VTA when I complained but VTA may not have technology to know if bus drivers
skip routes. Drivers are sometimes very late too. Can VTA tell if they skip bus stops? J. Unites: We do have
global positioning on buses and light rail that report back to control center, they have the information on
whether they were missed or not. There are passenger counters on every bus to figure out who board.
We do know when buses are missing. It’s not to say we don’t miss service. We’ll take this back to our
operations people.
- Comment: Concerned about elimination of 54 bus will leave Sunnyvale library users high and dry. Right
now a direct route to Sunnyvale transit station. I’m concerned about loss of 55 bus route too. Will cut
service to city hall, senior center and community center. These are all Sunnyvale community services. Are
you eliminating all VTA service to community services? K. Cuff: We have to find cost-effective solutions.
Places like the 22. J. Unites: We’re talking to Sunnyvale right now at another meeting.
- Comment: I’m here to discuss 34 bus. I’m 90 years old. I rely on it like food to get to shopping centers,
senior center. I live in a senior housing across the street from affordable housing. Bus comes every hour
on time. Takes us to Walmart. Takes us to shopping center on San Antonio Road. Lift is good for
handicapped people like me. I know the hours between 10 am and 12 noon are very busy. 2:20 bus back
from San Antonio is important. It’s a lifeline for us. Please don’t discontinue it. K. Cuff: We have had initial
conversations with City staff of Mt. View of what VTA versus shuttle can operate. We’re looking at this.
-Question: What if anything in your new plan are you doing to speed up light rail? Why don’t you have
next train coming on signs and why doesn’t light rail stop at SJC? Schedule requires you to guess when
next train comes. J. Unites: We are implementing signs in the County. There are signs now in Mt. View.
We did big project around Super Bowl and we’re going to do the rest. Light rail to the airport decision was
made 30 years ago. We have good bus connection to the airport from Santa Clara. We are looking at
people mover to airport. Our biggest constraint with speeding up light rail is that each city controls
signals of their cities. We have some priority. We are trying to improve that. It’s a cooperation between
the cities, which are more concerned about cars and we’re about light rail trains.
- Comment: My experience in Europe is that timed transfers are awesome. Bus-ferry transfer was all
timed together. I can get from here to San Francisco faster than any place in South County. I’d like you to
focus on your revisions on more timed transfers. What’s the maximum point in one part of the County to
any other? Any point in the County to another should be a guaranteed period of time. Are you looking at
reuse of corporate shuttles like those used by Apple to let public use those shuttles? We should be talking
to those companies. There’s a degradation of the system at nighttime around 6 pm. J. Unites: Corporate
shuttle are provided for their employees and we have little impact on them. We have called them many
times. Late night service being extended in many of the routes in this plan in response to public feedback.
VTA tries to make main services work and speed up system. Overall guarantee is not in the cards right
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now. K. Cuff: We have timed transfers now in Downtown San Jose. We haven’t done that in most of the
system because it slows things down. We have to be careful it benefits more people than it harms.
- Comment: Bus lines 32 and 34. I live in neighborhood that has service to these two. The 32 between
Rengstorff and Moffett is going away. And 32 is going away. Now I can only get to bus route 40 easily w/o
a long walk. Although I can use Mt. View shuttle, my service dog may have trouble getting into the
shuttle. I’m not sure solution but hope there can be something to serve my neighborhood, which is
having more housing built in it. For last several years, I haven’t been able to walk long distances. K. Cuff:
Appreciate your comment about steps in the city shuttles. We weren’t aware of it.
- Question: What is the mission of VTA? It seems like this map is more about getting people to work. I’m a
senior who wants to get to library, senior center. I fear quality of life will be negatively impacted. That
should be VTA’s goal. Our system is not as frequent as other systems around the world. Is there turnover
of VTA Board? I’d like some members of the public to be on the VTA Board. J. Tyree: One is to provide
service using tax dollars efficiently. The second is to spread service throughout the County so everyone
has services. We have to balance these two priorities.
- Comment: I use the 40 and 68, and light rail and Caltrain. It’s wonderful. I gave up my car and I can get
places just as far. BART is really loud. Glad VTA has invested in better equipment. I am concerned about
bus route 34. I live with a lot of other senior citizens. Twice in last 4 months, bus 34 drove right by our bus
stop as we were waiting for it at the stop. This morning, bus 34 waited for me as I ran to bus.
- Comment: I work near SJC airport. I can take Caltrain or take bike or light rail. I’m not a faster rider but
it’s faster than Caltrain. I’m anxious to see express options. It seems like it will be worth it. It shouldn’t
take me longer to take light rail than bike.
- Comment: It seems like you are wiping Mt. View off the map. I don’t have a car. I take route to VA
hospital. That’s a mile walk to where I work from proposed stop near VA Hospital. Seems like you are
hoping Stanford picks up the gaps in Palo Alto. It seems like you are giving up on North County. You need
to work with these companies to buy-in and use these services to increase your ridership. People will
drive if they can’t get up to train stations up in Palo Alto. Need to focus on getting companies signed up. A
lot of companies have transit benefits. K. Cuff: If it’s any consolation, staff agrees on the importance of
the 89 bus during commute hours. That’s a high priority in our proposed revisions to put back. Trying to
find ways to pay for that. We’re talking to City of Palo Alto.
Report backs:
J. Kim: Concerned about no direct connection to Mt. View to Downtown SJ. Want it to be sped
up. Like new connection to Milpitas BART. They want later night service for light rail.
K. Cuff: We heard a lot of 34. Route 89 to VA hospital. 120 express. Stops of buses at San Antonio
Circle. Better coordination with Palo Alto shuttles.
A. Lucas: A lot of seniors said increase to fares is too steep to them. People are going online to
do surveys online. Surveys available in other languages.
J. Unites: No comments from him.

How can we
improve the
meeting?



We missed signing in a lot of people because there were two entrances and only one person
signing people in and people arrived late. Eileen Goodwin made an announcement that helped
drive a few people back to the sign in sheets.

Service
Providers:

None

News articles
after the event:

None so far.
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Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
How did attendees
learn of the
meeting?

VTA’s COPE Team

Length of event:

2 hours

Meeting
attendees:

65

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: almost 40 people of color – primarily Latino and Asian, with a few African
Americans and perhaps a couple Middle Eastern folks. 8-12 senior citizens, probably a dozen students and
a couple of self-identified veterans. This was by far our most diverse group.

Special
accommodation:

Professional interpreter available in Spanish; also had on-hand staff who could speak Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu
and Tagalog; comment cards available in 5 languages

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages besides English; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish, Vietnamese and
Mandarin (Chinese)

Presentation
format:

Facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by J. Tyree; Q&A; small group breakout topic-specific
stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report back/share out/wrap
up small groups

Media present:

None but VTA videotaped meeting and broadcast it via Facebook Live

Elected officials
present:

None

Key attendees:

Office of Supervisor Dave Cortese; Office of Councilmember Magdalena Carrasco; Chloe Verrey of San
Jose Downtown Association; Charlie Fass, VP/CFO of San Jose State University

February 14, 2017
February 13, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Alum Rock Library, San Jose

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
More so than maybe any previous meeting, people attended this meeting in groups. We had a group of
around 5 seniors from one apartment building and two groups of students (SJSU & Foothill College / De
Anza). As such, the most common way people heard about this meeting was from word of mouth from
classmates or neighbors. A few folks found out through VTA’s website and a handful from seeing signs or
talking to drivers while riding the bus. Two people came because of their involvement in VTA’s BART
community working group and one from a letter I sent her 
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VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Transit Operations; Fare; Media. Brandi Childress;
Kermit Cuff; Rael Manlapas; Alvin Lucas; Alex Shoor; Jay Tyree; Jason Kim; Jim Unites; Michelle PelayoOsorio; Cody Kraatz.

transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards; VTA Bikeway maps;
Materials
provided at event: Fare Review Public Input Survey; Comment Cards in 5 languages

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Question: What will parking be like at new transit centers with BART? Answer from E. Goodwin: Parking
planned for Milpitas. Parking for Berryessa. There will be some paid parking. Trying not to have happen
what happens in Fremont.
- Question: What is the goal and mission of VTA? Public transit is vital to community who can’t use cars.
Not just about people going to work. Are you government funded? What is your objective? You are
supposed to serve the people. J. Tyree: around 88% of funding is from taxpayers. We can’t serve
everyone in the county. If we did, all routes would be 60 minutes or more.
- Question: Cupertino / De Anza students back. Brought students here tonight. Over 60% of students from
San Jose. We would like bus between Foothill and De Anza. 6-8 students from De Anza.
- Comment: We’re students from SJSU. BART is expensive to get to and be on. Parking is a potential
additional expense. BART isn’t coming until 2026. J. Tyree: BART Phase I is opening later this year,
December, Berryessa and Milpitas. Phase II is through Downtown San Jose. You are going to cut these
services yet BART isn’t to downtown San Jose until 2026.
- Questions: Cuts come to East San Jose first. We haven’t had any input on it. How did you notice this? J.
Tyree: We noticed through ads, social media.
- Comment: Eastridge is a huge hub. Milpitas is too. Those are where to put the signs, ads. J. Tyree: We
have signs there, ads on buses, street team at these locations.
- Comment: I’m from Mt. Pleasant. In this area, 39 bus used to be in Ocala area. It closed because of low
ridership. I realize that. Please do not get rid of 71. Kids are always on it. I see people waiting 45 minutes
for it on weekends. K. Cuff: No proposal to get rid of it, it will now stop at Milpitas BART. Still comes right
to Eastridge.
- Comment from L. McCabe: We have heard from many people about bus 45 because we’ve got lots of
calls in Board President Cortese’s office. This cuts off a lot of people, including large veterans community
to get to medical services. I’m here to represent them. K. Cuff: What would be very helpful would be to
let us know specifics. Its way down at the bottom in terms of riders. That’s why it doesn’t ride on the
weekends. We need specifics on where people pick it up and where they go to.
- Comment: We need feeder buses to light rail. Doesn’t make sense to have light rail and bus have same
service. I know it comes down to money. Alum Rock is a huge mess. No u-turns in Alum Rock. Rapid
transit doesn’t make sense. Don’t cut 45. People don’t ride it because it is not dependable, it doesn’t
come when it’s supposed to.
- Comment: I’m full-time student at Foothill-De Anza. We want line between the two.
- Question: In re: to 45, what about bringing 45 up McKee? I’ve taken VTA for years. When 81 or 64 came
up McKee or Alum Rock, that could work. J. Tyree: Can you please draw that out?
- Comment from SJ Downtown Association: Concerned about change from DASH to 500. Several other
lines along Santa Clara will be impacted by construction. Can you offer thoughts on that? J. Tyree: Thanks
for feedback.
- Comment: I go to De Anza but had to take bus for a class to Foothill. It took really long because I don’t
have a car. Want a connection between the two.
- Comment: Let’s get college students to help out. Can’t say we don’t have money. This is Silicon Valley.
Let’s talk to Google. We can use students to collect data. We have rich educational institutions here. Let’s
use our brains.
Share out:
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-

-

-

How can we
improve the
meeting?



J. Kim re: Light Rail - People like new orange line and want more night and late night services.
J. Unites - Going to meet with De Anza and Foothill students, administrators re: connection
between the two colleges.
R. Manlapas re: Fares - clarified how day pass works on Clipper; comments on bringing back
paper day passes; concerned about how it affects seniors; need Clipper Cards more available for
purchase; 20 people filled out survey
K. Cuff re: buses - heard a lot about line 45 and got constructive feedback on it; heard from SJSU
students on 181 from people living in Fremont heading down to San Jose; residents on Forest
Ave concerned about move of route 23; also heard from Foothill-De Anza students
J. Tyree re: next steps - collecting all comments through February 20th. We’re collecting all of
them. Then we create final plan to VTA committees next month and then to VTA Board for vote
on plan on April 6. Keep an eye on website.
We were way off in terms of demand for interpretation services. We had 20 headsets and only
one was used. Sacred Heart Community Services told us they were bringing 6 people who were
Spanish-speakers but I don’t think any of them showed up. Nonetheless, the interpreter was
very helpful. And it was very valuable to have another experienced COPE team member present
in Michelle Pelayo-Osorio.

Service
Providers:

None

News articles
after the event:

None so far.
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Community Outreach “Day After” Report
Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
How did attendees
learn of the
meeting?
Length of event:

VTA’s COPE Team

Meeting
attendees:

20

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: 5 Latinos and one African American; equates to around 30% people of color

Special
accommodation:

Professional interpreter available in Spanish; also had on-hand staff who could speak Korean and Tagalog;
comment cards available in 5 languages; copies available of PowerPoint presentation translated into
Spanish

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages besides English; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish, Vietnamese and
Mandarin (Chinese)

Presentation
format:

Facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by J. Tyree; Q&A; small group breakout topic-specific
stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report back/share out/wrap
up small groups

Media present:

None

Elected officials
present:

Gilroy Councilmember Daniel Harney

Key attendees:

Gilroy City Manager Gabe Gonzalez; 3 staff from Santa Clara County’s Social Services Agency; Gilroy
Planning Commissioner; planner from San Benito County Local Transportation Authority

February 16, 2017
February 15, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Gilroy Library, Gilroy

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
Next Door; neighborhood association; VTA’s website; attended previous meeting; email from VTA;
attended webinar; riding VTA’s buses; word of mouth; email from City of Gilroy
Nearly 2 hours
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VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Transit Operations; Fare; Media. Ethan Winston;
Rael Manlapas; Alvin Lucas; Alex Shoor; Jay Tyree; Jim Unites; Tricia Pontau; Esther Jung; Cristina
Echemendia; Eric Rosenberg

transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards; VTA Bikeway maps;
Materials
provided at event: Fare Review Public Input Survey; Comment Cards in 5 languages; map specific to Gilroy

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Comment from Councilmember Harney: As it pertains to Gilroy, what percentage of reduction is Gilroy
facing? J. Tyree: We don’t break that down by city but we probably could. Gilroy has 4 routes now and
we’re proposing to have 3 so you could say that’s a 25% reduction. But a lot of different ways you could
slice it.
- Comment from Councilmember Harney: A lot of commuters coming from ____ part of Gilroy. Did you
consider that in your planning? J. Tyree: If residents are there now, yes, they are considered. That’s what
we’ll want to hear from you on the map, these areas of growth.
- Comment from Councilmember Harney: Could you go to slide with new buses? Wants to know if folks
would rather take Caltrain versus the 185 bus. I want to ask the community to give feedback on that. J.
Tyree: job centers on 185 is not along Caltrain line.
- Comment: We have a lot of professionals that travel out of Gilroy to San Jose. I do a lot of business
travel. I like to see some buses from airport to Gilroy.
- Comment: I’m here advocating for line 17 to Tomkins Court. That area has fashion center, Community
Solutions. A lot of our clientele (SSA?) come from these buildings. Some don’t have access or mobility.
Some parts don’t have sidewalks. Path that is not real path to Tomkins. Not conducive to population we
serve. Take that into consideration please.
- Question: Is this set in stone or are you taking feedback? E. Goodwin: Between the draft and final, VTA
made 50 changes. That’s why it so important you came out tonight. It’s not set in stone. These changes
won’t go into effect until BART opens. Important you are here.
- Comment: On the 19, when kids aren’t in school, we take that bus. Have to transfer two times up to
social services office. Took my bike in 15 minutes when its 20 on the bus. Bus is not conducive. A lot who
want to do transportation for work, a lot are on the Western side.
- Comment: Daily, we talk to clientele of Social Services Agency. A lot of our clients need to come into our
offices. I’m not seeing clients flooding in on the buses. But when they do, they take bus out of necessity.
Cutting that off would create another barrier. We’re trying to eliminate barriers. It’s a disservice to
clients. No shade for people coming off the 68 bus.
- Comment from D. Muirhead: Sidewalks (missed this). VTA currently receives $ from feds via FTA, how
do you feed that into farebox recovery ratio. We need the 68 bus here midday. J. Tyree: We need that
feedback. It’s close to running more. We do get money from feds, it all goes into one pot. This is not a
factor when we design service, there is no geographically-based dispersal of this money.
- Question: Have you considered dial a ride? And have you considered a bus stop on Leavesley? … J.
Tyree: That’s what core connectivity is. Maybe we have a voucher, a lot of different implementations
going on around the country. A lot of opportunities for a place like Gilroy and a ride to Social Services. I
don’t know about Leavelsey but please ask that.
- Question from C. Fitzgerald: $16 for a one-day trip is not going to work. That’s too long for paratransit.
Folks will be significantly affected by these changes.
- Comment from City Manager: Have you thought about other loops in Gilroy? J. Tyree: The routes you
mention had very low ridership in those areas. There aren’t the resources to go into every area we would
like to. There are a lot of hospitals, senior housing that aren’t getting served.
- Comment from City Manager: Reduction of service after Measure B money is tough. E. Goodwin: That
money hasn’t been spent yet and it could go to this area.
- Question from City Manager: Why not wait to make these changes until after Measure B money goes
out? J. Tyree and E. Goodwin: We have to move on these changes soon. This is also tied to BART. The VTA
Board has to tell transit planners how much money it is allocated to provide service. 68 midday service is
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good feedback, transit planners can advocate for that route to the VTA Board. Measure B is a 30-year
program and money hasn’t even come in yet. There are 9 different pots of money.
- Comment: A lot of us had no idea this was happening. I heard from one driver. We know there is
paratransit transition. Only one bus driver told us about this. I think a lot of paratransit users haven’t
heard anything about Next Network. I haven’t seen information about it. A lot of paratransit riders go to
medical facilities. J. Tyree: We have cards on the buses and maps in 6 languages on the buses but not in
paratransit vehicles. Let’s circle that medical facility on the map.
- Comment: I’m concerned that route 17 is being eliminated. People can’t be here tonight to advocate it
so I want to be their voice.
- Question: How can I get to Oakland or BART or SJC easily? There is no way to get out of this town. J.
Tyree: What you’re asking for is around express buses and we’ll talk more about those when we have
public meetings regarding expresses buses. You can connect via Diridon but that’s a lot of connections
and you may not want that. Once BART opens, we’ll start our study on express buses.
- Comment: There are students coming from Hollister that take bus to Gilroy transit center and then
Gavilan College. J. Tyree: We are aware of that and that’s why its good that we’re getting more frequency
there.
- Question: When our SSA clients are asking us questions, if there is no transit to our offices, can we give
info to clients on how to take transit to SSA? J. Tyree: I’m talking to an SSA leader about how to get to all
SSA locations.
- Question from C. Fitzgerald: When doing these changes to transit system, are we also looking at where
social security offices are located? A lot of folks rely on those services. J. Tyree: You are right there are
some locations crucial to people who need services. All of those services are plotted on our maps.
Unfortunately, we don’t have the resources to spread to all the locations. [fire truck analogy]
- Comment: Happy to get involved in transit again. Connectivity is a big issue. Need to connect to other
bus lines. I hope this is a consideration going forward.
- Comment: There is a petition going around regarding bus 330. It will make 121 useless. Light rail is not
frequent enough. E. Goodwin: Please draw on the map.
- Comment: You have to understand South County is on an island. Whatever we have, we can’t lose. It’s
very difficult to get to San Jose and it takes a long time. San Jose has more resources.
- J. Tyree: Say we could bring more resources to South County, would you rather have 17 come back or a
68 be frequent all day, including midday? We recognize South County is hard to serve. It’s all about where
you would like service? 2/3 of audience would rather have 17 come back. What if we added more
frequent, midday service to 168 in both directions?
- Comment: It would be great to have more midday service to San Jose but it’s pointless if we can’t get
from one part of Morgan Hill or Gilroy to another or between the two cities.

How can we
improve the
meeting?



We again offered interpretation services. No one utilized them.

Service
Providers:

Santa Clara County Social Services Agency; Silicon Valley Independent Living Center

News articles
after the event:

None so far.
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Submitted by:
Date submitted:
Meeting date, time,
and location:

Alex Shoor

Organizer:
Topic presented:
How was meeting
noticed?
How did attendees
learn of the
meeting?
Length of event:

VTA’s COPE Team

Meeting
attendees:

105

Demographic
estimate:

Estimated / best guess: 99 total; Around 40 Asian Americans, many of whom are Chinese American.
Maybe a half dozen total Latinos and African Americans.

Special
accommodation:

Staff available for interpretation in Spanish, Korean and Tagalog; comment cards available in 5 languages;
copies available of PowerPoint presentation translated into Spanish

Title VI, Limited
English
Proficiency
(LEP) Outreach:

Sent physical letters to over 150 community-based organizations; collateral (including transit maps)
translated into 5 languages besides English; VTA micro-site translated into Spanish, Vietnamese and
Mandarin (Chinese)

Presentation
format:

Facilitation by E. Goodwin; PowerPoint presentation by A. Burger; Q&A; small group breakout topicspecific stations with transit maps displayed and written on with public comments; report back/share
out/wrap up small groups

Media present:

None

Elected officials
present:
Key attendees:

VTA Board Chair Jeannie Bruins; SJ Councilmember Johnny Khamis

VTA staff
present:

Staff present from multiple divisions: COPE; Planning; Transit Operations; Fare; Media. Ethan Winston;
Rael Manlapas; Alvin Lucas; Alex Shoor; Karen Gauss; Jim Unites; Adam Burger; Esther Jung; Kermit Cuff;
Tamiko Purcell; Robert Gebo

February 17, 2017
February 16, 2017
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Southside Community Center, San Jose

Draft of Transit Service Redesign Plan (Next Network)
Facebook events; Next Door; online ads; newspaper ads; Twitter; Email list serve; mailers; VTA main
website and micro-site; and other means
Next Door; neighborhood association; VTA’s website; attended previous meeting; email from VTA;
attended webinar; riding VTA’s buses; word of mouth; Mercury News / Almaden Times ad
Nearly 2 hours

Peter Hamilton, Chief of Staff to Councilmember Donald Rocha; Maribel Villarreal, aide to
Councilmember Sergio Jimenez; representative from Campbell Union High School District
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transit map of proposed changes; PowerPoint Presentation; multiple display boards; VTA Bikeway maps;
Materials
provided at event: Fare Review Public Input Survey; Comment Cards in 5 languages; map specific to routes in Almaden Valley

Questions/
Comments:
(Questions
answered by
staff)

- Councilmember Khamis addressed the crowd. Included in his comments was a call to make this a civil
meeting.
- A. Burger presents three different options for Almaden Valley. - A lot of clarification questions about the
3 options.
- Comment: Don’t vote on any of these options. This is a way to divide and conquer our neighborhood.
They don’t serve some of our schools.
- A. Burger: Option C would not go by Bret Harte or Leland.
- Comment: This meeting seems to be about Almaden Valley. What about the South Valley? Costco and
other new developments coming. What will happen when these new apartments arrive? There’s no
shuttle service to SJC. What are the changes to this exact neighborhood? K. Cuff: a lot of changes
proposed for this area let’s discuss them on the map.
- Comment: I agree with previous speaker. None of these options provide current transit service. I’m here
for my Mom who rides transit and is a senior and a limited English speaker and needs to go to Kaiser. I
appreciate that ridership is low. What about a DASH shuttle or outreach service that is more like a van for
this area that could be less costly? Those types of alternatives make more sense for this community. A.
Burger: Core connectivity is more tools in VTA’s toolkits. Would love discussions in break out sessions on
where these services could be used.
- Comment: While this was being talked about, I was thinking about Google, Apple and the huge buses
they have in the park n ride. I was thinking of a community bus that goes to businesses like local banks
and shopping centers.
- Comment: I think you’re underestimating the importance of route 13. It serves schools. Plainview,
McAbee. K. Cuff: We’re not completely happy as staff with this plan either. That’s why we need your
constructive feedback to help us figure out option that is best.
- Comment: Route 13 isn’t a very attractive opportunity because if you miss it by 3 minutes, you have to
wait another hour. And it doesn’t run on Saturdays. More ridership if people can rely on the routes. We
can use uber or carpool to get people to places like Almaden Expressway.
- Comment: I work at VTA. I’m concerned about the 42. I don’t want to see vets lose their service. A.
Berger: I was speaking with Councilmember Jimenez this morning about services to vets for that area.
- Comment: There is a headwind to taking cars off the streets. Worried about carbon emissions. This plan
is going backward if we’re cutting bus service. This doesn’t fit into Silicon Valley.
- Comment: All of your options give access to one school or senior center or another. 65 cuts off one, 63
cuts off another 13, another. I’m extremely concerned about traffic in the area. I can’t park to take light
rail. I’m going to have to buy another car and there’s no place to park at Tamien by early in the morning.
Concerned about no additional parking in the transit centers.
- Comment: You’re talking about cuts to the system. We voted for Measure B. This is not fair.
- Comment: In break out sessions, will there be one for light rail? [Yes]
- Comment: I notice you are adding another light rail from Alum Rock to Mt. View. Difficult for
pedestrians to cross at stations. A. Burger: We’re making a hard case to cities to get signal coordination
for light rail so light rail has priority.
- Comment: Can’t we keep existing service instead of this dramatic change?
- Comment: None of these plans are acceptable but Option A has frequency of service. The 330 bus to get
to work is not enough service. At least frequent service part way is helpful compared to other options
presented tonight. I don’t have a fixed schedule so I can’t count on buses that run every hour.
- Comment: I am from Campbell Union High School District, I’m from Leigh HS. A lot of routes in our
district being eliminated. Our kids can walk a little more but that frequency every 15 minutes versus
every 30 minutes would help us out because some of our students showing up late to student.
- Comment: I am a retiree and I’d like to not use my car as I get older. 13 route is a feeder to rest of
system. Can’t see why every Caltrain doesn’t go to Tamien. A feeder system needs to run every 15
minutes.
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- Comment: Almaden library community center, there are senior services every day. They don’t drive,
many of them. Depressing for them to have to wait so long for bus service. Hard for kids to wait until 3
pm for school bus service. This is hard if service is not midday.
- Comment: I’m your number one fan. I take your system every day for work for 5 years. I go to a VA
clinic. Your system is fantastic. Having said that, never having taken public transit in other cities, it’s
intimidating to take public transit for the first time. It’s hard to figure out the system. Once you know it,
you know it. But its so hard before that. Don’t mess with the vets. Let them get to the clinic.
- Comment from Roland: How many VTA employees took bus or light rail here? Abandoned Caltrain
station across the street from here. It goes directly to SJC airport in 25 minutes. Old IBM plant is first SJ
urban village. All we’ve got is 5,000 cars with another 5,000 coming. Why can’t you bring some trains
here? 6 stories TOD next to this abandoned station. Maybe you’ll get 60% farebox recovery instead of 10.
J. Unites: We are working on expanding Caltrain service to this area through Measure B.
- Comment: from perspective of Leland HS student, I appreciate you trying to cater to our needs. A lot of
students don’t have standard schedules.
- Comment: decrease in service for disabled will negatively impact their independence. It’s already
difficult for her to get to work, and it’s already hard for disabled people to get jobs. It’s hard for people
living on SSI. E. Goodwin – Please give this feedback to our paratransit station. J. Unites: Paratransit is for
disabled focus. It’s not called VTA Access. Robert can fill you in. There are applications there. For people
who can’t use bus or light rail, we pick people up in car or van.

How can we
improve the
meeting?



I did not anticipate so many attendees who only spoke Mandarin (Chinese). Unless my memory
fails me, this was our only meeting that had any Mandarin-only attendees, let alone what
seemed to be between 6-10 attendees who only spoke Mandarin. As such, we could have used a
Mandarin interpreter at this meeting. Moreover, we didn’t bring enough blue comments cards in
Mandarin.

Service
Providers:

None.

News articles
after the event:

None so far.
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